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Abstract 
The growing divergence of market valuations and fundamentals of disruptive companies has 
culminated in Tesla being the most valuable carmaker in the world, despite less volume 
produced and less cash generated. Disruptive companies are driven by narratives and not yet 
developed business models, therefore speculation about the future performance Tesla itself, and 
its competitors. The interdependent nature of the problem, as well as a lack of non-retrospect 
studies, gives rise to the need of having a holistic valuation framework incorporating the unique 
underlying parameters of highly disruptive companies. The author combines traditional 
valuation frameworks with the specific knowledge of management consulting, start-up 
accelerators, and technology experts to capture interdependencies. This approach shall lead to 
a framework capturing the existing business as well as the value of the most likely business 
extensions within the scope of traditional valuation techniques. 

Contrary to what the valuation of Tesla reflected at the effective date, the valuation framework 
leads to a c. 110% upside, given the incorporation of adjacent business streams in a base-case 
scenario and c. 340% in an upside-case scenario. While working on this thesis, several new 
articles were published which confirmed the adjacent business streams are part of Tesla’s 
strategy, therefore driving up the stock market valuation. The main findings of this thesis are 
the legitimacy of viewing disruptive companies not as a static business to grow but as a platform 
for new business streams as well. Due to increased uncertainty about not yet to know business 
models, the outcome of this thesis does not claim completeness and comprehensiveness. 
However, the framework is an approach on how to dynamically develop a view on the valuation 
of fast-moving, disruptive companies. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of this Thesis 

“Tesla is among the top 10 of the most innovative companies in 2019.”1 – Boston Consulting 
Group Global Innovation Survey 

“They showed that electric cars are working, that a fully electric car is the right solution. So, 
we appreciate that.”2 – Herbert Diess CEO of Volkswagen AG 

“The most worrying issue is our capabilities for assistance systems compared to Tesla.”3 – 
Herbert Diess CEO of Volkswagen AG 

“Any product that needs a manual to work is broken.”4 – Elon Musk Founder and CEO of Tesla  

“We should let ourselves be infected by the success of Tesla.”5 – Ola Källenius CEO of Daimler  

Tesla’s success story has been unfolded over the past decade, both financially and strategically. 
The mega-trend of electrification is fiercely connected to Tesla’s brand for the foreseeable 
future, as the company was the first which conquered the mass market, at latest since the 
introduction of the Model 3. Looking at the capital markets, comparing the share-price 
performance of Tesla with the one of its peers, the outperformance is significant: 

Figure 1 - Indexed Share Price Performance of Tesla Inc until July 20206 

 
 

1 Based on a study of Boston Consulting Group (2019). 
2 Herbert Diess in an interview, cf. Cash.ch (2020). 
3 Herbert Diess in an interview, cf. Davos 2020 (2020). 
4 Elon Musk in an interview, cf. CNN Business (2016). 
5 Ola Källenius in an interview, cf. Der Spiegel (2020). 
6 Indexed values on 100% based on 7/22/2016; Data retrieved from Capital IQ (2020). 
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Tesla’s recent success is unique in the automotive industry. Not only has Tesla become the most 
valuable carmaker in the US, but on the 23rd of January, it overtook Volkswagen in terms of 
market capitalization, making it the second most valuable carmaker in the world behind 
Toyota.7 Within six months of this event, Tesla became the most valuable car manufacturer on 
earth, succeeding Toyata.8 Based on fundamental data, the company’s valuation can hardly be 
justified compared to the ones like Volkswagen or General Motors, generating a fracture of 
revenues and profit. 

Established carmakers have already excelled in their operations for a long time and gained 
significantly more experience in producing cars profitably. Several questions arise while 
observing this anomality in Tesla’s valuation: What does the market believe Tesla can achieve 
in the future? Is Tesla a carmaker at all in terms of investors’ perspectives? What business 
model does Elon Musk pursue? It would be brave to assume Tesla could achieve a long-lasting 
cost and margin advantage compared to other automotive players, which have economies of 
scale in place and significant cash to spend on Research and Development to close the current 
innovation gap. But what could be the driver of the market’s sentiment instead? The most 
important question is, whether Elon Musk creates a mobility platform rather than a 
manufacturing company, based on future business streams. 

A market forecast for Electric Vehicles sold worldwide can be used to retrogradely calculate 
the implied market share of Tesla, which is enclosed in the Excel file to this thesis, to understand 
what the market would expect. If Tesla would remain a sole manufacturer of Electric Vehicles 
with the underlying market in 2028, the implied market share of Tesla at average margins would 
be c.25% and c.18% assuming above-average margins. This seems very unrealistic, as other 
OEMs will capture market share and margins cannot remain above average for a long period, 
therefore the question arises whether financial markets assume Tesla to develop new business 
streams in the future. If assuming a market price of c. $1,500, the respective market shares 
would rise to c.70% and c.50%, respectively. 

The purpose of this thesis is to understand the valuation of disruptive companies which cannot 
be holistically explained by traditional frameworks, and thus need to be adjusted or replaced to 
find an approximation of the intrinsic value. The primary focus company is Tesla Inc, due to 
its recent news attention and its conservative main business – manufacturing cars. 

The commercial understanding of a strategy consultant is key to evaluate disruptive business 
models and the underlying chances of success for the future. However, the main difficulties are 
the “translation” of operational drivers into financial models and the derivation of an 
approximation by applying existing frameworks. The thesis not only tries to value a disruptive 

 
7 Cf. Mason (2020). 
8 Cf. Davies (2020). 
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business model but combines the insights of Andersch’s strategy consultants with the 
underlying financial models.  

1.2 Methodology 

The main objective is to derive a framework for the evaluation of a disruptive business like the 
one of Tesla, with the help of existing frameworks and the combination of these. In chapter 
two, the theoretical concepts are discussed and evaluated in terms of usability for the specific 
use-case. Based on this knowledge, a holistic financial model is built in Microsoft Excel, 
comprosing Balance Sheet, Profit & Loss Statement and Cash Flow Statement variations in 
different scenarios and use-cases. Furthermore, this approach is controlled by conducting expert 
interviews in the industry of financial valuation and strategy consulting to reduce the 
subjectiveness of given assumptions.  

As the Excel model will be use-case specific and customized for the case of Tesla, the 
framework to derive will be the approach on how to value the disruptive nature of Tesla. The 
enclosed Excel files do not claim to be universally applicable to all disruptive companies, but 
the conceptual approach on how to derive the Excel files, hence the valuation, does.  

The author discusses available valuation frameworks and analyzes, based on the disruptive 
nature of Tesla, which concept shall be applied. Furthermore, the thesis elaborates on the nature 
of disruption and whether Tesla academically qualifies to be called a disruptive company. With 
the support of Andersch’s resources and experience, a strategic analysis of the valuation object 
will be conducted, whereas five individual experts will be interviewed to challenge the 
technological, financial, or strategic assumptions of the author, therefore minimizing 
subjectivity. Eventually, the knowledge will be incorporated into a flexible excel model, with 
a focus on the most viable valuation techniques. Based on the outcome of this valuation, the 
author will critically reflect on the underlying results.  
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2 Theoretical Valuation Frameworks and 
Methodology 

2.1 Business and Strategy Analysis 

A company valuation consists of the analysis of the underlying business model as well as the 
cash generation as of today and going forward. In order to understand the financial drivers of a 
business, the underlying strategy and competitive positioning needs to be assessed, which will 
be discussed in the following. 

2.1.1 Scope of Business and Strategy Analysis 

In order to value a business objectively, sophisticated research in the form of a due diligence is 
essential for the success of a potential investment decision.9 Ideally, the interested party 
conducts a legal, tax, financial as well as commercial due diligence.10 Eventually, the outcome 
of the research is to understand the financial and commercial drivers as well as tax and legal 
effects and risks of the target business. Corporate strategy will be sum of defining long-term 
goals of the business, including the respective practical implementation of these goals. 
Furthermore, the adequate budgeting and financing of this implementation shall be part of the 
corporate strategy.11 

The scope of this thesis will focus on the strategic analysis only. Being a subset of strategic 
planning and is associated with strategic controlling. Operative performance indicators, which 
will not be examined in detail due to limited relevance, focus on short-term goals only, like 
profit maximization (mostly by immediate cost reduction), whereas the strategic measures have 
a long-term horizon concentrate on sustaining the business and reacting to mega-trends, like 
the change of customer needs.12 

A company’s management differentiates between its targets in terms of intrinsic, e.g., ESG-
responsibility, corporate culture, vision or legacy, and extrinsic, e.g., regulatory requirements, 
ad-hoc-situations like the COVID-19 crisis as well as its legal form. Planning these initiatives 
is generally conducted over a up to ten-year time horizon.13 In order to find optimal allocations 
of resources, the strategic planning process becomes essential. To become a successful planning 
initiative, the strategy must intermediate between the environment and the development of a 

 
9 Cf. Mullins et al. (2011), p. 64ff. 
10 Cf. Financial Edge (2017), p. 42ff; Rosenbaum and Pearl (2013), p.320ff. 
11 Cf. Davies (2016), p. 33-35. 
12 Cf. Welge and Al-Laham (2012), p.185f; Cf. Ossadnik (2009), p.30ff; Cf. Horváth (2012), p. 222f.  
13 Cf. Woehe (2013), p.73f; Cf. Horváth (2012), p. 223. 
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company while fitting all segments within the company (business streams or business units).14 
“Meta targets” can be stakeholder value maximization, “interim targets” can be a Cash 
Conversion Rate15 of >60% and “micro-targets” can be product-specific profit increases or 
higher market shares in a given distribution channel.16 The latter two are part of the operational 
planning so that they are not directly relevant for the corporate strategy.17 “Meta targets” are 
based on the vision and purpose of the company (Tesla: “to accelerate the world’s transition 
to sustainable energy.”), related to operative, normative and formal criteria, characterizing the 
company’s position. A unification of environmental and business-specific developments and 
further the different business units of a company is necessary for a strategic plan to be 
successful.18 

A structuring process creating a new strategic plan includes three main steps: 19 

1) Identifying the present potentials for success 

2) Developing future sources of potential success  

3) Minimization of risk potentials going forward 

Within the strategic planning process, a sub-segmentation into strategic analysis, development, 
and assessment can be conducted of which only the analysis will be focused in detail due to its 
direct impact on the valuation. 

For a meaningful and realistic financial valuation, a company’s strategic plan is essential to 
extract the necessary assumptions about growth, margins, product value drivers, or cost 
development. Historic strategic initiatives need to be put in context to present trends and 
forward-looking initiatives to be understood to estimate the probability of success. Eventually, 
the process of strategic planning combines these three time-dimensions to analyze intrinsic and 
extrinsic effects.20 

The strategic analysis can be separated into the Company-Specific and Environmental Analysis, 
which are two independent analytical streams.21 The environmental analysis examines external 
threats and opportunities, including regulation, competition, supply and demand (customers).22 
Furthermore, competitive positioning can be understood and illustrated linking environmental 
and company-specific factors, doing a SWOT analysis. The company-specific analysis 
examines intrinsic strengths and weaknesses, e.g., development potentials, existing potentials, 

 
14 Cf. David and David (2016), p. 121-123. 
15 Defined as (EBITDA less Capital Expenditures) divided by EBITDA. 
16 Cf. David and David (2016), p. 40-44. 
17 Cf. David and David (2016), p. 40-44. 
18 Cf. Hill (2016), p. 21ff. 
19 Cf. Hill (2016), p. 21ff; Cf. Welge and Al-Laham (2012), p.730f. 
20 Cf. Mueller-Stewens and Lechmer (2016), p.138f. 
21 Cf. Mueller-Stewens and Lechmer (2016), p.140-150f. 
22 Cf. Woehe (2013), p.75f; Cf. Hill (2016), p. 21ff. 
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core competencies, and corporate image.23 Besides, the analysis examines core competencies 
to be developed and risk to be avoided.24 Nevertheless, the author of this thesis did not conduct 
a strategic review of Tesla, nor did he try to formulate a new strategy.  

Comprehending and understanding the company’s different business segments is essential 
before conducting a strategic analysis. The more complex a corporate structure is, the more 
markets it operates in and the more abstract products it offers, the more critical a holistic 
understanding becomes to understand the value generation. Separate markets have inherently 
different key-drivers so that individual factors influence their demand. Hence, a sophisticated 
company should be split into segments which are derived by its end-markets. This separation 
process reduces the complexity and therefore increases the understanding of the respective 
market specifics (which is an essential part of a segmental forecast as part of a financial model). 

Furthermore, this segmentation makes it possible to state different hypotheses about the 
independent segments in terms of growth, margin, demand, customer segmentation, 
competitive situation, or influence by mega-trends. However, this segmentation does not need 
to be conducted by products but by end-markets (e.g., Daimler Trucks and Mercedes Benz). 
The analysis of the independent segments can be used to extract an overall corporate strategy 
and makes it possible to forecast potential developments or to allocate funds. 

Subsequently, the strategic development is based on strategic analysis. Having understood the 
current business, decision-makers need to decide on how to develop the company looking 
forward, based on its current state. The SWOT analysis can be the basis for this development 
and should incorporate factors like market position, business model (going forward), market 
and consumer trends, competitive advantage, growth potential as well as forward-looking 
development potentials.25 

Eventually, after having completed the previous two analyses, a strategy assessment has to be 
conducted. It focuses on qualitative information, mostly supported by quantitative evidence.26 
With a forward-looking horizon of five to ten years, justifiable quantitative evidence is affected 
by forecasting biases. To minimize this risk, sensitivities and scenarios should be reflected in 
the scope of the assessment. It needs to be confirmed that the strategic assessment is not contrary 
to the defined vision or company values as well as extrinsic developments. 

2.1.2 Environmental and Company Analysis 

Company Analysis 

 
23 Cf. Porter (1985), p. 4-8. 
24 Cf. Woehe (2013), p.75f;  Cf. David and David (2016), p. 36-38. 
25 Cf. Alter (2011), p. 198 ff. 
26 Cf. Woehe (2013), p. 75f. 
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It should be the objective goal to analyze a company and its business units independent of the 
party conducting the research, to present the most objectifiable approximation of the 
company.27 Concerning the SWOT-analysis mentioned above28, the company analysis 
examines the individual strengths and weaknesses, which can be differentiated into three levels  

1) Classical Approach: Determination of strengths and weaknesses includes a classic, a 
value-based and a competency-based approach.29 

2) Value-Oriented Approach: Comparison and evaluation of strengths and weaknesses 
consist of customer-oriented comparison, competitive comparison, and benchmarking 
against peers.30 

3) Competencies-Oriented Approach: Combination of 1) and 2) to get a holistic company 
profile.31 

The first level analyzes the historical development, benchmarking it against the current situation 
to evaluate these trends and define strengths and weaknesses. For example, if the ratio of patents 
per unit of R&D spending increased over the historical period, one could assume it to be a 
strength, getting more efficient R&D results. This approach is time-dynamic and evaluates 
trends over several years including the possibility to benchmark negative and positive 
outperformance.32 The procedure is restricted by the amount of public data so that it is mostly 
restricted to publicly traded companies. 

The second level focuses on the individual value chain and business drivers of the company.33 
Competitive advantage stems from an internal operation either via a cost or a differentiation 
perspective. The basic idea is that every operation of a business unit can lead to a competitive 
advantage or disadvantage of the overall company. The underlying value chain can be broken 
down into primary and secondary activities and is defined as all operations of a company that 
are conducted in a specific industry. Primary Activities include inbound logistics, operations, 
marketing & sales, outbound logistics and additional services. Secondary Activities can be 
human capital, technological development, procurement and infrastructure.34 As there is no 
single framework that can be universally applied to all companies in different industries because 
the relevant drivers differ, the value chain needs to be understood on a company-specific level. 
Once the specific primary and secondary activities as well as its interdependencies are 

 
27 Cf. Hahn (1989), p. 2074f; Cf. Baum et al. (2013), p. 64f. 
28 Cf. Woehe (2013), p.75f. 
29 Cf. Welge and Al-Laham (2012), p. 534f. 
30 Cf. Panagiotou (2003), p. 8-10. 
31 Cf. Panagiotou (2003), p. 8-10. 
32 Cf. Woehe (2013), p.75ff. 
33 Cf. Davies (2016), p. 33-40. 
34 Cf. Panagiotou (2003), p. 8-10; Cf. Porter (2008), p.10ff; Cf. Davies (2016), p. 33-40. 
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uncovered and analyzed the knowledge can be leveraged for achieving above-average results 
or comprehend internal problems faster.35 

The third level is affected by internal capabilities, which have a substantial impact on the 
implementation of a strategic change.36 It shall be emphasized that the thesis will not cover a 
formulation or implementation of a new strategy for Tesla. In the following, the value-based 
approach is used, adding modules of the classical approach in order to capture time-dynamic 
segmental changes. 

The thesis will, for the sake of simplicity, not focus on the identification of the sources of a 
company’s differentiation but rather use the environmental and company-specific analysis to 
derive the necessary assumptions for the financial valuation. 

Environment Analysis 

By conducting an environmental analysis, management weighs decision possibilities by 
gathering more and more specific information about a use-case, eventually establishing control 
indicators. Its focus can be either on customers, competitors, regulators, or suppliers,37 broadens 
the analytical scope of the qualitative analysis and makes the overall analysis more holistic in 
terms of a company’s positioning and competitive environment. Due to practical reasons, the 
included information shall be selectively used based on relevance for the company. However, 
the quality standard of incorporated information directly impacts the probability of error, 
therefore minimizing risk. Management’s focus should lay on the detection of social, political 
or technological trends and incorporate these drivers into the holistic strategy. To maximize the 
accuracy of the valuation enclosed, the thesis comprises as much information as necessary to 
undermine the assumptions.38 

The most widely known framework on the structure of competition is the Porter’s Five Forces 
Model from 1980. In his initial publication, Porter called the drivers of competition forces that 
are not solely driving a particular industry, namely substitutes, new entrants, rivalry, suppliers 
and customers. This framework is used during this thesis and is illustrated in the following 
diagram.39 
  

 
35 Cf. Davies (2016), p. 33-40. 
36 Cf. Davies (2016), p. 33-40. 
37 Cf. Woehe (2013), p. 75f. 
38 Cf. Kienbaum (1989), p. 2033f.  
39 Cf. Porter (1980), p.52. 
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Figure 2 - Porter’s Five Forces40 

 

 

1) Threat of substitutive products and services: Products and services which can be used 
to substitute a product, not limited to one industry, shall be defined as substitutes. In the 
case of Tesla or other OEMs, not only an electric car but also a ride-hailing service can 
be a substitute for a conventional vehicle. New business streams for companies are often 
based on the underlying customer need, which would be transportation in the case of 
the Automotive industry.  

2) Threat of new entrants: Porter identified seven significant sources of entry barriers that 
indicate the risk of new competition to arise. Among these are economies of scale, 
capital requirements (asset-light businesses vs. capital intensive businesses), product 
differentiation, cost advantage independent of size (Technology, R&D or experience), 
access to distribution channels, customer switching costs and government policies.41 A 
subsequent framework extended the first areas by networking effects, which are 
demand-side benefits of scale and switching costs.42 

3) Bargaining power of suppliers: The more powerful a company’s supplier are, the more 
endangered is a company’s margin. A concentrated supplier base decreases the level of 
independence and increases relative switching costs for substitution products. Certain 
operational risks can arise by a supplier concentration, namely interruption of the supply 
chain, need to buy an insolvent supplier or higher exposure against externalities like the 
COVID-19 outbreak. 

4) Bargaining power of customers: Customers have a higher bargaining power, the more 
concentrated the customer base is. This is the exact reversal of the bargaining power of 
suppliers, especially if products can be substituted without high switching costs. 

 
40.Illustration based on Porter (1980), p.81. 
41 Cf. Porter (2008), p.78-82. 
42 Cf. Porter (2008), p.78-82. 
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5) Intensity of rivalry: The more competitors there are in a specific market, the higher is 
the downward price pressure. The intensity is defined by the industry growth, potential 
exit barriers and the number of competitors. Companies will try to gain market share by 
reducing prices until an absolute minimum, especially if the product is exchangeable. 
Competition, however, is beneficial for customers due to accelerated innovation cycles 
and decreased prices. 

Macro-economic trends, which the company cannot control for, are part of the environmental 
analysis as well and can be separated into different scenarios for different macro-trends.43 
Normally, environmental factors cannot be altered by a single company, rather the company 
can react to changes. Defined by the acronym PESTEL, a holistic environmental analysis can 
be conducted by incorporating political, economic, sociocultural, technological, environmental 
and legal risk. The disruptive business models analyzed in this thesis are forward-looking in 
nature so that the degree of uncertainty is relativized by building in different situations.44 These 
scenarios will be tested for plausibility to ensure the creation of reasonability, which can be 
possible, although the probability could be low. In the case of disruptive business models, the 
general degree of uncertainty in combination with relatively high valuation makes it necessary 
to include complementary growth scenarios to understand the market’s anticipation.45 

2.1.3 Definition of Disruption 

Disruption has been frequently used to describe many business models that seem new and 
innovative. However, academia has developed several criteria to define a disruptive business 
model and its characteristics. 

The framework of performance trajectories is defined as the rate at which a given product has 
improved and will further improve over a given time. Disk drive companies would determine 
their performance trajectory by the storage capacity, which increased significantly since the 
first disk drive was introduced. The sustaining technologies try to improve a given product, 
meaning that they give customers something slightly better what they already know, e.g., a 
faster silicon-based computer chip or a more efficient gasoline car. Disruptive technologies, on 
the other hand, try to change the underlying interaction of a customer with a product, often 
performing worse on the existing performance measures a customer group has. Therefore, the 
transition of customers from the traditional to the disruptive technology becomes tough, as 
established customers try to rate the product by an inadequate metric. Eventually, only new 
markets or new applications can be monetized by disruptive technologies in the beginning, 
whereas new markets could emerge by the technology itself.46 

 
43 Cf. Morrison (2013), p. 55-78. 
44 Cf. Morrison (2013), p. 55-78; Cf. Mueller-Stewens and Lechmer (2016), p. 192. 
45 Cf. David and David (2016), p. 36-38; Cf. Welge and Al-Laham (2012), p.425ff; Cf. Horváth (2012), p. 225ff.  
46 Cf. Bower and Christensen (1995), p. 4. 
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Disruptive companies seem financially unattractive to investors or competitors because their 
revenues, in the beginning, are neglectable and forecasts seem arbitrary. A financial analyst 
would need to identify the size of a merely established market and the the respective potential 
of the enterprise itself over the long term. Managers who need to decide which technology to 
invest in are also restricted by the corporate cost structure of the established technology, 
therefore making it financially unreasonable because they would accept a lower margin. New 
entrants can avoid the underlying corporate cost structure and build the business around the 
disruptive technology. Once their disruptive business model is in place, these companies try to 
reach for the market of the established companies which have severely underrated the risk from 
new entrants. Due to the historical bias and short-term performance goals of managers, the 
necessity to monitor potential uprisings in the market, which could disrupt the main business, 
is not their main priority. If a company operates in a well-established market, the decision to 
invest in potentially disruptive technologies seems significantly riskier without rewarding 
management for pursuing the step. Hence, disruptive companies could capture market share 
without the established players noticing it and eventually overtaking them. In the automotive 
industry, Tesla could start its business model based on connected, electric cars without OEMs 
paying attention to the new company. Until the success of the Model S, but at the latest with 
the Model 3, traditional OEMs underrated the threat of a new car manufacturer taking market 
share because they underestimated the speed at which customer behavior and needs changed. 
This head start of Tesla pressures existing OEMs to adapt an existing business model, which is 
more difficult and expensive than to build a new company around the necessary environment.47 

To assess a disruptive technology, a coordinate system consisting of time on the x-axis and 
performance of a given product on the y-axis is needed. Mainstream products have slight 
performance improvements over time, which are based on the underlying market demand for 
better outcomes. Disruptive technologies start with lower performance; however, the delta of 
performance increase by a given unit of time is significantly higher, so that performance will 
overcome one of the mainstream products in the long run. The expected trajectory of a given 
disruptive technology can hardly be forecasted because of the nature of the technology. 
Therefore, the necessity to ask the right people the right questions becomes more important to 
be enabled to evaluate a potential trend and its impact on a given industry.48 
  

 
47 Cf. Bower and Christensen (1995), p. 5ff; Cf. Burgelmann et al (2008), p. 20ff. 
48 Cf. Bower and Christensen (1995), p. 5ff. 
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Figure 3 - Assessment of Disruptive Technologies49 

 

To separate the disruptive technology from the underlying corporate structure, many companies 
have started to establish independent organizations. This approach is in line with the basic 
concepts of change management and, thus, does not inhibit the disruption due to structural 
issues. Managers of these disruptive units need to decide freely to maximize the potential of a 
given technology, which could eventually lead to the shutdown of the existing business.50 

“Innovative capabilities can be defined as the comprehensive set of characteristics of an 
organization that facilitates and support innovation strategies.”51 These capabilities can be 
defined on a business unit level for which a customized strategy for several products can be 
implemented. The combination of the five most important factors influences the future success 
of the business unit for innovation and competitive advantage. The five elements are defined as 
follows:52 

- Availability of resources for innovation 

- Capabilities to comprehend the innovation strategy of the competition  

- Analysis of relevant technological megatrends 

- Internal structure and culture for entrepreneurial behavior  

- Capabilities to deal with this internal behavior 

 
49 Illustration based on Bower and Christensen (1995), p. 7. 
50 Cf. Bower and Christensen (1995), p. 12. 
51 Burgelman et al (2008), p. 9. 
52 Cf. Burgelman et al. (2008), p.10f. 
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A similar analysis can be conducted on a corporate level to define how the overall company, 
which is defined as the sum of the business units, deals with innovative challenges. The five 
factors to analyze are comparable to the factors above; however, the scope differs significantly. 
The corporate criteria are defined as follows:53 

- Availability of resources and their respective allocation (Risk capital, R&D budget 
allocation process) 

- Internal capabilities to define an overall corporate innovation strategy  

- Comprehension of multi-industry trends and their effect on the primary sector 

- Analysis of the company’s holistic structure and culture 

- Innovation management capabilities (cross-functional information exchanges and 
synergies) 

Companies and people alike underestimated the disruptive characteristics of Tesla in the 
beginning but started to change their opinion the longer the company has operated. Electric 
vehicles have long been inferior to internal combustion engines, due to a lack of focus and R&D 
into the right micro-technologies. Despite focused investments and attention of C-level 
management, traditional OEMs did not match Tesla’s technological specifications so far and 
are not likely to do so in the foreseeable future. A former employee of Tesla stated that 
traditional OEMs would start to close the gap by the mid of this decade at the earliest, therefore 
providing Tesla with performance and cost advantage for the next five years.54 

However, by the standards of Christensen, a disruptive company will provide cheaper but, in 
the beginning, inferior products using more affordable technology. By improving performance, 
the gap will be closed, and existing players will be disrupted. By this narrow definition, Tesla 
would not qualify as a disruptive company, because the technology was neither new nor 
cheaper.55 However, Tesla is not solely an Electric Vehicle manufacturer but a company that 
wants to change the way we use mobility and how a car manufacturer operates. The company 
was the first automotive OEM circumventing traditional automotive dealers and selling directly 
to customers. This transition would be nearly impossible for established players because they 
rely on their extensive network and cannot make them obsolete in the short run. 

Furthermore, by Christensen’s framework, Apple itself did not qualify as disruptive because of 
the high-margin character of the iPhone. Nevertheless, the company disrupted Nokia, 
overtaking the Swedish company as the most successful mobile telephone company by 
leveraging the trend of smartphone adaption.56 The overall company of Tesla, with its focus on 

 
53 Cf. Burgelman et al. (2008), p. 11f. 
54 Cf. Waters (2020). 
55 Cf. Downes (2017). 
56 Cf. Sandström (2015). 
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autonomous mobility using Electric Vehicles in a connected way seems to qualify as a 
disruptive company. However, single sub-segments of the company would not be eligible.  

2.2 Financial Analysis and Valuation Approach 

The knowledge from analyzing a company’s strategy and competitive positioning can be used 
to define the underlying drivers necessary for a financial valuation. In the following, the most 
frequently used valuation techniques are elaborated in detail in order to chose the frameworks 
most suitable for the valuation object, Tesla Inc..  

2.2.1  Traditional Valuation Frameworks  

Despite the disruptive nature of Tesla’s business model, a single value for its share price shall 
be the outcome of this analysis. The divergence between the intrinsic value of a company, 
derived by a financial model and its market price needs to be understood. For the sake of 
completeness, the most widely used theoretical concepts will be examined, without stating the 
objective to explain every single theory that exists. 

The divergence is the differentiation between a neoclassic efficient market that reflects all 
public information at any given time and observed prices.57 Without examining the theory in 
detail, recently evolved fields like Behavioral Finance or the study on Narratives challenge the 
postulate of Fama by providing market-based observations of contradiction.58 Due to a focus 
on the actual valuation, this thesis does not continue a more exhaustive analysis. 

To find a suitable valuation methodology, the steps of 2.1 have been conducted to arrive at the 
following techniques: 

a) 3-Stage Discounted Cash Flow Model with a high growth, a transition and a stable 
phase 

b) A Real Options analysis 

A valuation will be defined as “the monetary assignment of a value to a valuation object by 
conducting the respective valuation techniques.”59 With several valuation techniques published 
in academia, the purpose of this thesis is the approximation of the fair value of the valuation 
object, which adequately reflects its fair value. However, with different valuation techniques, 
it is essential to understand the various drivers to choose the right technology for an individual 
company based on the company’s business model, industry, and competitive positioning. A 
valuation is always an approximation of the true value, therefore, the best valuation technique 

 
57 Cf. Fame (1970). 
58 See Thaler (2003); Kahnemann (2011). 
59 Cf: Matschke and Brösel (2013), p. 2 (own translation). 
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is the one that qualifies for the specific use-case.60 The following overview illustrates the variety 
of techniques acknowledged by academia: 

Figure 4 - Valuation Techniques - Overview61 

 

2.2.1.1 Total Frameworks 
Based on the concept of opportunity costs of an individual investor, this group of techniques 
defines the net present value of cash flows as the most crucial driver of value to the firm. An 
individual investor has infinite investment possibilities and can choose freely. The conceptual 
framework of “time value” of cash flows is applied to the sum of cash in- and outflows in a 
given period and over a multi-period timeframe. By discounting this sum back by a risk-
appropriate rate (mostly the WACC), an investor derives the value of a company’s future cash 
flows at a current or given point in time.62 The techniques require the valuation objects to intend 
to continue operating indefinitely, not having the intention nor the necessity to liquidate the 
operations. This would be the case under the “Going-Concern” criterion of the International 
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) or the equivalent paragraphs in the United States 
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (US GAAP), which Tesla is assumed to have.63 

2.2.1.2 Individual Frameworks 
The static approach of proper valuation methods will be mixed with elements of total valuation 
methods, by expanding the substance value with elements of internally generated goodwill, 
which will lead to a different outcome than applying either an individual or a total approach. 
However, the mixed approach does not take competitive positioning into consideration, which 
in general can only be applied to a few industries. Eventually, this approach will not be 
conducted further.64 

 
60 Cf. Coenenberg and Schultze (2002), p. 599f.; Moxter (1991), p. 123f. 
61 Based on Ballwieser and Hachmeister (2016), p.5f. 
62 Cf. Damodaran (2012), p. 535ff. 
63 Cf. Financial Accounting Standards Board (2014). 
64 Cf. Damodaran (2012), p. 14f. 
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2.2.1.3 Mixed Frameworks 
The static approach of individual valuation methods will be mixed with elements of total 
valuation methods. By expanding the substance value with elements of internally generated 
goodwill, which will lead to a different outcome than applying either an individual or total 
approach. However, the mixed approach does not take competitive positioning into 
consideration, which in general can be only applied to a few industries, whereas the ones of this 
valuation object are not part of them. Eventually, this approach will not be conducted further.65 

2.2.1.4 Multiple Frameworks 
In contrast to the techniques mentioned above, the multiple valuation methods are applied to 
exploit the market mechanism, assuming that the overall market already incorporates all 
important and available information to find a fair valuation for comparable assets. The most 
critical step is to assign the valuation object a suitable “peer-group” based on the company’s 
business model, geographic focus, sector exposure, distribution structure, research and 
development expertise, life cycles, growth perspectives or regulatory exposure among other 
factors. The better this selection process can be conducted, the more realistic the valuation will 
be.66 

In general, the two main categories of applicable multiples are transaction and trading 
multiples, which are different in nature. The former categories are based on comparable 
transactions that have been conducted in the past where the target was equivalent to the 
valuation object. As the transaction value includes the takeover premium, the transaction 
multiples usually are higher than the respective trading multiples, since they incorporate the 
premium. However, due to the rarity of comparable transactions, a more prolonged timeframe 
may be necessary to analyze, which could influence the multiples, as the general takeover 
market could have significantly changed over time. Trading multiples, on the other hand, can 
be analyzed either for a specific date or as Multiples Over Time (MoT) to take an average 
during the last 12 months. Further, the trading multiples can be divided into Next Twelve 
Months (NTM) or Last Twelve Months (LTM) multiples, where the divisor, normally EBIT or 
EBITDA based on the business model, is either the historical figure or the forward-looking 
expected figure of coverage brokers.67 The approach was not pursued in the course of this thesis, 
due to the lack of credible peers. 

2.2.2 Discounted Cash Flow Model 

The Discounted Cash Flow Model is one of the most frequently used valuation techniques in 
Investment Banks. However, there are several approaches to derive the Enterprise or Firm 

 
65 Cf. Damodaran (2012), p. 637f. 
66 Cf. Damodaran (2012), p. 637f. 
67 Liu, Nissim, and Thomas (2002), p. 135f. 
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Value of a valuation object, which will be discussed in the following to eventually chose the 
most suitable framework. 

2.2.2.1 Traditional Framework 
 

An analysis of potential net cash flows of a valuation object concerning the underlying risk can 
be conducted by applying a Discounted Cash Flow Model (DCF). For Tesla, the total valuation 
method of the Discounted Cash Flow is applied to value Tesla. Generally, this approach can be 
separated into a Firm Value and an Equity Value approach. In contrast, the former approximates 
the value to all capital holders (Enterprise Value) and the latter approximates the value to all 
shareholders (Equity Value). The Firm Value approach itself can be further segmented into an 
Adjusted Present Value or a Weighted Average Cost of Capital Method.68 In theory, the 
approaches can be transformed into each other. However, the net approach would make it 
necessary to allocate debt and interest expenses to each business unit, therefore creating 
additional complications. This problem can be overcome by using the Firm Value and applying 
the Enterprise Value to Equity Value Bridge.69 By subtracting the net debt which is defined as 
the interest-bearing debt and adding the cash, a financial analyst can derive the Equity Value. 
The Adjusted Present Value Method would assume a company to be equity financed only and 
the positive effects of debt financing (tax effects due to interest expenses) will be added 
eventually.70 Due to the reduction of complexity, the valuation will be conducted as a Weighted 
Cost of Capital approach. 

In a three-stage Free Cash Flow Model, the value of a company is approximated as follows: 

 CV(t) = EV(t) − D(t) = ∑ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(0)∗(1+𝑔𝑔)𝑡𝑡

(1+𝑟𝑟(𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤))𝑡𝑡
+ 𝐸𝐸𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑡𝑡)∗(1+𝑔𝑔(𝑠𝑠𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠)𝑡𝑡

�1+𝑟𝑟(𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤)�𝑡𝑡
+ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑇𝑇+1)

(𝑟𝑟−𝑔𝑔)∗�1+𝑟𝑟(𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤)�𝑇𝑇
− 𝐷𝐷(𝑡𝑡)𝑇𝑇

𝑡𝑡=1   

CV(t) is the asset’s value in period t, whereas EV(t) equals the respective Equity Value in period 
t and D(t) the Net Debt in period t. CF represents the Net Free Cash Flows in different time 
periods and r is the WACC to the power of the respective period. As this thesis uses a three-
stage Free Cash Flow model, the first part of the equation represents the high growth phase of 
the company, the second part the conversion period to stable growth and the last part is the 
Terminal Value, representing a perpetual annuity of the cash flow in period T+1. This cash flow 
will be the dividend, whereas the subtraction of the discount rate and the perpetual growth rate, 
which is near long-term inflation (~2% target of central banks)71 multiplied by the discount 
factor in period T. The concept of Terminal Value assumes a perpetual annuity and is very 
sensitive to changes in the perpetual growth rate.72 

 
68 Cf. Damodaran (2012), p. 560ff. 
69 Koller, Goedhart, Wessels, and Copeland (2010), p. 129. 
70 Cf. Damodaran (2012), p. 425ff. 
71 Cf- Federal Reserve (2020). 
72 Cf. Damodaran (2012), p. 425ff; Cf. Ballwieser and Hachmeister (2016), p. 166. 
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The discount rate is approximated by the post-tax WACC, where a company’s cost of equity 
debt is weighted with its respective percentage of the total capital structure. 

WACC (post − tax) =
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸.

𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸. + 𝐷𝐷.
∗ 𝑟𝑟(𝑒𝑒) +

𝐷𝐷.
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸. +𝐷𝐷.

∗ 𝑟𝑟(𝑑𝑑) ∗ (1 − 𝑡𝑡(𝑐𝑐)) 

The variables mentioned above are defined as:73 

- Eq. being the market price of the company’s equity 

- D being the market price of its respective liabilities 

- R(e) and R(d) being the individual costs of debt and equity, whereas the Cost of Debt is 
multiplied by one less the marginal corporate tax rate, to represent tax shields, which 
are tax benefits due to paying tax-deductible interest expenses 

To approximate the cost of equity, the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) incorporates a 
risk-free rate r(f), the ß(e) of the company represents the covariance of its performance with an 
underlying index.74 Ideally, this underlying index would represent all assets worldwide; 
however, due to practical reasons, a world index of shares is substituted instead. E(rm) is the 
expected return of the mentioned index and is based on the efficient portfolio hypothesis that 
every efficient portfolio is a linear function based on the following equations.75 

𝑟𝑟(𝑒𝑒) = r(f) + ß(e) ∗ (E(rm) − r(f)) 

 

ß(𝑒𝑒) =
𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷(𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒) ∗ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒, 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟)

𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷(𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟)
 

 

ß(𝑒𝑒) =
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒, 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟)
𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟(𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟)

 

The variables mentioned above are defined as:  

- SD(re) being the Cost of Equity’s Standard Deviation 

- Corr(re,rm) being the Cost of Equity’s and the return of the underlying market’s 
correlation coefficient 

- SD(rm) being the Standard Deviation of the return of the underlying index 

- ß(𝑒𝑒) being the Covariance of the valuation object and the index performance 

- Var(rm) being the Variance of the return of the underlying index 

 
73 Cf. Damodaran (2012); p. 571ff. 
74 Cf. Sharpe (1966), p. 121f. 
75 Cf. Damodaran (2012), p. 211ff. 
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If the valuation object is active in different segments, these segments should have individual 
WACCs and individual Betas to reflect their respective risk. The Beta of the Capital Asset 
Pricing Model is approximated by the covariance of Tesla’s return and the S&P 500 return over 
five years. Due to significant changes in the underlying Beta for five years, a sensitivity table 
has been conducted to account for different scenarios. 

The respective risk-free rate r(f) is derived via the interest rate a (near) risk-free investment 
would yield.76 However, completely risk-free assets are not possible, so that an approximation 
is necessary.77 Per definition, risk can be segmented into currency, default and maturity risk.78 
As investing in a company is comparable to long-term investment, the risk-free asset should 
have a relatively long-lasting maturity profile.79 In practice-oriented valuations, a long-term 
investment-grade Bond issued by the government of the company’s main market is mostly used. 
In the attached Excel Model, the 10-year Treasury yield is used. 

The difference between the expected yield of the respective index E(rm) and the risk-free rate 
represents the Risk Premium. The Excel Model is calculated by using the Data provided by 
“Ibbotson”, a database for different market risk premia in several geographies.80 

Lastly, the Cost of Debt has been proxied by the yield of long-lasting Bonds of Tesla Inc., which 
had a coupon of 5.3% and a maturity of ten years. Furthermore, the short-term Cost of Debt has 
been approximated by Bonds of Tesla Inc, which had a coupon of 1.25% and a maturity of 12 
months. 

2.2.2.2 Cash-adjustment of Beta 
Cash is defined as being riskless so that a company will have a significantly reduced Beta if it 
has a large cash balance piled up. For the valuation task, a financial analyst should exclude the 
effect of cash on the Beta by adjusting the Beta upwards, therefore generating a pure operative 
Beta.81 In the case of this valuation, the high-growth phase of Tesla will lead to significant cash 
piling in the future. Therefore an adjustment seems reasonable for approximating the real 
intrinsic value better. 

A company might have strategic reasons for withholding cash from shareholders, accumulating 
it on the balance sheet. In general, it is a tool for managerial flexibility to be able to manage 
funds when cash flows are unpredictable, making quick investment decisions rather than 
creating the need to raise new money under worse conditions. Especially tech companies have 
been recently in the news due to enormous cash balances which they most likely accumulated 
to acquire new targets very quickly. However, there are costs related to holding cash like the 

 
76 Cf. Drukarczyk and Schüler (2016), p. 238. 
77 Cf. Damodaran (2012), p. 211ff. 
78 Cf. Ballwieser and Hachmeister (2016), p. 90. 
79 Cf. Moxter (1991), p. 146-154. 
80 Cf. Damodaran (2012), p. 217-219. 
81 Cf- Damodaran (2017), p. 1. 
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negative net return between short-term invested capital and the necessary cost of capital 
required by shareholders. This leads to a negative Net Present Value, further reducing the need 
to hold cash above the limit to run the business. Usually, a Beta regression only accounts for 
the overall risk, not adjusting the cash effect, which artificially reduced the Beta. The outcome 
is a mixed Beta of a portfolio of risk-free cash and risky operating business, which need to be 
separated.82 

 

The basic Capital Asset Pricing Model’s Beta is as before mentioned defined as: 

ß(𝑒𝑒) = 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠)∗𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟(𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟)
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟)

 <=> ß(𝑒𝑒) = 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶(𝑟𝑟𝑠𝑠,𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟)
𝑉𝑉𝑤𝑤𝑟𝑟(𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟)

 

The variables mentioned above are defined as:83 

- SD(re) being the Standard Deviation of the Cost of Equity 

- Corr(re,rm) being the correlation of the Cost of Equity and the underlying index return 

- SD(rm) being the Standard Deviation of the return of the underlying index 

The term can be summarized as the Covariance of the valuation object’s and the index 
performance, divided by the Variance of the underlying index return.84 

The sum of the underlying Cash Flows’ Betas, weighted by the respective proportion in the 
portfolio, equals the portfolio's Beta, which can be conducted on a company level as well. 
Hence, a cash adjusted Beta can be calculated by weighting the operating Beta with the riskless 
cash Beta. The process is an extension of the Hamada Formula, where the effect of leverage is 
adjusted for.85  

ß(𝑢𝑢) =
ß(𝑙𝑙)

(1 + (1 − 𝑡𝑡) ∗ 𝐷𝐷𝐸𝐸)
 

The variables mentioned above are defined as:86 

- t being defined as the marginal corporate tax rate 

- D divided by E being the debt/equity ratio 

Accounting for the cash effect, the equation can be altered to reflect the portfolio effect of 
operating Beta and cash Beta. 

ß(𝑢𝑢) = w(c) ∗ ß(c) + �1 − 𝑤𝑤(𝑐𝑐)� ∗ ß(𝑉𝑉) 

 
82 Cf. Ang (2018), p. 2. 
83 Cf. Damodaran (2012), p. 97. 
84 Sharpe (1966), p. 121f. 
85 Cf. Hamada (1972), p. 440f. 
86 Cf. Damodaran (2012), p. 265-267. 
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The weighting of cash to firm value will be expressed by w(c) with ß(a) being the Beta of the 
cash a company holds above the level of operational need. ß(a) is defined as the pure operating 
Beta. While delivering the overall Beta for cash effects, a relevering for different cash scenarios 
can be conducted.87 

2.2.3 Real Options 

Discounted Cash Flow, as well as Multiple Valuation, are heavily influenced by the subjective 
assumptions of the financial analyst, reflecting the upside (or downsides) in terms of growth or 
margin expansion for the valuation object. Sometimes, the extraordinary performance of one 
business unit can have a significant impact on another product or business unit, therefore 
creating an interdependent system lowering the objectivity of the frameworks as mentioned 
above. Looking at Tesla Inc., this means that success in one of the adjacent business streams, 
i.e., the mobility service leads to an increase in traditional car sales and reverse. Further 
analyzing this framework, there is the possibility of exploring either new products or new 
markets:88 Managerial flexibility, therefore, is essential for the decision making process while 
being subject to uncertainty for a Real Options valuation, as the value of the option is positively 
correlated with the number of possible outcomes.89 For disruptive business models, the ideal 
valuation technique shall be adaptable enough to reflect the underlying uncertainties while not 
punishing the potential risk, which is a function of potential future success.90  

Being successful in one existing product can increase the chances of success of an adjacent 
product of a given company. Alphabet Inc. used the traffic generated by its search engine to 
expand into real-time bidding of digital advertisement or entered the digital maps market 
because the mobile operating system Android was adopted widely. The data generated by maps 
or Android can be used further to target advertisement narrower, as the understanding of 
(specific) customers increased. Amazon Inc. did the same expansion, both horizontally and 
vertically. Horizontally, Amazon expanded into different delivery business lines or introduced 
Amazon Basic, a proprietary value-brand for essential goods, which increased margins 
significantly. Vertically the company expanded into Amazon Web Services, leveraging 
knowledge about cloud structures to charge external clients or into Whole Foods, further 
analyzing customer behavior and the grocery market. Neither of these strategic decisions could 
have been predicted; however, they were the start of the success story of both companies.91 

The second possibility of new market penetration is defined as the expansion of a given product 
into other markets – with similar success. The German automotive industry would be an 

 
87 Cf. Ang (2018), p. 2. 
88 Cf. Damodaran (2009), p. 62f. 
89 Cf. Alexander and Chen (2012), p.7ff. 
90 Cf. Baduns (2013), p.60ff. 
91 Cf. Damodaran (2009), p. 62f. 
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example of companies that had massive success in their domestic markets, expanded into 
different geographies and could maintain or even increase their product’s success. However, it 
is possible to enter a new market with a given product that was not intended by the management 
when the decision to pursue the opportunity was made. Pfizer Inc. worked on medication for 
heart diseases and developed Viagra® by accident, which is used to treat erectile dysfunctions 
and was a huge success.92 

Building these expectations into a Discounted Cash Flow Valuation would be possible in 
theory; however, the assumptions about success would be very farfetched and not substantial 
at the launch of a given product. Real Options are less suitable for standalone.93 Hence, the 
framework should be applied to complement traditional valuation frameworks if the underlying 
business model is subject to extraordinary uncertainty and the management’s decision is highly 
flexible.94 Further, the real-time feedback from markets about the success and the company’s 
ability to exploit follow-up offerings is a tremendous value driver and needs constant adaption 
of a given approach, which increases the usability of using options valuation for this use case.95 

The value of an option to expand the company today is segmented into four steps: 

Forecast the expected investment need and possible value today: First, the hypothetical 
financials should be forecasted to derive the cash flows. This step requires a given company to 
estimate the potential upsides and investment costs of introducing a new product. Alphabet Inc. 
would have needed to consider the possibility and probability of generating cash flows with 
selling smartphones while it introduced its operating system Android. Another option would be 
to estimate the potential of autonomous driving at the introduction of Google Maps®. Financial 
analysts do not use the approach as it is necessary to understand the market and the potential in 
a very particular way.96 The enterprise must know the precise costs and their effect on the 
business portfolio. The most decisive factors to analyze should be necessary investment, the 
underlying volatility and net present value.97 

Potential uncertainty in the expected value of this expansion option: Second, the management 
needs to quantify the possible outcomes and derive probabilities for the scenarios. Measuring 
the uncertainty of the potential cash flows in the form of standard deviation is necessary to 
value the option. First, the company could use market data of publicly traded firms in that 
business as a proxy and calculate their standard deviations.98 Second, simulations can be 
conducted deriving a proprietary standard deviation of the expected cash flows.99 

 
92 Cf. Damodaran (2009), p. 62f. 
93 Cf. Baduns (2013), p.60ff. 
94 Cf. Eichner, Gemünden and Kautzsch (2007), p.98ff. 
95 Cf. Damodaran (2009), p. 62f. 
96 Cf. Damodaran (2009), p. 62f. 
97 Cf. Eichner, Gemünden and Kautzsch (2007), p.98ff. 
98 Cf. Damodaran (2009), p. 62f. 
99 Cf. Eichner, Gemünden and Kautzsch (2007), p.98ff. 
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Finalize an expansion timeline: Third, management needs to set a fixed timetable, which could 
be based on different criteria like patent expiration or contract renewal. Due to the time value 
effect, the option cannot be open-ended but needs a time period, by which the company needs 
to decide whether to pursue the opportunity or not. Depending on the underlying business, the 
time period can be a function of patents expiring or license renewals.100 

Expansion value of the option: The present value of expected cash flows from step 1) is the 
value of the underlying asset, assuming an immediate expansion. The underlying investment 
needs to generate the potential cash flows is comparable to the strike price of an option. The 
option’s volatility can be substituted by the deviation of the price of the underlying asset, 
whereas the time to maturity of an option can be substituted by the potential endpoint until 
which a company needs to decide whether or not to undertake the business. This value should 
be approximated by using, e.g., the Black Scholes Model, neglecting the effect of early 
exercise.101  

Real Options under binomial decision-making trees valuation is an extension of the traditional 
options which are traded on conventional exchanges. It can be used when a firm evolves in a 
highly uncertain environment and has a contingent decision to make, which would significantly 
alter the business model or economic outlook of the company. The underlying idea is to capture 
the value of uncertainty of adjacent business streams or patents. Building a decision-making 
tree requires a thorough understanding of all possible situations that could arise and their 
underlying cash flow impact on the firm as well as all decisions made by management 
influencing these.102 To analyze the value of these options, an estimation of the respective cash 
flows and the respective probability of occurrence needs to be derived. These cash flows then 
need to be discounted based on individual risk-adjusted discount rates to incorporate the 
particular risk of each option to avoid over- or undervaluation that could arise by using a single 
discount rate.103 

Based on options theory, Real Options incorporate the individual project value of each 
investment project. The financial success of these options is uncertain in nature. The 
methodology is particularly useful to value evolving business models that are subject to 
significant and highly unpredictable assumptions about the future, like start-ups or strategic 
product or market launches.104 In contrast to the Discounted Cash Flow Model, Real Option 
valuation does not penalize risk. Uncertainty about the future in terms of variance is a value 
driver in option theory and a value decrease in traditional corporate finance. The opportunity to 
have a significant upside by increased variance makes risk not a parameter to avoid in option 

 
100 Cf. Damodaran (2009), p. 62f. 
101 Cf. Damodaran (2009), p. 62f. 
102 Cf. Baduns (2013), p.60ff. 
103 Cf. Gupta and Chevalier (1998), p. 5f. 
104 Cf. Baduns (2013), p.60ff. 
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theory but it is seen as an opportunity. Within this valuation segment, options can be segmented 
into five categories: Wait-to-invest, Flexibility, Exit, Learning and Growth Options.105 

A standalone DCF valuation can only take the present values of cash flows and underlying costs 
into consideration while neglecting flexibility, project associated risks or situation-specific 
scenarios, yet unknown. Real Options, however, are driven in value by the following criteria: 

Table 1 – Option Value Effects 
 Call Option Put Option 

Underlying+ Value Expansion Value Contraction 
Variance+ Value Expansion Value Expansion 

Dividends+ Value Contraction Value Expansion 
Strike Price+ Value Contraction Value Expansion 

Maturity+ Value Expansion Value Expansion 
Interest Rate+ Value Expansion Value Contraction 

 

Eventually, the financial evaluation of the options can be conducted by using a binomial model 
or the Option Pricing Model of Fischer Black and Myron Samuel Scholes. 

The model is only applicable if seven basic assumptions are valid:106  

1) The short-term interest is known and constant 

2) A random walk is assumed, with a variance being proportional to the square of its price 
and a distribution of potential prices at the end of the interval being log-normal 

3) No distribution of cash during the period 

4) The option can be only exercised at maturity 

5) No transaction costs occur 

6) The possibility of borrowing fractions of an asset is given 

7) There are no short-selling restrictions 

With these assumptions given, the option price will solely depend on the price of the underlying 
and the given time, as all other factors remain constant. Eventually, Fischer Black and Myron 
Scholes derived their formula as follows:107 

w(x, t) = xN(d1) − cer(t−t∗) ∗ 𝑁𝑁(𝑑𝑑2) 

d1 =
ln 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐 + �𝑟𝑟 + 1

2 ∗ 𝐶𝐶
2� ∗ (𝑡𝑡 ∗ −𝑡𝑡)

𝐶𝐶√𝑡𝑡 ∗ −𝑡𝑡
 

 
105 Cf. Gupta and Chevalier (1998), p. 5f. 
106 Cf. Black and Scholes (1973), p. 10f. 
107 Cf. Black and Scholes (1973), p. 10f. 
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d2 =
ln 𝑥𝑥𝑐𝑐 + �𝑟𝑟 − 1

2 ∗ 𝐶𝐶
2� ∗ (𝑡𝑡 ∗ −𝑡𝑡)

𝐶𝐶√𝑡𝑡 ∗ −𝑡𝑡
 

The variables mentioned above are defined as:108 

- X being the option’s strike 

- C being the value of the option’s underlying 

- R being the risk-free rate 

- T being the option’s time to maturity 

- V being the standard deviation of the underlying asset 

Black and Scholes derived a continuous model, restricted by a normal distribution. The model 
is very flexible and easy to apply if risk-neutral probabilities are underlying, making it one of 
the most frequently used valuation models for Real Options.109 W(x,t) is the value of a given 
call from which a subsequent put value can be derived, by using the put-call-parity, restricted 
by the assumption that there is an unlimited possibility to sell a call or buy a put with the 
equivalent maturity and exercise price at a given price.110  

𝐶𝐶 − 𝑃𝑃 = 𝑆𝑆 − 𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒−𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡𝑁𝑁(𝑑𝑑2) 

The Binomial Option Pricing Model of Cox, Ross, and Rubinstein from 1979 was applied to 
value fixed income and interest rate derivatives. The model describes an underlying asset 
dynamically over time rather than being restricted to a given point in time. It can, therefore, be 
used to value American and Bermudan style options, which are exercisable throughout their 
useful time or at given intervals during their useful time, respectively. The tree is conducted by 
defining steps at given points in time, whereas each point in time represents a possible price at 
that specific point in time.111 An analyst would define several outcomes and calculate 
retrogradely the origin of the tree, representing the present value of these opportunities. Each 
step is characterized by a probability to reach either the upside or downside situation with a 
given probability.112 
  

 
108 Cf. Black and Scholes (1973), p. 10f. 
109 Cf. Baduns (2013), p.60ff. 
110 Cf. Damodaran (2012), p.60ff. 
111 Cf. Cox, Ross and Robinstein (1979), p 232f. 
112 Cf. Arnold and Crack (2004), p.79f. 
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Figure 5 - Illustration of Binomial Option Tree113 

 
 

Every point in time is defined as an upside or downside scenario, compared to the previous 
period. The calculations for these up- or downticks are defined as follows:114 

u = eσ√𝑡𝑡 

d = e−σ√𝑡𝑡 =
1
𝑢𝑢

 

However, the underlying assumption is a risk-neutral valuation, which is defined by the 
derivative prices being equal to the discounted value of uncertain and future cash in- and 
outflows. A risk-free rate will be used to discount, which can only be true if the respective 
market is arbitrage-free. This implies that the expected value of a given node is the sum of the 
probability-weighted option values of the subsequent up- or downtick nodes.115 

Binomial Value = (p ∗ Up + (1 − p) ∗ Down) ∗ exp (−𝑟𝑟 ∗ ∆𝑡𝑡) 

An option can be duplicated by using a risk-free loan of $x, which yields erΔt at the end of the 
contract (Bullet Loan) in combination with the respective underlying. This combination should 
lead to a cash flow structure comparable to that of an option.  

Compared to the Option Pricing Model of Fischer Black and Myron Samuel Scholes, the 
Binomial Option Pricing Model assumes a different underlying distribution. Whereas the 
former assumes binomial, the latter assumes a lognormal distribution of prices. 

The Monte-Carlo simulation approach of valuing options is a third possibility to solve the 
problem of uncertainty. The technique is used to evaluate financial instruments or portfolios 
with multiple sources of uncertainty affecting their value and is based on several algorithms 
conducting random sampling. The valuation is a two-step process, where the analyst has to 

 
113 Own illustration by the author. 
114 Cf. Cox, Ross and Robinstein (1979), p. 232f. 
115 Cf. Cox, Ross and Robinstein (1979), p. 232f. 
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simulate the underlying for several paths based on randomness. The option price can be derived 
by discounting all given paths and averaging the results. The approach is based on risk-neutral 
pricing, as Black-Scholes and the Binomial Tree structure, so that the discount rate is the 
underlying risk-free rate.116  

Compared to the aforementioned approaches, the Monte-Carlo Simulations allow for more 
complexity of the underlying problem. The first origin of uncertainty is the quota of the 
underlying S(t). A Geometric Brownian Motion with drift µ and volatility σ is assumed. If the 
underlying is further subject to macro-factors like interest rates, another source of uncertainty 
is randomly generated yield curves. Furthermore, the approach allows for compounding in 
uncertainty, e.g., by incorporating foreign-exchange risk. Alongside the individual risk, the 
model allows for the incorporation of risk-correlation effects between the different factors.117 

This valuation approach is nevertheless limited since the learning and adaption behavior must 
be restricted to the underlying company and not the overall market. If Microsoft would not have 
full control over its operating system Windows®, it could not have leveraged Microsoft 
Office® as it did. The Real Option’s value can be understood as a premium added to the 
intrinsic discounted cash flow model. It would, therefore, be double-counting potential growth 
if both valuations incorporate the exponential success. Eventually, Real Option premia should 
only be used if the analyst cannot substantially predict the potential cash flow upside and the 
valued company has a significant competitive advantage over its competition. Further, an 
essential criterion for Real Options is the exclusivity of the learning and adaptability of the 
valuation object, which implies that a dynamic system needs to be in place, which can adjust 
the current course of business. 

The practical usability of Real Options is limited because management could wrongly 
overestimate specific projects, therefore altering budgeting decisions to their favor. The 
difference between the model and the underlying risk does not represent the actual reality, thus 
oversimplifying it, especially when periods are long and mediocre risk management as well as 
oversight processes are in place.118 Finally, the prediction of the underlying volatility has a 
considerable impact on the valuation outcome, as value is directly correlated with the 
uncertainty about potential outcomes. The metric is not as comparable as the Weighted Average 
Cost of Capital because it can vary within the same industries by double-digit percentages, 
having an enormous impact on the valuation.119 

 
116 Cf. Longstaff and Schwartz (2001), p.113ff; Cf. Hertz (1979), p. 12f. 
117 Cf. Boyle (1977), p. 323ff. 
118 Cf. Van Putten and MacMillan (2004), p. 136f. 
119 Cf. Beninnga and Tolkowsky (2002), p. 153f. 
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2.2.4 Narratives 

(Include Black Swan) In May 2020, after Tesla Inc. revised its earnings forecast, the 
International Investment Bank JP Morgan set the new target price for Tesla shares to $925.120 
The volatility of target prices and hence the underlying estimates are subject to the difference 
between accessing and interpreting information. The interpretation is partly influenced by 
Tesla’s narrative, meaning the way how the company’s mission is marketed to the financial 
markets. It can be differentiated between industry and company narratives, with the former 
being more durable than the latter. Furthermore, the management’s narrative about the company 
has to be in a subset of its industry narrative. These industry narratives sometimes endure for 
decades, whereas management narratives endure up to five years.121  

Management tries to meet the goals the market expects and delivering the financials which are 
aligned to the underlying narrative. Not meeting these targets could harm the trust in the 
management to lead the company, questioning the abilities of c-level executives, whereas better 
than expected financials imply that financial analysts might not holistically understand the 
underlying business model, therefore wrongly predicting its price. Further, these micro-
narratives are often customized to the respective audience, depending on whether politicians, 
investors or regulators are addressed.122 

Activist investors, like the Swedish fund Cevian, often use information providers like the 
business press or internet-based information services to start a campaign for their investment 
cause. They try to actively influence the narrative of the media about an individual company to 
change investor’s sentiment in their direction, spending millions in marketing campaigns to 
build a wholly new narrative, often with the help of specialized advisors like Hering 
Schuppener. 

Narratives directly influence the perception of a company’s brand and the way how media 
covers the company, setting a significant link between valuation and narratives. The valuation 
of a company is directly impacted by both the company’s financial guidance as well as the 
underlying narratives.123  

In “Black Swan” Nassim Taleb points out the general fallacy of human beings to be affected 
by narratives. Narratives are generally easier to remember, therefore marketing is easier and 
messages can be more popular. The main reason for this phenomenon is that narratives reduce 
the underlying dimensions to make use-cases more comprehensive, simple and understandable. 
Furthermore, being affected by narratives reduces one's possibility to incorporate information 
that does not fit the current narrative. The tendency can explain the power of narratives for 

 
120 Cf. Bos (2020). 
121 Cf. Froud et al. (2006), p. 126-128. 
122 Cf, Froud et al. (2006), p. 134ff. 
123 Cf. Parmar (2016), p. 388f. 
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investor relations, as an existing narrative can reduce the critical assessment of investors of 
seemingly more difficult questions. In theory, a sophisticated narrative can reduce exposure to 
erratic investor behavior as the belief in the overall vision offsets the negative effects.124 

Figure 6 - Triangle of Value125 

 

Interpreting the narrative to arrive at a valuation, the financial analyst must understand the 
drivers of the valuation object, namely, risk, growth, and reinvestment. At a certain point in 
time, only two categories influence the valuation, e.g., low reinvestment needs to reduce the 
underlying risk but needs to limit the potential growth of a company. In the case of Tesla, 
investors believing that adjacent business models aside from selling cars will be rolled out in 
the future would expect higher investment needs and more substantial growth while having a 
higher risk reflected in the implied discount rate. In terms of valuation, the narrative also has a 
direct effect on the relative valuation of a valuation object, based on the selection of adequate 
peers.  

If Tesla sustains the current narrative, potential peers could be among the top tech companies 
like Apple, Uber, Facebook, or Alphabet. Therefore, for management to successfully deliver to 
the financial markets, they need to understand the current sentiment and which metrics are used 
by investors to assess the value of their company. As investors act in a world with high risk and 
uncertainty, micro indicators about the actual implementation of the narrative are essential to 
unlock value. If Elon Musk, CEO of Tesla, implies Tesla wants to become the biggest 
manufacturer of batteries, therefore pushing electrification, investors will look for direct 
investments, increase in research and development or plant proposals for car factories.126 

In the course of this thesis, the impact of narratives is not actively used, rather indirectly in the 
valuation due to the focus of this thesis.  

 
124 Cf. Taleb (2010), p. 25ff. 
125 Cf. Damodaran (2017), p. 106ff.  
126 Cf. Froud et al (2009), p. 17ff. 
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2.2.5 Limitations and Critique 

The aforementioned valuation techniques are models that try to present reality more 
comprehensively, thus reducing complexity. The Discounted Cash Flow Model is widely used 
in practice but is subject to weaknesses due to the assumptions about growth, profitability, or 
capital structure. Further risk factors include the forecast of treasuries, interest or foreign-
exchange rates for a timeframe of ten years or more. It seems logical that the valuation is 
substantially affected by the financial analyst conducting the valuation and the underlying 
subjective assumptions. 

The forecasted cash flows are subject to the assumptions made ex-ante and thus relatively 
sensitive to changes. It is nearly impossible to get the quantitative and qualitative level of details 
to have perfect assumptions; therefore, a level of uncertainty remains, making the model more 
unstable. The simplification process of reality can be minimized by having a sophisticated 
understanding of the sector and the underlying business models. By understanding the 
interdependent effects and sector trends, the assumptions can be refined significantly, making 
the model subject to fewer mistakes. Further, the Terminal Value represents 50 to 80% of the 
overall company value. Altering either the WACC or the growth rate in perpetuity changes the 
outcome of the asset valuation significantly. This risk has been reduced by using a three-stage 
Free Cash Flow Model, therefore decreasing the Terminal Value’s portion of overall company 
value. 

Real Options Valuation incorporates the underlying risk-options. However, a thorough 
understanding is needed to come up with realistic parameters. A financial analyst needs a 
sophisticated understanding of the commercial, strategic, and technological challenges as well 
as opportunities of the companies to assess the right cash flows and probabilities. Further, a 
competitive response needs to be incorporated into all the assumptions as other companies 
would not let any company take the whole market of a given opportunity without retaliating. 
Even when conducting holistic due diligence, the problem of information asymmetry between 
outsiders and insiders cannot be overcome completely. Especially, as the main tasks of financial 
analysts are not driven by in-depth commercial knowledge, cooperation with a skilled 
consultancy might increase the accuracy of the assumptions made.  

Also, Real Options Valuation assumes that underlying assets are traded frictionless, that no 
transaction costs occur and that a riskless portfolio can be constructed at any given time. In the 
case of this thesis, the valuation object is a non-tradeable business or investment project without 
a direct market. Therefore, a company cannot hedge against any of the associated risks which 
would break the rules of Black-Scholes. During this thesis, this effect will be tolerated for the 
sake of simplicity.  
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Narratives seem to have a substantial effect on the valuation of Tesla as well, but the effect will 
not be examined in detail, due to a focus on the actual valuation process. Further research could 
refine the assumptions of the underlying financial model. 

Further uncertainty arises from the Weighted Average Cost of Capital, subsequently having a 
severe effect on the overall valuation. In practice, finding the right discount rate is as important 
as the right growth or margin forecasts. The major disadvantage of calculating a discount rate 
lies in the subjectivity of the chosen factor, thus leading to deviances between the fair value and 
the estimated value.  

2.2.6 Verification via Expert Interviews 

All shortcomings in terms of uncertainty drive the financial valuation to a level where the 
outcome is not meaningful anymore. This uncertainty about the assumptions is the primary 
driver of valuation deviation from the fair value as these are subject to personal beliefs, 
experiences, or preferences. To get an objective value and approximate the intrinsic value as 
good as possible, the verification via expert interviews gathering second opinions reduces the 
probability of having wrong assumptions. For every interview, there will be a short biography 
of the interviewee combined with the interview agenda. 

We are subject to human action and parts of our subjective understanding of things is shaped 
by this relation.127 To perform this social research, a proven method within the context of social 
sciences is used with three underlying principles to be satisfied:128 

1) A theory backed approach 

2) Openness to new insights 

3) Adherence to specific scientific rules to make results comparable 

This social research can be segmented into either quantitative or qualitative results. The former 
is not adequate for the underlying purpose of verification, as quantitative results need to be 
universally applicable like Sciences. In contrast, qualitative results are affected by the 
interpretation and individual experience of the interviewee, which correlates with an 
understanding of the industry.129 In the M&A divisions of large Investment Banks, as well as 
during an investment process at a Private Equity Fund, expert interviews are regularly 
performed to get an understanding of the market, the company and challenge subjective 
assumptions. As the purpose of these interviews is to uncover new insights that can be used to 
make assumptions as objective as possible, the discussions are not fully structured but give the 
expert room for comments or questions that arose during the interview. The chosen structure 

 
127 Cf. Flick (2016), p. 3ff. 
128 Cf. Gläser and Laudel (2010), p. 29ff. 
129 Cf. Bortz and Döring (2016), p. 16; Cf. Flick (2016), p. 24. 
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shall guarantee that new information can be uncovered and incorporated during the meetings, 
which would stay hidden in a fully structured interview. Discussions will be focused on the 
assumptions of the financial model, which are relying on the business model as well as the 
market of the underlying company to get a more holistic understanding about the fair value of 
the valuation object.130 Due to the current COVID-19 pandemic, personal interviews are not 
plannable for the foreseeable future, so that a digital alternative was chosen. 

The interviewees were chosen by their individual experience in financial valuation, technology 
knowledge, disruption exposure or strategy evaluation. The seniorities differ on purpose to 
increase the level of experience and confirm the insights made by all interviewees, independent 
of their level of expertise in each industry. By dividing the experts into commercial, 
technological and financial interviewees, it was tried to simulate a realistic due diligence 
process. 

Table 2 – Expert Overview 

Expert Name Current Position Industry Experience  Focus 

 
 

Consultancy 10+ years Technology and 
Start-ups 

Anonymous US Investment Bank Analyst Investment Banking 2 years Generalist 

Anonymous Former US Investment Bank 
Analyst and now Private Equity 
Associate 

Private Equity 3 years Technology 

  Technology 20+ years Electrification 

  
 

Technology 5+ years Disruption 

 
  

 
130 Cf. Lawnek and Krell (2016), p. 125. 
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Before the interviews, the interviewees receive the underlying agenda to prepare their answers 
and use the time efficiently. The expert can, therefore, structure the answers and think about it 
more deeply. Furthermore, a given structure makes the interviews more comparable, which is 
essential for confirming the insights within the interview section itself, meaning that there 
should not be massive differences in the answers. The following structure is subsequently used: 

Figure 7 – Expert Interview Guideline131 

 
  

 
131 Cf. Damodaran (2017), p. 106ff.  

Personal
• Title
• Experience
• Sector knowledge

Commercial / Tech
• Growth rates
• Margins
• Segments
• Adjacent businesses
• Mega-trends

Financial Modelling
• Review of models

Valution
• Comprehensiveness
• Results
• Key-drivers
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3  Strategic Analysis 

By conducting a strategic analysis, the author or valuation analyst understands the underlying 
business drivers which have a direct impact on the chosen financial model. In the following, 
external and internal factors are analyzed and the respective effects on the valuation drivers 
drived. 

3.1 External Analysis 

Tesla is one of the most volatile and news flow heavy stocks in the automotive industry, 
attracting much press attention, analyst commentary or tweets. Tesla cannot be described as a 
conventional car company, as it redefined many aspects of our view on mobility in terms of 
propulsion or the inclusion of technological features in a car. The products of Tesla are 
significantly different from the existing automotive players in design and technology. 
Furthermore, the upcoming investor focus on Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) 
criteria engagement of a company increases the demand for the company’s stock, as it was the 
first commercially viable automotive company only selling Electric Vehicles. Looking at a 
recent study of PwC, the Green Bond market increased from c.$50bn in 2015 to c.$350bn in 
2020.132  

Following the approach of Porter, Tesla will be analyzed with a focus on its automotive 
segment. The segment of Energy is not be examined in detail due to its minor role for the overall 
company performance, respectively, its valuation. To derive the necessary assumptions for the 
valuation model and to incorporate different scenarios, the focus of the analysis is on the 
competitive situation, customer power, supplier power, threat of new entrants as well as the risk 
of substitutes. Disruptive business models like the one of Tesla are not fully comparable to 
existing sectors or industries, which make them disruptive. Tesla cannot be defined as either 
technology or an automotive company. It operates in between, making it more difficult to value. 
This analysis shall be conducted to extract the underlying key-drivers of the business lines and 
the identification of scope-effects with adjacent business lines.133 

3.1.1 Conventional Business Models 

Competition 

Tesla had a head start with the early introduction of a long-range Electric Vehicle in 2012, 
namely the Model S and the introduction of a mass-market Electric Vehicle in 2017, the Model 

 
132 Cf. Climate Bonds Initiative (2020), p.8. 
133 Cf. Porter (2008), p.81f. 
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3. With the enormous success of the Model S in the premium segment of cars with a listed price 
above $70,000, Tesla holds a market share in the US on par with BMW. However, a market 
share significantly drops at lower-list priced cars because the ramp-up phase of the Model 3 is 
still ongoing. As of LMC Automotive data, Tesla had a ~12% market share in the premium 
segment and a ~2% market share in the commercial segment. The latter segment accounts for 
~10m vehicles annually and if Tesla could capture a market share of ~10% by 2025E, it would 
sell about 1m commercial vehicles per year. The following diagrams show a benchmarking in 
terms of market shares across different price points. 

Figure 8 - Market Share Across Price Points in 2019134 

 

 
134 Data retrieved from LMC Automotive. 
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German OEMs capture as much as 56% of the car market with a listed price of $35,000 or 
above and even 74% of the market with a price between $50,000 and $70,000. 

Figure 9 - German OEM Market Share by Price Point (2019)135 

 

Further pressure is enacted by governments around the world subsidizing fully Electric Vehicles 
with a tax incentive to buy the CO2-neutral vehicles. The rising public cognizance and concern 
over climate change incentivizes politicians to focus on reductions of CO2 to sustain their votes. 
Although being a direct conflict of interest, the focus on a sustainable future is now a more 

 
135 Data retrieved from LMC Automotive. 
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reliable vote-winner than the pure protection of jobs in a fundamentally changing industry like 
automotive. The focus on these incentive systems is outstandingly crucial for OEMs as the 
relative price of Electric Vehicles is still higher than comparable Internal Combustion Engines. 
Tesla even decreased its prices for the Model 3 as of May 2020 to be eligible for Chinese tax 
benefits.136  

Tesla focused on highly-priced cars in the beginning, capturing a significant market share 
among less price-sensitive customers, and established its brand. The focus was very different 
from other OEMs as they mostly focused on the mass market first like Nissan with the Leaf and 
BMW with the i3. The first-mover advantage will prolong for some more time, although 
German OEMs will likely catch up at some point due to their enormous volume and production 
expertise. However, until 2022, the portfolio of the German OEMs of fully Electric Vehicles 
will consist of less than five cars.137  

 
136 Cf. Motley Fool (2020), p. 7. 
137 Cf. Exane BNP (2019). 
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Figure 10 - OEM EV pipeline138 
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However, two factors will harm the long-term outperformance of Tesla in the future. First, the 
rising competition, especially in China, will result in price wars in one of the most important 

 
138 Data retrieved from Company websites. 
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automotive markets in the future. Local manufacturers may have better political connections 
and therefore enjoy advantages in terms of regulation or financial support. The success in China 
is essential for the future of Tesla itself because it is one of the fastest-growing markets 
worldwide. Therefore, the second manufacturing facility was chosen to be in Shanghai on 
purpose. Second, the German OEMs are likely to invest heavily in new Electric Vehicle 
platforms, as VW did with the MEB-platform to realize scaling effects due to higher volumes. 
Volkswagen set itself the target in 2016 to have ~25% of its fleet being fully electric by 2025.139 
Furthermore, VW announced a strategic partnership with Ford Motors to develop Electric 
Vehicles, bringing down the fixed costs for a new car platform. This trend shows that OEMs 
are willing to cooperate in different sub-sectors to gain cost-advantages, therefore closing the 
gap to Tesla more quickly.140 

Customer Power 

Customer power describes the power the customer base can enact upon OEMs in terms of 
pricing. As with most OEMs, Tesla has a very fragmented customer base with mostly individual 
customers or corporate clients at most. As with most disruptive businesses, Tesla is hugely 
affected by the growth of its underlying sub-market, namely the share of Electric Vehicles 
within the automotive segment. The branding of the company, as well as the first mover image, 
have connected the structural change of electric propulsion with the company Tesla. Although 
traditional OEMs will catch up in terms of innovation and market, it can be assumed that Tesla 
can claim a significant market share of the EV market in the future. Further, the current cost 
advantage of Tesla against its main competitors is likely to remain for the foreseeable future. 
In contrast, the price gap between Internal Combustion Engines (ICE) and Electric Vehicles is 
expected to decrease, due to higher volumes and enhanced experience in production. 

Figure 11 - OEM pipeline141 

 

Tesla’s brand was nearly worth double the amount of Porsche in 2019, according to a market 
study conducted by Brandz in cooperation with Bloomberg. The strength of Tesla’s brand 

 
139 Cf. Volkswagen (2018). 
140 Cf. Bellon (2019). 
141 Cf. Bloomberg (2017), p.6. 
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increasing which can be analyzed by looking at internet searches and customer recognition, 
actively connecting brand awareness to the financial success of the company. However, this 
trend can be reversed quickly, comparing it to historical examples of companies with a firm 
brand name that eventually went bankrupt, like Kodak. Its brand also differentiates itself from 
conventional carmakers due to unique offerings like the distribution structure, autonomous 
features and yet-to-come subscription models to decrease the upfront investments.142 Especially 
the subscription features announced in April and May 2020 can be the first step of Tesla towards 
an increasing disruption of the automotive industry by generating a scaling platform with the 
cars being the underlying hardware to exploit, comparable to Apple.  

Elon Musk announced future adaptations, which show the ambition of Tesla to become another 
first-mover and a tech-driven company. First, he announced that the internet services on board 
of every Tesla car would cost $10 per month.143 Second, he announced that the autonomous 
driving assistant features, which are about $5,000-$7000 upfront investment, can be acquired 
via a subscription model as of the end of 2020, which could indicate that Tesla may be willing 
to sell these features to external clients as well. The strategy suggests the development of an 
onboard proprietary App-Store, where developers could introduce new apps that would be 
supervised by Tesla. This approach would also be comparable to the App-Store strategy of 
Apple, where Apple earns money from every app purchased and fixed fees for advertising these 
apps on their platform.144 Third, his idea of Tesla Network, a ride-hailing app for autonomous 
rides, was announced in 2019 for 2020 but got delayed until 2021 due to the impact of COVID-
19 on the overall industry. This strategic move would directly position Tesla as a primary 
competitor of Uber, Lyft or Grab in their markets, significantly reducing the cost-base by 
excluding labor costs, thus putting enormous pressures on existing ride-hailing firms.145 

Supplier Power 

In 2017, Daimler AG announced its new CASE strategy, being an acronym for the four mega-
trends affecting the automotive industry as well as its suppliers: 

- C: Connected 

- A: Autonomous 

- S: Shared Services 

- E: Electric 

With this strategic decision, Daimler stated it wants to transform the company from an 
automaker into a provider of mobility services, shaping intuitive mobility with comfortable, 
user-friendly products while electrifying its fleet across cars and trucks. Through 

 
142 Cf. Bloomberg (2017), p.6. 
143 Cf. Rapier (2020). 
144 Cf. Lambert (2019). 
145 Cf- Rapier (2020). 
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MercedesMe®, a proprietary car software system, the OEM wants to connect customers and 
vehicles alike, to maximize customer experience.146 

These structural changes, which happen across all major OEMs, partly because of the disruption 
of Tesla’s business model, have a massive impact on the supplier landscape as well. The shift 
from combustion to electric or from offline to online is going to happen, with many parts from 
the ICE ending up being redundant in the future. Traditional propulsion systems consist of ~100 
moving parts, compared to ~5 in an average electric propulsion system. Further, the need for 
transmission systems or turbochargers is not given anymore. However, the value chain will 
change significantly, as the few parts of an Electric Vehicle got more complex on a relative 
basis. The battery and the powertrain are currently ~50% of the overall car value, with a 
tendency to increase in the future. In an average Electric Vehicle, about 35% of added value 
stems from suppliers, compared to up to 55% in Internal Combustion Engine cars.147 Figure 12 
illustrates the shift of value creation in the car manufacturing sector. In contrast to many other 
OEMs, Tesla in-sourced several production processes, mostly those with an increase in relative 
value going forward.  

Figure 12 – Automotive Value Creation148 

 
  

 
146 Cf. Daimler (2017), p. 32. 
147 Cf. PwC (2019). 
148 Cf- Credit Suisse (2019), p. 14. 
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Threat of New Entrants 

This effect can be sub-segmented into two different risks: First, the entrance of new companies 
targeting the underlying market and taking market share from existing players.149 Second, the 
gradual change of the existing OEMs’ business model to pure-play manufacturers of Electric 
Vehicles. Until now, Tesla captured a considerable market share with the introduction of the 
Model 3, providing the company further with economies of scale. In the US, the sales of the 
Model 3 currently match the combined sales of the 3-series (BMW AG), the C-Class (Daimler 
AG), and the A4 (Volkswagen AG). If the go-to-market strategy of the Model Y will be 
comparably successful, further scaling effects could arise in terms of profitability and efficiency 
of the car platform.150  

Through the innovative and disruptive nature of Tesla’s business model, the company 
differentiates itself in six major categories from the uprising companies, increasing the barriers 
to entry significantly.151 

1) Product: The breakthroughs for the adaption of Electric Vehicles are mostly range and 
loading times as well as possibilities. On top of these factors, the decision is based on 
the underlying price for the technological aspects of a customer’s purchase. Compared 
to other OEMs, the current fleet of Tesla outperforms all other models in terms of range 
and price. 

Figure 13 – EV range based on the year of launch152 

 
149 Cf. Porter (2008), p. 81f. 
150 Cf. Exane BNP (2019), p. 30. 
151 Cf. Exane BNP (2019), p. 35. 
152 Own Illustration based on Exane BNP (2019). 
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Figure 14 – EV range based on price153 

 

1) Powertrain: Battery capacity is not the sole factor for the range of a given vehicle. 
Further, the efficiency of the powertrain and the underlying resource management 
software is more advanced than those of most competitors. Exane BNP’s research 
unveiled that Tesla occupies six of the top ten slots of range per kWh of battery capacity. 

2) Battery Cost: The scale of its Gigafactories, as well as the heads, start of producing pure 
Electric Vehicle amassed to a competitive advantage in terms of battery cost. Although 
competitors like VW could realize significant procurement savings, the knowledge and 
partnerships will keep Tesla the industry leader for the foreseeable future. However, this 
factor might be skewed and cannot be analyzed in detail as no current OEM discloses 
its battery pack costs. 

3) Infrastructure: Tesla realized very early that there would be no investors wanting to 
invest in charging stations when Tesla started the Model S. The company invested 
heavily in a proprietary charging network, which has two independent Unique Selling 
Propositions. First, the density of its network is the highest in the industry and second, 
the underlying technology is quite advanced, reducing charging times significantly. 
Tesla drivers enjoy having access to almost 70% of all charging stations in the US and 
Europe. 

4) Brand: Tesla is known for being innovative, techy and environmentally aware. On top, 
the effect of its charismatic founder and CEO, Elon Musk, has increased the “Fanbase”. 

 
153 Own Illustration based on Exane BNP (2019). 
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No other automotive OEM has such loyal customers and fans, which are willing to pay 
enormous pre-payments for a car they will get in two years to come, just to help Tesla 
refinance itself. Tesla is said to have a fanbase due to outstanding satisfaction levels, 
the customer experience and its mission-focus.154 

5) Autonomous Driving: Being one of the first movers in commercializing autonomous 
driving features, Tesla could start gathering data earlier than most competitors. 
However, the effect could become neglectable as soon as six months of Volkswagen 
sales would neutralize the data advantage, due to enormous scaling effects. However, if 
the combination of software and cheaper camera technology works out to realize level 
5 autonomous driving, Tesla would have amassed vast knowledge and a significant cost 
advantage against other OEMs, which focus primarily on the more expensive LIDAR 
technology155 

Many newspaper articles also cite the manufacturing advantage that Tesla could realize in the 
years to come. However, this effect is not very sustainable as other OEMs can close the gap in 
the mid-term due to scaling effects. The risks of new entrants are therefore rather low, although 
many new Electric Vehicle companies emerged in recent years. The main advantage of Tesla 
was to enter the market very early without competing against traditional OEMs because they 
lacked the focus on Electrification. These years of developing the company and building a 
platform to operate new, more tech-driven business models in the future are more complicated 
to replicate now, as more attention is paid to the trends, with OEMs reacting more rigorous 
against competitors.156  

Risk of Substitutes 

Tesla serves the underlying need for mobility, not in particular the demand for cars. Substitutes 
can either be direct, meaning the product purpose is directly in competition with the products 
of Tesla or indirect, meaning the products are not directly in competition but cannibalize the 
market. Examples for the former would be either cars with different propulsion techniques like 
Internal Combustion Engines or Hydrogen cars, whereas examples for the latter could be ride-
hailing services, bike-sharing services, e-bikes, or car-sharing services. For indirect substitutes, 
external factors like Infrastructure and Regulation become more critical. A ride-hailing service 
focusing on autonomous vehicles could financially outperform ownership of a car, therefore 
changing customer behavior dramatically, if the necessary regulation allows it to operate.157  

For disruptive businesses like Tesla, the risks of substitution are often less important, as these 
companies try to leverage these trends to increase their profit. Tesla Network, the internal ride-
hailing application, shall operate upon autonomous features, therefore putting enormous 

 
154 Cf. Morgan Stanley (2019). 
155 Cf. Morgan Stanley (2019). 
156 Cf. Exane BNP (2019), p. 35. 
157 Cf. Porter (2008), p. 81f. 
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pressure on the existing ride-hailing companies like Uber, Lyft, or Grab. The current platform 
of operating vehicles that Tesla already sold will be leveraged with two main goals: First, the 
potential and existing customers can decrease their costs of owning a car, by partly using the 
service and generating additional income. This strategy could lead to an increase in potential 
sales, further increasing the operating base, which would have positive scope effects not only 
for the ride-hailing business line but also for the establishment of an App-Store or the Battery 
Production. Second, Tesla can gather more autonomous passenger miles by operating cars 
without transporting the underlying buyer of the vehicle. A typical car is mostly used to drive 
to work, get groceries and drive home, therefore being unused most of the time. Assuming that 
a car is used 10% of daily time, increasing this percentage to 30% would yield in triple the size 
of data gathered. For the development of software, controlling the autonomous driving, the 
incentive of developers to work on apps for the internal store or the need for further battery 
capacities, this increase would have a significant positive effect.  

Environmental Effects 

Most consumers base their decision to buy a car not on the listing price but rather on the Total 
Costs of Ownership (TCO). Aside from the listing price, subsidies, penalties, fuel, and 
maintenance costs, as well as taxes, are incorporated into the TCO, making the figure more 
comparable. The incentive for politicians to accelerate the change to Electric Vehicles stems 
from the underlying political situation, where cutting CO2 emissions is a crucial vote winner. 
Many countries have already proposed banning Internal Combustion Engine sales, the most 
progressive by 2030, others by 2050.158 

Furthermore, Tesla got environmental policy-related revenue streams, which accelerate the 
final point of breaking even. First, Tesla sells emissions credits in the US, whereas these 
revenues are erratic and can vary significantly from quarter to quarter. Second, the company 
has agreements with traditional OEMs in place for pooling emissions. In detail, OEMs like 
FiatChrysler (FCA) have a severe overhang of emissions based on their current fleet. They want 
to avoid penalties by the EU or the US by partnering up with zero-emission companies like 
Tesla by means of netting their emission balances. The FCA deal was the biggest in recent 
years, with a total volume of $1.8bn over three years until 2021. This revenue is not sustainable 
but helps to boost profitability in the short run. Eventually, Tesla can partner up with more 
OEMs in the future, as their total fleet further increases and likewise the capacity.159 
  

 
158 Cf. Exane BNP (2019), p. 27f. 
159 Cf. Exane BNP (2019), p. 50. 
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3.1.2 Adjacent Business Models 

Battery Venture 

„Based on these assumptions, we found that the annual demand for battery capacity will 
increase from 70-gigawatt hours in 2017 to 800 to 900-gigawatt hours in 2030.”160 

“Tesla is open to licensing software and supplying powertrains & batteries. We’re just trying 
to accelerate sustainable energy, not crush competitors!”161 

The mega-trend of shifting from Internal Combustion Engines to Electric Vehicles will 
subsume in the future, so that OEMs need both, more battery capacity as well as lower prices. 
Compared to an Internal Combustion Engine car, only 50% of the costs of an Electric Vehicle 
are related to the powertrain. In contrast, the Internal Combustion Engines’ propulsion makes 
up ~75% of total costs. The battery pack and management systems are accounting for about 
35% of overall car cost so that a reduction of these costs has a massive impact on the profit 
structure and the demand of customers. Mastering the technology of battery packs consists of 
two independent knowledge streams: First, the underlying cell-technology needs to be 
understood to have the relevant charging capabilities. Second, packing these cells into whole 
battery structures and orchestrating the underlying power via software becomes even more 
essential.162 

Economies of scale are essential to master the challenges of upcoming price pressure on battery 
manufacturers. Therefore current and future production capacity can lead to a significant 
competitive advantage. BCG forecasts that by 2021, ~40% of production will be unused due to 
a lack of demand and will be outdated very shortly due to faster product lifecycles. Comparing 
the trend to the solar industry, where prices decreased by more than 50% from 2006 to 2015, 
this trend could be repeated in the battery industry. A potential value driver is size, as smaller 
battery cells could be used to put more cells per battery into a pack, therefore increasing capacity 
significantly. This trend would highly depend on innovations in chemistry so that spending in 
R&D will most likely increase shortly.163 

By the end of July 2020, Elon Musk confirmed again his ambitions to be a frontrunner of 
sustainable transportation, being open to license technology to other OEMs.164 The current 
Gigafactories of Tesla provide more battery capacity than the company needs in the foreseeable 
future. By 2023 with the opening of the fifth Gigafactory in Texas, Tesla will have ~200GW/H 
production capacity per year and thus will face enormous overcapacities that can be sold. 
Potential customers could be other OEMs with less expertise and economies of scale in the 

 
160 Kuepper (2018), p.7. 
161 Reuters (2020). 
162 Cf. Kuepper (2018), p.8. 
163 Cf. Kuepper (2018), p.8. 
164 Cf. Reuters (2020). 
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battery industry, therefore transforming Tesla simultaneously into an OEM as well as supplier. 
Another customer group could be utility companies, which could use the battery technology to 
drive the transformation from centralized to decentralized energy generation via solar roofs, 
wind parks or hydrogeneration. Especially solar and wind energy are highly volatile in terms 
of energy generation, making efficient storing capacities a critical infrastructure element. The 
batteries could be used in private homes to store the self-generated energy, subsequently 
releasing the energy for household electronics, or charging the electric car in the garage. This 
step would further broaden the platform on which Tesla is operating by either selling these 
products directly to customers in cooperation with utility companies or selling it B2B.  

App Store 

Establishing a proprietary App Store in all Tesla cars could vertically expand the value chain 
and customer reach of a disruptive company. The principal value driver is direct access to 
customers and navigating their user experience, like Apple orchestrates its users with strict 
restrictions for non-Apple users, therefore making the experience more unique for users. After 
recently changing the pricing structure of the on-board internet services from $0 to $10 per 
month, Elon Musk, CEO of Tesla, announced that an App Store might be feasible in the current 
fiscal year.165 

Such a new business stream could be set up like the Apple AppStore®, in terms of economics 
and restrictions. Currently, developers can download and use the Apple Software Development 
Kit to build new apps and have a live view on how the app would look like and perform on an 
Apple device. There is a direct interference of Apple in the publication of apps, as an internal 
team reviews every app, which shall be published, and checks whether it is unique and safe to 
use. Publishing their apps, developers need to pay a $99 annual fee to apple, whereas nonprofits 
and government entities are excluded, to release their product.166 A variable fee will be paid, 
depending on the generated revenue of the App. Currently, 70% of the revenues will be earned 
by the developers, with Apple getting the residual 30%. This split can be adjusted to 85% and 
15% if the respective Apple user remains subscribed to the product for over one year.167 
Developers could avoid paying these fees by directly advertising their apps on their respective 
website. However, they would not have the advertising effect of the AppStore®, therefore 
decreasing potential revenue uplifts. 

Developers can choose five different monetization models for their product:168 

- The Free Model is defined by users not paying the price for the usage of the app or the 
download, which significantly increases the probability of being downloaded. By 

 
165 Cf. Lambert (2019). 
166 Cf. Mackenzie (2012). 
167 Cf. Chartier (2011). 
168 Cf. Apple (n.d.). 
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displaying advertisements, the developer can refinance the costs without directly 
charging the customers.  

- The Freemium Model will not charge for the basic version of an app but offers special 
premium purchases, additional content, digital goods, or subscriptions. Users will 
download the app more often as no initial cost arises, but the potential conversion rate 
will define the main success of premium features.  

- The Subscription Model charges customers directly for access to the respective content 
or service on a recurring or non-recurring basis. These subscription models can be a 
sub-part of the Freemium Model, whereas only certain products have to be paid for.  

- The Paid Model offers users all the functionalities in exchange for a one-time fee 
without any recurrence. The upfront investment makes potential users consider their 
decision more carefully so that the underlying services should be very premium in terms 
of experience and marketing. As the revenues for the developer are not recurring, 
attracting new customers on a recurring basis gets more critical. 

With a growing fleet, the opening of such an App Store would have significant advantages for 
Tesla. First, the company could generate recurring revenues by leveraging mostly existing 
technology and connectivity with its users. This would increase overall profitability, as services 
tend to have higher margins than the underlying car business. Second, the user experience of 
Tesla customers would increase by offering many adjacent digital services, developed by 
companies or small entrepreneurs. Third, many development costs can be outsourced, therefore 
reducing the risk of Tesla. The company would have to care less about potential digital trends, 
as the intelligence of the crowd in combination with the individual drive to generate revenues 
on their own would increase innovation and decrease product lifecycles.169 

Ride-Hailing 

Uber, Lyft, Didi, Grab or Ola are recently referred to as Transportation Network Companies 
(TNC), which operate a platform to match demand and supply for mobility in real-time. 
Individuals who contract their services on this platform act as drivers for many more customers. 
The platform companies do not operate any vehicle or pay for any labor but instead participate 
in the entrepreneurial drive of many drivers, therefore reducing operating leverage and risk. 
The revenues of a given driver are affected by three major categories:170 

- A Fare Multiplier raises the generated revenue concerning the current demand and 
supply structure. When demand spikes, the same drive that a given customer took 
yesterday at night could cost double at 8 am because the relative scarcity of 
transportation increased. 

 
169 Cf. Lambert (2019). 
170 Cf. Zoepf et al. (2018), p. 4. 
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- If the ride is pooled, one driver combines the routes of different customers, increasing 
the efficiency of one journey. The cost per customer decreases, but one driver can 
transport more people in a given period, therefore having higher revenues eventually.  

- Bonus structures are in place to reward longer hours by reducing paid commissions or 
distributing cash bonuses. 

Figure 15 – Ride-Hailing Revenues Forecast171 
 

 

Despite the slowdown in 2020, due to the harmful effects of COVID-19 on transportation in 
general, the market is expected to reach a volume of more than $365bn in 2024. The ease of 
use and the on-average lower transportation fees are a Unique Selling Proposition (USP) of the 
TNCs for its customers and drivers alike. Tesla, with its focus on autonomous driving, could 
leverage one major value driver when establishing a proprietary ride-hailing service: the 
reduction of labor cost.  

“So punctuality is not my strong suit, but I always come through in the end. So I think we could 
see robotaxis in operation with the network fleet next year, not in all markets but some.”172 

The Co-Founder and CEO of Tesla, Elon Musk, underlined the company’s ambition to start 
“Tesla Network”, a digital platform for autonomous taxis. Without the labor cost factor, Tesla 
customers could leverage their car when they do not need it themselves and earn money by 
turning the vehicle to taxi-mode. Musk said that a typical car user might earn about $27,000 per 
annum using the service, whereas Tesla would take a share of 25% to 30%. Every car that Tesla 
has sold has the necessary hardware to use Tesla Network. Therefore the real value of a Tesla 
would be way higher, incorporating the effect of potential income for a buyer.173 

 
171 Cf. Statista (2020). 
172 Rapier (2020). 
173 Cf. Becker (2019). 
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The competitive advantage of Tesla lies in the efficient usage of sensors and cameras compared 
to other OEMs. Whereas most other car manufacturers use expensive LIDAR technology, Tesla 
uses cameras and laser scanner and claims to have comparable results at lower costs of 
production.174 This results in the relatively low costs of the autonomous driving package that 
Tesla offers its customers, which is priced at around $5,000 and is expected to be available in 
a subscription model to reduce upfront investment costs.175 The entry of Tesla into this market 
seems very viable due to the enormous size of the market and the already developed technology 
as well as the user base of Tesla. The company has accumulated extensive knowledge about the 
interference of software and hardware. Therefore it uses the cheaper camera technology in 
combination with a proprietary supercomputer and proprietary algorithms to maximize the 
efficiency of the hardware. The approach of combining hardware and software knowledge to 
build a customer-centric product can be compared to Apple’s strategy of the iPhone series.176 

3.2 Internal Analysis  

The internal analysis focuses on the primary and secondary activities of Tesla, applying the 
adjusted value-oriented approach. Primary activities are production, marketing, and service, 
whereas, for secondary activities, only technological development will be analyzed in detail. 
The disruptive character of Tesla’s business model is based on its ambition not to become a 
pure-play automotive OEM solely but to rethink mobility in terms of technology and interface. 
Technologically, the company wants to drive the transition from Internal Combustion Engines 
to Electric Vehicles while rethinking mobility and car ownership in general to meet the current 
demands from environmentalists, the population, and politicians alike. 

Figure 16 – Tesla’s Value Chain177 

 

 

 

 
174 Cf. Becker (2019). 
175 Cf. Lambert (2019). 
176 Cf. Becker (2019). 
177 Own illustration by the Author. 
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Production 

Currently, most of the cars are produced in one of the two US-based facilities, the Bay-area 
factory, or the Nevada Gigafactory. The former provides manufacturing operations, among 
which are stamping, machining, casting, plastics, body assembly, paint operations, seat 
assembly, final vehicle assembly as well as the production of battery packs. The latter produces 
high volumes of lithium-ion battery cells, which are used by the automotive and energy storage 
segment.178 The underlying cost structure at both locations exceeds the levels in China by nearly 
ten times, compared to the Gigafactory in Shanghai.179 By subsequently producing relatively 
more cars outside the high-wage US, the underlying gross margin of Tesla should increase over 
time. In the latest investor presentation, Elon Musk said that he would bring down the cost basis 
of Tesla by localized production in Europe and China, ramping up profitability. Compared to 
other OEMs, Tesla invests heavily in new facilities, rather than cuts capital expenditures. By 
this expansion, Tesla wants to produce more than one million vehicles by next year, operating 
a truly global production base.180 

The company strategically positioned its first European factory in the heart of the automotive 
industry, namely in Germany. The new facility near Berlin has an expected output of 500,000 
cars per year, which would be more than the production of every BMW facility in Germany 
and only 200,000 units less than the output of VW in Wolfsburg. In 2021, the new factory is 
expected to start production, although it has not yet obtained an official license and the current 
construction phase was begun on the company’s own risk. It took Tesla 12 months to build the 
production site in Shanghai, which will be an indicator for the one in Grünheide. Elon Musk 
works intensively with local governments to speed up processes so that twelve employees of 
the government work currently on the factory process. Besides, it is expected that Tesla will 
launch a battery production as well.181  

With the introduction of the Model 3 and the Model Y, Tesla entered the mass market, and thus 
reduced average selling prices, resulting in lower gross margins. To sustain the margin levels, 
the company needs to focus on scaling procurement and fixed cost absorption due to higher 
volumes and lower labor costs in China. Furthermore, leveraging car platforms in the future 
will support the company in increasing efficiency. The Model Y claims to have ~80% 
commonality in terms of parts used with the Model 3, with gross margins expected to be at 
~30%.182 The Model Y was profitable within the first year of its introduction, thus being the 
first model for Tesla reaching this milestone.183 Model Y itself was the second large-scale car 
the company launched since the introduction of the Model 3. 

 
178 Cf. Exane BNP (2019), p. 12. 
179 Cf. Morgan Stanley (2019), p. 3. 
180 Cf. Motley Fool (2020), p. 5. 
181 Cf. Freitag (2020), p. 29. 
182 Cf. Exane BNP (2019), p. 12. 
183 Cf. Motley Fool (2020), p. 6. 
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The scale of all planned Gigafactories far exceeds the production capacities of all automotive 
OEMs. Therefore a significant advantage of gross margin seems realizable in the future. Tesla 
disrupted the industry of producing batteries by its unique Gigafactory concept, overproducing 
by a large quantity compared to its internal demand of batteries.184 The Gigafactory in Shanghai 
improved its margins significantly in the recent quarter, nearly matching the margins of the US 
production facility in Freemont. This milestone was achieved although the facility was not 
running at maximum capacity and being restricted by the COVID-19 related shutdowns in 
February 2020. The impact mentioned above of COVID-19 on production was less severe on 
the demand for its cars as Tesla ended the quarter with the highest backlog since foundation. 
This backlog was achieved while the Chinese government lets expire its subsidy program by 
the end of 2020.185 

Tesla currently produces cars in two factories worldwide, whereas the vast amount is still 
produced in its main facility in Freemont. Elon Musk recently criticized the Californian state 
government for not being able to open up their car factory. The preventive closing of many 
factories is especially a massive risk for Tesla because of its limited production capabilities 
outside Freemont and its need to generate cash.186 The necessity to produce motivated Tesla’s 
CEO, Elon Musk, to attack the decision of Alameda County to close non-essential businesses 
and to file a lawsuit. Furthermore, Elon Musk said that he would defer Tesla’s headquarter to a 
location outside California and wanted to forcefully open the production facility, claiming that 
if someone needs to be arrested, it should be him. By becoming an advocate for opening up the 
economy again, he became one of the cited examples of the Trump administration for its 
Agenda to influence the States’ decisions on how to fight COVID-19. Eventually, Governor 
Newsom stated that Tesla would be allowed to open up manufacturing facilities again within 
one week.187 

Further, Tesla announced a new technology for batteries, increasing the usability to more than 
1m miles, which would enable the company to sell its vehicles at comparable prices as gasoline 
vehicles. The key to penetrating the market for Electric Vehicles was to overcome the 
bottleneck in the battery space, where the company partnered up early, first with Panasonic in 
its Gigafactory in Nevada and now with China-based CATL. The new batteries’ higher energy 
density will reduce costs significantly so that a price reduction can be realized at the same 
margin levels in the short run after production in China ramped up.188 

The company claimed to ramp up new “Terafactories” which are thirty times the size of its 
existing Gigafactories. These Terafactories shall produce the next generation of batteries, being 
highly automated and, therefore, more competitive due to reduced labor costs. By recycling 

 
184 Cf. Morgan Stanley (2019), p. 7. 
185 Cf. Motley Fool (2020), p. 12. 
186 Cf. Motley Fool (2020), p. 27. 
187 Cf. CNN Business (2020). 
188 Cf. Shirouzu (2020). 
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many materials, Tesla wants to introduce a second use case for the batteries of Electric Vehicles, 
by means of applying them in grid storage systems like the company already did in South 
Australia in 2017. The company’s innovation for low- or cobalt-free batteries further 
emphasizes the vision to engage in the transition of energy supply. By the enormous production 
scale, the company’s strategy is to change the underlying cost structure for Electric Cars, 
eventually making them more affordable for the mass market compared to traditional cars.189  

Several executives of automotive OEM’s claimed a price of $100 per kilowatt-hour as the 
breakeven price for batteries realizing parity compared to internal combustion engines. The 
scale and partnerships of Tesla could drive down costs to $80 per kilowatt-hour in the short 
term and below $60 per kilowatt-hour in the medium term. The principal cost reduction will be 
realized by ramping up recycling processes to recover rare earths like cobalt and nickel. 
Furthermore, by using new additives, the necessity to use these rare materials can be reduced 
until a lasting alternative has been developed. The timeline for the cost reduction is decisive for 
the competitive advantage of Tesla. The lower the battery costs, the higher the potential market 
for Electric Vehicles, where Tesla could strengthen its position as the market-leading company. 
Ex-employees of General Motors claimed that the company would need time until 2025 to reach 
the aspired cost structure of Tesla.190 As of July 2020, the Battery Day of Tesla was postponed, 
due to COVID-19 restrictions. 

The scale and security of battery production will drive Tesla’s ambition to gain market share 
from existing competitors. Early production problems of the company, which were partly due 
to the high level of automation, have been overcome by ramping up production and working 
ambitiously on calibrating the robots. It seems like the first-mover advantage of the company 
secures the market-leading position soon. However, the substantial investments, as well as the 
intrinsic motivation of other OEMs to innovate, could stop this trend in the long run. 

Marketing and Sales 

“Buying a Tesla is relatively simple: You go online, pick a model, add your features, place your 
deposit, and schedule pickup. The last time I bought a car from a well-known Japanese 
automaker, the buying process was miserable from start to finish. I had to talk to a sales rep 
who would not give me a straight price and kept scurrying back to a manager, who wrote down 
serial new numbers before we came to a deal. When I picked up the car, the salesperson begged 
me to give him a ten on the Net Promoter Score survey so he could get his bonus. I much prefer 
controlling the experience myself.”191 

Tesla simplified its selling approach by changing the way the company interacts with its direct 
customers. By cutting out the intermediaries, i.e., the car dealerships, the company could 

 
189 Cf. CNBC (2020). 
190 Cf. CNBC (2020). 
191 Shipley (2020). 
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leverage two effects: First, Tesla had direct access to customer's data and could influence the 
customer journey. Second, Tesla cut the margin of car dealerships and made the buying process 
more transparent and comparable.  

Tesla fought to sell cars directly to customers, as many States did not allow for that before 
Tesla’s initiative. The company only operates and owns showrooms in bigger cities, where 
potential customers could see the cars in real life or schedule a test drive. The reason for 
protecting many car dealerships was to secure competition between car dealerships as they 
would sell the same product. However, Tesla claimed a competitive disadvantage since 
traditional dealerships would have no incentive to sell Electric Cars compared to Gasoline Cars. 
Therefore, in 2013, Tesla started a federal petition which gathered more than 100,000 signatures 
to enforce a response from the Obama administration. Eventually, Tesla could operate further 
and redefined the customer journey for its customers.192 All stores were designed by George 
Blankenship, the creator of the famous Apple Stores’ design.193 

In 2019, the company further announced to shut down existing stores and relocate the selling 
process to the internet only. This step was undertaken to cut non-essential costs also.194 

The marketing of the company is based on the megatrend of sustainable transportation, to which 
Tesla is strongly related. Further, a strong differentiation from existing OEMs is the customer 
referral program of Tesla, through which existing customers are incentivized to spread word of 
mouth. For each successful referral, the referee gets $1,000 in credit, which can be used to buy 
a new Tesla, pay for accessories or use the company’s services. An element of gamification is 
included in this process, for individuals who refer many new customers. There are secret 
rewards for these key-referees like the one YouTuber Ben Sullins got in 2018 when he 
generated $12m in additional sales for Tesla, which got him two “Founder’s Series Next Gen 
Roadsters” for free.195 

Besides the incentive to refer, the secondary press coverage further boosted sales, mostly 
because many rewards are unique or out-of-the-box. In 2019, Tesla randomly selected 80 
customers who would get a Tesla Roadster Supercar for free. Furthermore, in 2019 it was 
possible to be eligible to have a photo sent into orbit due to a cooperation with SpaceX, another 
company Elon Musk has founded and is CEO of. These rewards are less expensive than the 
credit system but offer a unique experience to the customers.196 

Service 

Similar to the approach of cutting out the intermediary for selling Tesla cars, the company 
responded to the common problem of getting a vehicle repaired. A significant pain point for car 

 
192 Cf. O’Toole, (2013), p. 1. 
193 Cf. Luck (2019), p. 2. 
194 Cf. Higgins (2019), p. 1. 
195 Cf. Luck (2019), p. 3. 
196 Cf. Luck (2019), p. 5f. 
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owners is to bring their vehicles to specialized mechanics, waiting for the diagnosis and 
potentially leaving the car at a garage. On the contrary, Tesla established the “Rangers”, which 
illustrates a mobile service team that comes to the location the customer chose. Furthermore, 
the extensive data gathering of its cars made it possible for Tesla technicians to talk to 
customers, explaining them easy to fix repairs remotely, making the need for frequent visits to 
the technician obsolete. The focus on customer experience and unique solutions increase 
customer satisfaction significantly, making it more likely that existing buyers will recommend 
buying a Tesla.197 

Tesla operates more than 7,600 charging stations in North America, together with the second-
largest competitor, ChargePoint, an independent provider of charging stations, operating ~1.600 
stations. ChargePoint’s infrastructure nearly matches the charging points of Volkswagen’s 
Electrify America network. Tesla’s network is still expanding. However, it develops at a slower 
pace since the introduction of the mass-market Model 3, which caused a decrease in charging 
stations per operating Tesla car. Nevertheless, the density and technology of Tesla are still 
superior, giving the company another competitive advantage. Users can utilize third-party 
chargers by using an adapter, whereas Tesla stations are solely restricted to Tesla owners only. 
The early focus on the range anxiety of potential adopters of fully Electric Vehicles was 
necessary to ramp up sales. Furthermore, Tesla’s proprietary charging technology is one of the 
fastest worldwide, further reducing possible pain points of buying a fully Electric Vehicle.198 

Technology 

Tesla developed most components of an Electric Vehicle in-house, clearly differentiating from 
traditional OEMs, which outsourced most of the production to suppliers. The core proprietary 
technology of Tesla includes battery and powertrain technology as well as software components 
like the operating system or autonomous driving assistants. The company focused early on 
designing cars by incorporating elements of consumer technology like mobile computing, 
sensing, display technology and connectivity. The combination of all in a fully dynamic 
operating environment and the adjacent services described in the respective abstract lead to a 
product with high customer satisfaction.199 

The company worked excessively on its failure rate when delivering new cars. Whereas a new 
Mercedes needs to be reworked only rarely, the Model 3 showed at least one mistake for every 
fourth car produced in 2019. However, this quality and production problem was directly 
focused by the CEO, significantly reducing the failure rates to levels of German OEMs in 2020. 
The upcoming Model Y is expected to bring down failure rates further, as the car will be 
produced with only 50% of the metal parts, compared to the rest of Tesla’s fleet. The reduction 

 
197 Cf. Luck (2019), p. 12f. 
198 Cf. Team (2020), p. 2. 
199 Cf. Tesla Inc. (2019), p. 3f. 
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in parts reduces the risk of low quality while connecting them and further reduces the costs of 
storage and distribution.200 

The battery technology is based on lithium-ion cells, which - combined to battery packs - 
achieve a very high energy density at lower costs without decreasing longevity, safety, and 
reliability. Besides the patents for energy storage, cooling, balancing, durability and energy 
management, Tesla has invested in maximizing the manufacturing processes and increasing 
scaling effects. The constant feedback from the connected fleet about the different components 
supports the development of a new technique while relying on real-life data. Furthermore, the 
elements of the electric powertrain control the current flow within the car by transforming the 
direct current of the batteries into alternating current to drive the motor. The reverse of this 
transformation leads to a breaking effect. The technology is limited by the capacity of a small 
physical space to save a very dense energy amount (Battery Pack) and transform it efficiently 
at low costs. Further, the technology needs to be resistant enough to withstand the physical 
forces that arise while charging a battery pack in a short period. This sophisticated process 
should not damage a mass-market battery pack because it would alter the underlying financial 
profile of an Electric Vehicle if users need to replace the most expensive part more often.201 

All Tesla cars come in an all-wheel-drive configuration and are powered by two electric motors 
to maximize driving performance. Electric powertrains have a short response time, which, 
combined with a lower center of gravity due to the massive battery pack, leads to increased 
traction control.202 Furthermore, Tesla claims to have the safest cars in the world due to a 
combination of active and passive safety features as well as the autonomous assistance systems. 
The New Car Assessment Program of the U.S. government tested the Model S, X and 3 and 
quantified the lowest probability to get injured ever. One main factor was the lower center of 
gravity due to the weight and position of the battery pack in combination with larger crumple 
zones of an Electric Vehicle, as the powertrain needs less space. Besides, Tesla delivers all cars 
with the active safety features it developed without the option to opt-out. These assistants are 
further trained through the data generated by the fully connected fleet, which has accumulated 
over one billion autonomously driven passenger miles. Even older cars of Tesla are regularly 
updated in terms of safety features or other performance features. The company also publishes 
accident data, segmented into autonomous and non-autonomous incidents. During the first 
quarter of 2020, Tesla drivers incurred in an accident every 4.68 million miles while being on 
Autopilot. In contrast, it was every 1.99 million miles when driving without Autopilot but 
mobile security. The same metric decreased to 1.42 million miles when driving without any 
assistance system being activated. The publication of this data shows not only the superiority 
of assistance systems but also the drive of Tesla to increase adaption within the customer 

 
200 Cf. Freitag (2020), p. 30. 
201 Cf. Tesla Inc. (2019), p. 4. 
202 Cf. Tesla Inc. (2019), p. 4. 
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base.203 However, the results should be reviewed critically, as the average Tesla driver could 
be involved in less accidents than the average car driver in the US. Nevertheless, the statistic 
seems to indicate a boost in security driving a Tesla. 

Tesla always wrote many customized firmware protocols for the processors in use, which direct 
the performance and safety features. Proprietary algorithms are responsible for many control 
and stability functions as well as acceleration, thermal management and hybrid breaking. One 
unique feature is the control of the battery pack itself, which increases the efficiency of the 
underlying physical components, so that range and durability are maximized. All these controls 
can be changed and viewed by the user via the characteristic oversize control display. Since 
Tesla produces the individual cells of a battery pack rather than buys cells and combines them, 
the company can influence and change the technology and software on a more modular basis. 
Due to this unique feature, Tesla is the only OEM that can interconnect its battery systems 
easily with global electricity grids, further amplifying its ambition to transit towards sustainable 
energy. Also, the company inherited sophisticated knowledge about solar energy components 
due to its acquisition of Solar City, a manufacturer of solar panels. The combination emerged 
not only in battery packs, which transform the solar energy and save it in battery packs, which 
could charge a Tesla but also in the Solar Roof® of Tesla cars, which cost the battery packs 
during usage.204 

Tesla focuses on keeping its core technology internally so that traditional automotive suppliers 
are only used for the 30-40% standard parts, taking a substantial portion of the value chain of 
companies like Bosch and Continental, only half the rate of traditional automotive OEMs. The 
company produces circuit boards, software, chips, batteries, and high-end electronics in-house, 
comparable to Apple’s production approach. In 2019, VW CEO, Herbert Diess, emphasized 
the urgency of Tesla’s competitive advantage and said that “German OEMs want to catch up 
with a train that already left the station”.205 

Since 2016, the company has retrofitted all existing cars with hardware upgrades to make fully 
autonomous driving possible, e.g., 360-degree cameras, ultrasonic sensors, a faster on-board 
computer and a forward-facing radar system. This Autopilot includes auto-steering, traffic-
aware cruise control, automated lane changing, automatic parking, summon and driver warning 
systems. This step further increased the adaption of the Autopilot, therefore accelerating the 
accumulation of passenger miles and data for the real-time feedback loop of the developers.206 
  

 
203 Cf. Tesla Inc. (2020), p. 1. 
204 Cf. Tesla (2019), p. 7. 
205 Cf. Freitag (2020), p. 31. 
206 Cf. Tesla (2019), p. 8. 
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4 Applied Financial Model 

The author incorporates the acquired knowledge to build a Microsoft Excel financial model 
with the main objective of being fully flexible which means it can show different valuation 
outcomes for different scenarios without changing many input factors. 

4.1 Three-stage Discounted Cash Flow Model 

A three-stage Discounted Cash Flow Model was chosen due to the knowledge acquired by the 
valuation expert interview, separating the model into a high-growth, a transition and a steady 
phase. 

4.1.1 Description of the Excel Model 

The application of the theoretical frameworks in combination with the strategic analysis will be 
conducted by the enclosed fully dynamic three-stage-three-statement Microsoft Excel model. 
The model was built bottom-up and was reviewed by investment banking professionals to meet 
the necessary standards. The three stages of the operating model are the high-growth phase, the 
transition to the steady growth phase and the terminal value. This approach was chosen because 
the disruptive nature of the business model would not be reflected adequately by two stages 
only. Furthermore, the model was built to reflect the business in terms of Profit and Loss 
Statement, Balance Sheet and Cash Flow Statement, with all statements being interoperational. 

The enclosed Excel model was set up based on the following structure: 
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Table 3 – Overview of value drivers 

 

 

Controlling Tab with SensitivitiesDrivers

• Overview of input factors (Cost of Equity & Debt, multiples, growth rates, tax 
rate)

• Scenario analysis (Automotive business, battery business, mobility servivces
and B2B Software)

P&L, Balance Sheet and Cash Flow StatementOutput

• Fully interoperational three statements which flow into the Discounted Cash 
Flow valuation

• Incorporates all analysis output and expert interviews 

Historical Data from 10-k statementsInput

• Last six years of of Balance Sheet and Profit and Loss Statement data from 
Tesla Inc's respective 10-k statement

• Verificiation of the logic to build a dynamic model and cross-deck
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Existing Automotive and Energy BusinessOpModel

• Automotive delivery forecast per model from 2014 to 2028 assuming different 
growth rates after x years of introduction and the respective revenue model 
based on average selling prices per model

• Comparable OEMs gross profits per Tesla model were chosen to reflect 
margins on a model basis

• The Solar & Energy business was assumed to ramp down in growth during the 
obersevation period as it will not be a core business in the future

• Comparable OEMs operating expenses as % of revenues were chosen to build 
a peer group amd apply the % on the revenue forecast

PP&E Schedule PP&E

• Property, Plant and Equipment forecast to derive the respective Depreciation 
and Amortization in a given year, based on beginning PP&E, Capital 
Expenditures and previous D&A

• Comparable OEMs D&A as a percentage of PP&E as well as of revenues were 
chosen with a model switch to calculate Tesla's D&A as a % of PP&E or as a % 
of revenue

Forecast of Payables, Inventory and ReceivablesWorking Capital

• Comparable OEMs Receivables, Inventory and Payable Days were calculated to 
construct a peer groupt

• Calculation of respective working capital items per year, eventually calculating 
the net trade cycle

Net interest and WACC calculationFinancing

• Calculation of short- and long-term interest expense based on current bonds 
cupons with a decrease in Cost of Debt over time due to risk reduction

• Beta regression over a period of five years with a switch to adjust for cash
• WACC calculation depending on market value of debt and equity, weighted 

with respective Cost of Equity and Debt

Possible battery, mobility and software venturesAdjacent

• New operating business models which can be included as add-ons based on a 
price volume forecast

• Battery: assumes that overcapacity of Tesla's Gigafactories can be sold 
• Mobility: assumes that autonomous ride-hailing services will be 

commercialized
• Software: assumes subscription-based digital sales and app store take rates 

based on the number of operating cars
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4.1.2 The Functionality of the Excel Model 

In the following, the functionality of the underlying Operating Model of the Automotive and Solar segment will be discussed. Furthermore, the 
Property, Plant and Equipment schedule, the Working Capital forecast as well as the calculation of the WACC will be explained. Eventually, the 
adjacent business models will be described and incorporated into the overall model. 

Operating Model 

The operating model of the Automotive segment is based on a price and volume forecast broken down into the respective models sold. The vehicle 
pipeline consists of the already available Model 3, Model S and Model X and is subsequently expanded by the Model Y, the Cybertruck, the Semi 
and the Roadster 2. The growth rates of the different models are based on assumed growth rates after the introduction adjusted by outliers. Outliers 
were quantified with the support of broker reports from Exane BNP and Morgan Stanley, the two brokers covering Tesla comprehensively. 

Figure 17 – Development of cars sold 
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The respective delivery assumptions per model were then multiplied by an average selling price 
per given year to arrive at the revenue per model. These average selling prices were derived by 
the average price per model without any assumption about the development of these prices 
going forward. One could assume prices to fall, given cost reductions for batteries or assistance 
systems. However, an assumption about the development seemed arbitrary and thus was not 
conducted, except for an inflation adjustment per year, based on the input factor. The deliveries 
were sensitized by incorporating an up- and downside scenario, based on a 20% premium or 
discount of models sold each year. 

Furthermore, the gross profit margin was approximated on a model basis, whereas different 
peer groups per car were used to reflect the profitability. These peer group margins were then 
applied to the revenues per model to arrive at a gross profit per model, adjusted by outliers and 
factors from the strategic analysis. For Model 3, a margin premium of 2% was incorporated to 
reflect the higher margins Tesla has realized in the past. Since introducing the car, the gross 
margins were stable above 20%. Furthermore, General Motors was excluded from the Pickup 
average because of outlying negative performance. Eventually, the respective gross profit was 
calculated separately, and the underlying cost of sales was calculated retrogradely by using one 
minus the average gross profit margin for the sake of completeness. 

Table 4 – Gross Profit  

 

The Solar and Energy business is not assumed to become an essential part of Tesla’s overall 
business but to become an in-house supplier of parts and adjacent products for cars. Based on 
historical performance, the model assumes a decrease in growth over time to about 3% in 2028. 
Furthermore, the gross profit forecast is based on stable margins of 12%, which are based on 
the historical average margins from 2014 to 2019. Both revenue and gross profit were sensitized 
by a 20% up- and downside scenario. 

Lastly, the operating expenses were approximated by a comparable group of OEMs, excluding 
the outliers of Jaguar, Porsche, Ferrari, and Paccar. Tesla is assumed to start with the average 
operating expenses of its comparables, further decreasing as a percentage of revenue going 
forward due to a more digital sales structure and less marketing expenses (operational 
excellence and lean administration structure). The model assumes a ramp down to about 8% of 
revenues in 2028 and is sensitized by a 20% up- and downside scenario. Tesla has recently 

Gross Profit

Model 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E
3 n.a. 2’216          2’691          3’265          3’681          4’146       4’491       4’804       5’137       5’491       
S&X n.a. 1’897          2’049          2’211          2’385          2’570       2’768       2’951       3’145       3’351       
Y -                 282              1’034          1’626          1’957          2’355       2’635       2’918       3’110       3’314       
Roadster II -                 -                 171              352              418              495           546           600           635           671           
Cybertruck -                 194              719              1’898          2’302          2’788       3’140       3’490       3’733       3’992       
Semi -                 25                286              596              933              1’118       1’340       1’480       1’636       1’740       
Total 4’423          4’614          6’950          9’948          11’675        13’473     14’920     16’244     17’395     18’559     

Tesla Gross Profit (in $m)
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introduced the upcoming SpaceTruck with a marketing budget of $0, further emphasizing its 
ambition to realize lower than average operating expenses. One could assume that better than 
average margins of any kind may not be sustainable for the future. However, the margin 
improvement stems from a structural change in how Tesla interacts with its customers. 
Therefore it might be more likely that operating expenses on average will decrease over time. 

Table 5 – OpEx  

 

Balance Sheet 

Property, Plant and Equipment is the main factor of Tesla’s business model as the company 
wants to invest in a dense network of Gigafactories in the future. Therefore, a detailed plan is 
necessary to approximate the capital structure and the underlying Depreciation and 
Amortization, which influence the valuation. The old asset base was observed over the period 
between 2014 and 2019 to arrive at the ending PP&E by year-end 2019. In the forecast period, 
the ending PP&E from the previous year equals the beginning PP&E of the current year and is 
expanded by the capital expenditures while being decreased by the depreciation and 
amortization. The schedule only forecasts PP&E, so that D&A only consists of depreciation 
while amortizations are neglected for the course of simplicity. 

The old asset base is assumed to have 50% of the useful lifetime of new assets reflecting the 
midpoint. New beneficial investments in PP&E are supposed to last ten years on average. 
Therefore the useful life of historical assets is assumed to be five years. For the period between 
2020 and 2028, every new investment each year is depreciated individually, creating a D&A 
schedule per year. The financial analyst can choose between basing D&A and capital 
expenditures as a percentage of existing PP&E or revenue. These percentages are based on the 
average of the last three financial years, assuming to remain constant for the foreseeable future. 
The relatively high capital expenditures are expected to stay because of the investment need for 
Gigafactories and production facilities.  

Furthermore, the adjacent business models are modeled to increase capital expenditures as a 
percentage of revenue. In particular, the asset-heavy battery business is assumed to increase 
capital expenditures by one percent of revenues per year. In contrast, the asset-light companies 
of mobility and software are supposed to increase capital expenditures by .50 percentage points. 
Besides, the D&As as a percentage of PP&E as well as revenues for comparable OEMs have 
been analyzed. However, the average will only be used as a measure of confirmation because 
these companies are more mature than Tesla, therefore having different investment needs. 

OpEx

($ in million) 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E
Revenues 24’578      33’723      46’783      63’637      71’978      80’443        86’423     92’359     97’136     101’901   
Opex as a % of revenues -16.8% -12.9% -12.1% -11.4% -10.6% -9.9% -9.1% -8.8% -8.5% -8.2%
Opex (4’138)       (4’338)       (5’667)       (7’231)       (7’639)       (7’934)         (7’875)      (8’139)      (8’269)      (8’369)      

Tesla OpEx (in $m)
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Working Capital 

Working capital is defined as the capital needed to operate the underlying business daily. As a 
matter of simplification, working capital is defined as the sum of trade receivables and 
inventories subtracted by the trade payables. The change in working capital per year can be 
seen as cash in- or outflow because it is either capital bound for operations or released for a 
potential dividend. In most investment banks, working capital is modeled by using receivable, 
inventory, and payable days. For example, receivable days show the number of days until which 
an average customer of a company pays his or her bill. Inventory days indicate the number of 
days until which inventories are stored in warehouses before being used, and payable days are 
the opposite of receivable days, showing the number of days until which the company pays its 
suppliers. The metrics are defined as follows: 

𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 =
𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝐷𝐷

𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑅𝑢𝑢𝑒𝑒
∗ 360 

 

𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷 =
𝐼𝐼𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝐷𝐷

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑𝐷𝐷 𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑
∗ 360 

 

𝑃𝑃𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 = 𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷 =
𝑇𝑇𝑟𝑟𝑉𝑉𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒 𝑝𝑝𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷𝑉𝑉𝑅𝑅𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒𝐷𝐷

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡 𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜 𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑𝐷𝐷 𝑆𝑆𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙𝑑𝑑
∗ 360 

 

The Cash Conversion Cycle or the Net Trade Cycle is the result of the sum of DSO and DIO 
subtracted by the DPO. It is a measure for the cash need of the operating business and can be 
either positive or negative. A negative Cash Conversion Cycle means that the company can 
finance itself internally, which is typical for supermarkets or gasoline stations where customers 
pay directly, storage is limited, and where suppliers have to wait before getting paid. On the 
other hand, a positive Cash Conversion Cycle means that the operations need to be financed by 
external cash when growth occurs, decreasing the cash flow profile. 

 

𝐶𝐶𝑉𝑉𝐷𝐷ℎ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟𝐷𝐷𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑒 = 𝐷𝐷𝑆𝑆𝐷𝐷 + 𝐷𝐷𝐼𝐼𝐷𝐷 − 𝐷𝐷𝑃𝑃𝐷𝐷 

 

By calculating the respective metrics in historical periods, the financial analyst can forecast 
them, mostly by taking the average over a given period. In the case of this thesis, the average 
over the last three years was assumed to remain constant in the future to exclude outliers from 
earlier periods. The forecasted Cash Conversion Cycle of Tesla of 12.1 days is slightly below 
the average of comparable OEMs. This is assumed to be realistic because Tesla has fewer 
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suppliers to pay, reduced storage and a more direct sales structure with customers paying a 
deposit to Tesla. In the following, the working capital development is illustrated. 
 

Figure 18 – WC development 

  

Financing 

The financing sub-model consists of the net interest expense schedule, the calculation of an 
adequate Beta by regressing Tesla’s returns against the S&P500 and the calculation of the 
discount rate in the form of the WACC. 

Tesla, like most companies, financed itself with debt and equity simultaneously. The underlying 
debt consists of long-term debt, defined by maturity of more than one year and short-term debt, 
characterized by the maturity of one year or less. When a company generates negative cash 
flows for a prolonged period, refinancing of the losses is necessary. In the enclosed model, 
negative cash flows are assumed to be financed by 50% equity and 50% debt (in theory as the 
business generates cash since t=0). Furthermore, interest expenses are modeled into the future, 
which is based on the outstanding balance of short- and long-term debt multiplied by the 
average interest rate.  

The long-term interest rate was approximated by a 10-year US dollar Bond of Tesla, issued in 
2018, paying a coupon of 5.3% per annum. This interest rate is assumed to decrease in the future 
because the company generates positive cash flows, therefore being less risky. The model 
assumes a ramp down to 3.3% per annum, which is the comparable cost of debt of other 
automotive OEMs, like Volkswagen. The short-term rate of 1.25% is assumed to remain 
constant over the forecasting period and was approximated by a one-year Bond of Tesla, 
denominated in the US dollar. 

To calculate the WACC in the CAPM, the Beta of Tesla needs to be approximated. The 
Covariance of the company’s return with the underlying market is the Beta of the valuation 
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object, divided by the Variance of the market’s return, the model plotted Tesla’s returns over 
five years against the S&P500. A Beta for six months, one year, two years, three years, four 
years, and five years was calculated. The underlying Beta increased, the shorter the observation 
period was. Therefore, an average was taken, leading to a Beta of 1.49 for Tesla. Due to its 
importance for the overall model, the selection of an adequate Beta has a significant impact on 
the valuation by influencing the discount rate. Many financial portals use a Beta of ~1.3, which 
would be in line with the five-year observation period Beta of 1.33. However, the fact that the 
Beta increased by ~0.4 between a five-year observation period and a six-month observation 
period might lead to the conclusion that an average approximates the risk profile better. 

Eventually, the calculation of the WACC depends on the Cost of Equity and Cost of Debt, 
weighted with their respective ratios of the overall capital structure. It is essential to use market 
values of equity and debt to approximate the debt and equity ratios. The current capital structure 
of Tesla leads to a WACC of 8.8%, which decreases slightly to 8.7% in the forecasting period 
due to a decrease in the Cost of Debt. Ideally, the model assumes a target capital structure in 
the future. However, this assumption could be arbitrary and subject to many subjective biases 
so that it is neglected in this thesis. The determination of an adequate discount rate is crucial 
because of the model’s sensitivity to changes.  

4.1.3 Adjacent Businesses 

During the course of this thesis, the share price of Tesla fluctuated and increased significantly. 
By the time of submission (August 2020), the broker forecasts for Tesla deviated heavily with 
the median being ~$1,500. Six months ago, the share price was less than one third of the current 
share price, indicating that investors and valuation professionals are yet unsure about the value 
of Tesla. The extreme volatility and insecurity about the future could indicate that the market 
incorporates not yet developed, adjacent business streams. 

Figure 19 – Tesla Inc. Broker Forecasts207 

 

 

 
207 Cf. Bank of America (2020).  
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The disruptive nature of Tesla’s business model stems from the probabilities of using its 
existing car manufacturing and data gathering fleet to start new business streams. The model 
incorporates these effects by separating three distinct business lines and modeling their impact 
on the overall valuation for the forecasting period. Based on broker research, the business teams 
most likely sell overcapacity of batteries, starting an autonomous ride-hailing service and start 
digital services via an app store and subscriptions. All three business streams were modeled 
only on a P&L basis, whereas the overall model accounts for the inclusion of these streams by 
adjusting capital expenditures, D&A’s, Working Capital, or Balance Sheet items. 

Battery Venture 

Tesla has built three Gigafactories in recent years with a total battery production capacity of 
125-gigawatt hours per year. Gigafactory 1 in Nevada started in 2017 with 50 GW/h, whereas 
Tesla only owns 50%, Gigafactory 2 in New York was part of Solar City with 15 GW/h and 
Gigafactory in Shanghai started in 2020 with a capacity of 60 GW/h. Further factories are 
planned to open in Berlin in 2022 with 35 GW/h and in Texas in 2023 with 50 GW/h capacity. 
More Gigafactories are likely so that a placeholder Gigafactory 6 was modeled into the business 
stream with a capacity of an additional 50 GW/h per year. All Gigafactories are assumed to 
have a ramp-up phase of 75% of total capacity within the first year of introduction. 

To calculate the capacity available for sale, the model calculates the internal need for batteries 
by multiplying the forecasted deliveries with the average battery size in GW/h. The difference 
between total capacity and needed capacity is the excess capacity of cells available for sale. 
Bloomberg has published the average price per GW/h battery capacity, which is assumed to 
decrease to $110 in 2028, based on the strategic analysis of this thesis. The excess capacity 
multiplied by the price per GW/h leads to the future revenues of this business stream. 

To account for the cost structure, the model forecasts the cost of goods sold and the operating 
expenses based on a percentage of revenues. These percentages were approximated by the 
margins of Varta, a German competitor in the battery production. Although many other 
competitors could be included in the peer group, only Varta has a comprehensive reporting 
system. LG Chem of Korea or CATL of China either do not report respective margins or do not 
report margins in a holistic way for incorporating them in a financial model. The expected 
EBITDA impact is equal to the EBIT impact because the additional D&A effect from other 
capital expenditures is modeled into the PP&E section and switched on when this business 
stream is incorporated. Eventually, the model assumes a margin improvement over time in 
terms of the cost of goods sold and operating expenses because of the increased scalability and 
size of the battery business. 
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Mobility Services 

Elon Musk talked about autonomous ride-hailing services many times, which would have a 
severe impact on the profitability of Tesla because of two reasons: First, the company would 
generate additional income by the take rate it gets through providing the service and the 
platform to customers. If a Tesla user would activate the feature and generate $100 of taxi 
services a month, Tesla would take x% of the total revenue as a service fee. Second, the 
additional income a Tesla user could generate, based on the respective lifestyle of the customer, 
would decrease the cost of purchasing a Tesla. An objective customer would discount the 
potential net cash flows to the time of purchase, which would reduce the price. Eventually, this 
business stream would interdependently influence the car business as more customers would 
find the price attractive, ultimately further increasing mobility revenues. Within the model, it is 
the business stream with the highest potential EBIT impact. 

The model is based on the deliveries of different car models and the total installed base per 
model worldwide. This installed base is the total amount of possible Tesla cars on the street to 
be available for autonomous ride-hailing services. In the base case scenario, the model assumes 
a ramp up to 60% adoption of the total installed car base, equally distributed among all models. 
Tesla customers are supposed to be more technologically adaptable than average car users so 
that 40% seems reasonable within eight years. Furthermore, the model assumes 16 hours a day 
where a Tesla owner is not using the car, mostly during working and sleeping hours. During 
the working hours, the base case assumes one ride per hour, 20 days a month and 12 months a 
year, while during sleeping hours, the case assumes 0.75 rides per hour.  

Additionally, the different car models are assumed to generate different average taxi revenues 
per ride, depending on the size and price of the car. The Roadster 2 was excluded because it is 
a sports car, as was the Semi – after all it is a truck. The remaining models are assumed to 
generate $10 to $17 per taxi ride, which will decrease to $6 to 10$ in 2028, due to competition. 
Lastly, the model’s base case assumes a 17% take rate, based on a 30% discount on Uber’s take 
rate of 25%. This discount shall reflect a more conservative approach, discounting potential 
mistakes in previous assumptions. 

The margin structure is based on the reported and strategically admired margins of Uber and 
Lyft. The mobility stream is assumed to start with negative margins, comparable to Lyft’s 
current margins of negative 13%. After the ramp up-phase of two years, the stream is expected 
to generate a positive EBIT impact in 2022, whereas margins are assumed to linearly increase 
to the admired margin of Uber, which is 45%, based on its Capital Markets Day presentation 
in 2019. However, another discount of 15 percentage points was incorporated into the margin, 
to reflect for further mistakes.  

The business stream is highly sensitive to the ramp-up of the Model 3 as well as the Model Y, 
because of their enormous scale. Both models are assumed to have an installed base of more 
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than 6 million cars by 2028. If the SpaceTruck is included, this amount increases to over 7.5 
million operating vehicles. In contrast to Uber and Lyft, Tesla can leverage its already existing 
hardware platform by expanding its service business. Therefore, the business model can be cash 
positive faster than pure-play ride-hailing companies. A comparison between Tesla’s and 
Apple’s seem adequate because Apple also leverages the sold iPhones by expanding into new 
business services, like ApplePay. 

Software 

The last adjacent business model is based on the establishment of a proprietary app store and 
exclusive software subscriptions. Tesla has already announced to decrease the upfront 
investment costs of its cars by providing many features as a subscription service in the future, 
like the autonomous driving assistance system Autopilot. Furthermore, Elon Musk announced 
that Tesla users would have to pay $10 per month to be connected to the internet, a service that 
was free-of-charge in the past. Also, Tesla plans to open an app store for third-party developers 
to provide adjacent services. Tesla could generate income from charging these developers per 
sale or per subscription without significant investment in hardware. 

The model is again based on the total base of operating cars, whereas a ramp-up to 50% of the 
user base being subscribed or generating additional income for Tesla until 2028. The base case 
further assumes that the average subscriber will make $500 per year, which is the current cost 
of the Autopilot of $5,000 divided by ten years of usage. Due to the enormous scaling effect of 
the model, a more conservative approach about the assumptions was chosen. The cost of goods 
sold was approximated by the margins of the Apple AppStore. However, a ramp-up phase until 
2026 was incorporated. From 2026 onwards, the model assumes a gross margin comparable to 
that of the Apple AppStore. Operating expenses are believed to be 7% of revenues, equivalent 
to the overall operating expenses of Tesla in the model.  

4.1.4 Cash adjusted Beta 

For the valuation object of Tesla, this effect cannot be modeled for the future, because the 
financial analyst would need to have the respective firm value at any given period, to adjust the 
Beta going forward. Without the firm value, the analyst cannot calculate the ratio of excess cash 
to firm value, so that an adjustment is not possible. However, the cash adjustment will have a 
significant impact on the underlying Beta of Tesla and subsequently on the WACC. By piling 
up the positive cash flows from 2020 onwards, the cash-adjusted Beta would be stable. 
Nevertheless, by increasing the weighting of the cash component w(c), the Beta, which an 
analyst would observe by regressing Tesla’s returns against a market index, would decrease. 

Furthermore, the enclosed financial model in Excel was not designed to reflect a dividend 
payment. In the current state, a dividend would be harmful to the company’s health. However, 
this would dramatically change once it is cash flow positive. Going forward, a dividend 
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payment seems reasonable and likely but will not be modeled because of the uncertainty about 
the timing. 

4.1.5 Valuation Results 

The model is assumed to have many different valuation outcomes because three adjacent 
business models can be activated and every one of the total four business teams has at least one 
up- and downside scenario. However, the purpose of this thesis is not an equity valuation of 
Tesla but an approach to value the disruptive nature of the company. Hence, the main focus 
will be on the base case scenarios where all adjacent business models are activated. The other 
scenarios will be enclosed in the appendix of this thesis. 

Profit and Loss Statement 

The combined Profit and Loss Statement incorporates all effects of the adjacent business 
models, additionally to the underlying car manufacturing business. The total revenue will 
increase fivefold with all adjacent business streams being activated, which would assume all 
adjacent streams to materialize during the observation period. Automotive will still be the most 
significant driver in terms of revenues, with mobility services being the second largest 
contributor. On an EBIT level, the asset-light mobility service stream generates 50% more 
EBIT than the automotive segment, because of the higher profitability of the business team.  

Furthermore, the growth of the automotive segment is expected to decrease to ~3% in 2028, 
which is due to the three-stage character of the model that assumes a transition from high- to 
stable growth. The main drivers of growth are the adjacent business models because their ramp-
up is offsetting the slowdown in car sales. The minority interest from previous periods is 
assumed to be zero going forward, due to the unpredictability of the item and non-
comprehensive notes about the origin in Tesla’s respective 10-k reports. 

With EBIT margins of ~20% in 2028, Tesla outperforms all other automotive OEMs because 
of the profitability of the digital services of mobility and software sales. Besides, the Return on 
Assets and Return on Equity are also higher than the metrics of comparable OEMs with 10% 
and ~20%, respectively. However, the model does not incorporate a potential payout of the net 
income in a given period because an assumption would be arbitrary and the dividend does not 
impact the valuation if the model does not incorporate cash adjusted Beta.
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Figure 20 – Combined Profit and Loss Statement 

 

Profit & Loss Statement
 

($ in million) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E
Revenues Total 3’198         4’046         7’000         11’759      21’461      24’578      41’582      53’850      71’706      89’517      101’560   115’458   125’915   133’978   136’707   

Revenue Traditional 3’198         4’046         7’000         11’759      21’461      24’578      33’723      46’783      63’637      71’978      80’443     86’423     92’359     97’136     101’901   
Revenue Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             7’645         5’850         4’300         9’012         8’620       12’090     11’858     10’316     8’965       
Revenue Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             192            1’087         3’344         7’518         11’217     15’385     19’850     24’389     23’439     
Revenue Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             22              131            424            1’009         1’280       1’560       1’848       2’138       2’402       

Total Cost of sales (2’146)       (2’823)       (4’750)       (7’433)       (14’174)     (16’398)     (27’925)     (38’406)     (53’169)     (64’469)     (72’952)    (80’728)    (87’008)    (93’102)    (95’416)    
CoS Traditional (2’146)       (2’823)       (4’750)       (7’433)       (14’174)     (16’398)     (24’812)     (34’988)     (48’305)     (54’407)     (60’610)    (64’746)    (69’046)    (72’459)    (75’842)    
CoS Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             (2’875)       (2’112)       (1’488)       (2’984)       (2’725)      (3’640)      (3’392)      (2’796)      (2’296)      
CoS Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             (218)           (1’199)       (3’067)       (6’435)       (8’918)      (11’631)    (13’895)    (17’072)    (16’408)    
CoS Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             (20)             (107)           (309)           (643)           (700)         (711)         (675)         (775)         (871)         

Gross profit 1’053         1’223         2’250         4’326         7’287         8’180         13’657      15’444      18’537      25’048      28’608     34’730     38’906     40’876     41’291     
% margin 32.9% 30.2% 32.1% 36.8% 34.0% 33.3% 32.8% 28.7% 25.9% 28.0% 28.2% 30.1% 30.9% 30.5% 30.2%

Total Operating expenses (1’068)       (1’640)       (2’267)       (3’855)       (4’430)       (4’138)       (7’997)       (8’387)       (9’189)       (11’616)     (11’631)    (12’863)    (12’875)    (12’271)    (11’751)    
Opex Traditional (1’068)       (1’640)       (2’267)       (3’855)       (4’430)       (4’138)       (4’338)       (5’667)       (7’231)       (7’639)       (7’934)      (7’875)      (8’139)      (8’269)      (8’369)      
Opex Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             (3’658)       (2’711)       (1’929)       (3’907)       (3’607)      (4’878)      (4’607)      (3’853)      (3’214)      
Opex Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Opex Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             (2)               (9)               (30)             (71)             (90)            (109)         (129)         (150)         (168)         

EBIT Total (16)             (417)           (17)             471            2’857         4’042         5’660         7’057         9’348         13’432      16’977     21’867     26’031     28’605     29’540     
% margin -0.5% -10.3% -0.2% 4.0% 13.3% 16.4% 13.6% 13.1% 13.0% 15.0% 16.7% 18.9% 20.7% 21.4% 21.6%
EBIT Traditional (16)             (417)           (17)             471            2’857         4’042         4’573         6’128         8’101         9’932         11’899     13’802     15’174     16’408     17’690     
EBIT Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             1’112         1’026         884            2’122         2’288       3’572       3’859       3’667       3’455       
EBIT Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             (26)             (112)           278            1’083         2’300       3’754       5’955       7’317       7’032       
EBIT Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             0                 15              86              295            491           739           1’043       1’213       1’363       

Interest expenses/income (98)             (159)           (79)             (577)           (617)           (596)           (639)           (611)           (583)           (555)           (527)         (499)         (471)         (443)         (415)         
EBT (114)           (576)           (96)             (105)           2’240         3’446         5’021         6’447         8’765         12’877      16’450     21’368     25’560     28’162     29’125     

% margin -3.6% -14.2% -1.4% -0.9% 10.4% 14.0% 12.1% 12.0% 12.2% 14.4% 16.2% 18.5% 20.3% 21.0% 21.3%
Taxes (9)               (13)             (27)             (32)             (58)             (110)           (1’356)       (1’741)       (2’367)       (3’477)       (4’442)      (5’769)      (6’901)      (7’604)      (7’864)      
Minority interest -             -             98              279            87              (87)             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Net Income (123)           (590)           (24)             142            2’269         3’249         3’666         4’706         6’398         9’400         12’009     15’599     18’659     20’558     21’262     

% margin -3.9% -14.6% -0.3% 1.2% 10.6% 13.2% 8.8% 8.7% 8.9% 10.5% 11.8% 13.5% 14.8% 15.3% 15.6%

Tesla Profit & Loss Statement ($m)
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Balance Sheet 

The Balance Sheet is fully dynamic and adapts the inclusion of the adjacent business models. 
The Cash component is forecasted by the sum of the ending cash balance in the previous year 
and the net cash flow of the current year, whereas the restricted cash is a constant percentage 
of revenues. The items of Prepaid Expenses, Intangible Assets, Other Assets, Accrued 
Liabilities, Deferred Revenue, Customer Deposits, Resale Value Guarantees and Other 
Liabilities are assumed to remain constant. The constant factor is subject to the average ratio of 
the item and the revenue from 2014 to 2019. This method was chosen to reflect changes in the 
Balance Sheet by incorporating the effects of adjacent business models. 

The working capital items of Trade Receivables, Inventory and Trade Payables are forecasted 
via the respective DSO’s, DIO’s and DPO’s, calculated in a separate sheet. Furthermore, the 
individual debt items are separately calculated in the financing section, where the interest 
expense of short- and long-term debt is modeled.
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Figure 21 – Combined Balance Sheet 

 

Balance Sheet
 

($ in million) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E
Cash 1’906                       1’197           3’393         3’368         3’686           6’268         16’027        22’745        32’177        44’112        56’806        73’112        91’209        110’256      128’383      
Restricted cash 18                           23               106            155            193             246            405            525            699            873            990            1’126         1’227         1’306         1’333         
as a % of revenues 0.6% 0.6% 1.5% 1.3% 0.9% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%
Receivables 227                         169             499            515            949             1’324         1’967         2’547         3’392         4’235         4’804         5’462         5’957         6’338         6’467         
Inventories 954                         1’278           2’067         2’264         3’113           3’552         5’485         7’544         10’444        12’663        14’329        15’857        17’090        18’287        18’742        
Prepayments 76                           116             194            268            366             713            1’033         1’338         1’781         2’224         2’523         2’868         3’128         3’328         3’396         
as a % of revenues 2.4% 2.9% 2.8% 2.3% 1.7% 2.9% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%
Leasing 767                         1’791           3’134         4’117         2’090           2’447         2’447         2’447         2’447         2’447         2’447         2’447         2’447         2’447         2’447         
Generators leased -                          -              5’920         6’347         6’271           6’138         6’138         6’138         6’138         6’138         6’138         6’138         6’138         6’138         6’138         
Property, Plant & Equipment 1’829                       3’403           5’983         10’028        11’330         10’396        11’315        12’500        14’112        16’165        18’594        21’453        24’703        28’305        32’150        
Intangibles -                          13               376            362            282             339            794            1’028         1’369         1’709         1’939         2’205         2’405         2’558         2’611         
as a % of revenues 0.0% 0.3% 5.4% 3.1% 1.3% 1.4% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9%
Other assets 55                           78               991            1’232         1’460           2’886         4’489         5’813         7’741         9’663         10’964        12’464        13’593        14’463        14’758        
as a % of revenues 1.7% 1.9% 14.2% 10.5% 6.8% 11.7% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8%
Total assets 5’831                      8’068           22’664       28’655       29’740        34’309       50’100       62’625       80’300       100’230     119’535     143’131     167’897     193’428     216’425     

Accounts payable 778                         916             1’860         2’390         3’405           3’771         5’864         8’065         11’165        13’538        15’320        16’953        18’272        19’551        20’037        
Accrued liabilities 269                         423             1’210         1’731         2’094           2’905         5’021         6’502         8’658         10’808        12’262        13’940        15’203        16’176        16’506        
as a % of revenues 8.4% 10.4% 17.3% 14.7% 9.8% 11.8% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1%
Deferred revenue 192                         424             763            1’015         630             1’163         3’027         3’920         5’219         6’516         7’393         8’404         9’165         9’752         9’951         
as a % of revenues 6.0% 10.5% 10.9% 8.6% 2.9% 4.7% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3%
Guarantees -                          137             180            787            503             317            1’128         1’461         1’945         2’428         2’755         3’132         3’416         3’634         3’708         
as a % of revenues 0.0% 3.4% 2.6% 6.7% 2.3% 1.3% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7%
Deposits 258                         283             664            854            793             726            2’665         3’451         4’595         5’737         6’509         7’399         8’069         8’586         8’761         
as a % of revenues 8.1% 7.0% 9.5% 7.3% 3.7% 3.0% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4%
ST & LT Liabilities 2’430                       2’649           6’844         10’212        11’972         13’419        13’419        13’419        13’419        13’419        13’419        13’419        13’419        13’419        13’419        
Other Debt 993                         2’152           5’605         6’430         4’030           3’898         7’202         9’326         12’419        15’503        17’589        19’996        21’807        23’204        23’676        
as a % of revenues 31.0% 53.2% 80.1% 54.7% 18.8% 15.9% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3%
Total Liabilities 4’919                      6’984           17’126       23’421       23’427        26’199       38’325       46’144       57’421       67’950       75’246       83’244       89’351       94’323       96’059       
Shareholder's Equity 912                         1’084           5’538         5’235         6’313          8’110         11’776       16’482       22’880       32’280       44’289       59’888       78’547       99’106       120’367     

Total 5’831                      8’068           22’664       28’655       29’740        34’309       50’101       62’625       80’301       100’230     119’536     143’132     167’898     193’429     216’426     

Tesla Balance Sheet ($m)
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Cash Flow Statement and DCF 

The main most substantial driver of a Discounted Cash Flow Model is the underlying unlevered 
free cash flow. In contrast, the real cash flow, which a standard IFRS cash flow statement 
calculates, is the net change in the Balance Sheet item of cash in each period. The excel model 
starts with the calculation of the former and adjusts the result to arrive at the latter. 

The unlevered free cash flow is calculated by multiplying the EBIT each year by one minus the 
marginal corporate tax rate to arrive at the Net Operating Profit Adjusted by Tax or NOPAT. 
Due to this calculation, the Discounted Cash Flow Model assumes a finance structure solely 
based on equity. Furthermore, the NOPAT is adjusted by adding back the non-cash charges 
from the Profit and Loss statement, which are Depreciation and Amortization. Besides, the 
change in Working Capital and the Capital Expenditures are subtracted to calculate the 
unlevered free cash flow. The change in receivables, payables and inventory is the change in 
Net Working Capital, which is extended by the change in Other Assets and Other Liabilities 
(like Deferred Revenue, Customer Deposits or Deferred Tax Liabilities). 

To calculate the actual change in Cash, the Unlevered Free Cash Flow is adjusted by several 
items to arrive at the Net Cash Flow. Interest expenses from the financing section are subtracted 
because they were neglected by starting with the EBIT. Furthermore, changes in Equity and 
Debt are reflected in the cash position, whereas these positions are expected to remain constant 
in the future. The interest expenses are tax-deductible, therefore creating a Tax Shield, which 
means that a company saved one minus the marginal corporate tax rate multiplied by the interest 
expenses. Also, the effects of minority shareholders are reflected, although the model does not 
assume any effects in the future. 

For the real Discounted Cash Flow Model, the Unlevered Free Cash Flows are discounted by 
the respective WACC from the financing section to the power of the period. The Mid Year 
Convention is a framework for discounting cash flows and divides the actual periods by two to 
reflect the time value of money better. For example, a model that discounts next year’s cash 
flows by one plus the WACC to the power of one would assume that 100% of the cash flow 
was generated on the last day of the year. Therefore, the Mid Year Convention approximates 
that the cash flow was generated by the end of the first half of the fiscal year, making the power 
.5 instead. By discounting and adding the Unlevered Free Cash Flows, their present value can 
be calculated.  

Furthermore, a company that operates under a going-concern assumption will not stop to 
operate after the forecasting period, so that a Terminal Value has to be approximated. There are 
two different possibilities to calculate the Terminal Value: By using a Gordon’s Growth or an 
Exit Multiple method. The former assumes a steady, near-inflation, indefinite growth rate for 
the future. Multiplying the last cash flow in 2028 by one plus the expected perpetual growth 
rate and dividing it by the WACC minus, this growth rate equals the Terminal Value, which is 
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discounted back to the present value. In contrast, the Exit Multiple method assumes selling the 
business at a given Enterprise Value – EBIT multiple in the future, discounting it back to the 
present value. Besides the differences in arriving at the Terminal Value, the Gordon’s growth 
model will be discounted to the power of the Mid-Year Convention. In contrast, the Exit 
Multiple method will be discounted to the power of Year-End. The difference stems from the 
former assuming steady cash flows going forward while the latter sells the business in theory 
at the end of the year. 

Eventually, both methods lead to an Enterprise Value or Firm Value by summing up the present 
values of the UFCFs as well as the TV. By applying an Enterprise to Equity Value bridge, the 
price per share can subsequently be derived. The respective Enterprise Value is adjusted by 
adding the Cash in period 0 because this Cash could be used to finance the acquisition of the 
company. Furthermore, the sum of financial liabilities, which consist of all interest-bearing 
liabilities (Leasing, Pensions, Interest Bearing Debt, etc.) is subtracted. The result is the 
underlying Equity Value, which, divided by the fully diluted floating shares, equals the share 
price of Tesla.  

Both methods result in a given share price with a deviation of less than 10%. Academia argues 
that an Exit Multiple method could lead to a better outcome because the Gordon’s Growth 
method is very sensitive to the perpetual growth rate and 2% might be understating the potential 
of Tesla going forward because of its disruptive nature. To reflect these uncertainties about 
methods and assumptions, several sensitivities were enclosed to analyze the potential share 
price in different scenarios. This method is mainly used to work with likely value ranges, 
depending on the realization of critical metrics or macroeconomic factors.  
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Figure 22 – Combined Cash Flow Statement and Discounted Cash Flow Valuation 
 

Cash Flow Statement

($ in million) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E
EBIT (417)           (17)             471            2’857         4’042         5’660         7’057         9’348         13’432      16’977     21’867     26’031     28’605     29’540     
Operating taxes (30%) (13)             (27)             (32)             (58)             (110)           (1’528)       (1’906)       (2’524)       (3’627)       (4’584)      (5’904)      (7’028)      (7’723)      (7’976)      
NOPAT (430)           (43)             440            2’799         3’932         4’132         5’152         6’824         9’805         12’393     15’963     19’003     20’881     21’564     
Add-back D&A 423            947            1’636         1’901         2’154         2’301         2’543         2’810         3’111         3’457       3’854       4’312       4’839       5’444       
Op. Cash Flow (8)               904            2’076         4’700         6’086         6’433         7’695         9’634         12’916      15’850     19’817     23’315     25’721     27’008     

Trade receivables 58              (330)           (16)             (434)           (375)           (643)           (580)           (845)           (843)           (570)         (657)         (495)         (381)         (129)         
Inventory (324)           (790)           (196)           (849)           (439)           (1’933)       (2’059)       (2’900)       (2’220)       (1’666)      (1’527)      (1’234)      (1’197)      (454)         
Accounts payable 138            944            530            1’015         366            2’093         2’201         3’100         2’373         1’781       1’633       1’319       1’280       486           
Investments in NWC (128)           (176)           318            (268)           (448)           (483)           (438)           (644)           (689)           (455)         (552)         (409)         (299)         (98)            
Other assets (1’105)       (8’700)       (1’760)       1’819         (2’107)       (2’537)       (1’983)       (2’886)       (2’879)       (1’947)      (2’246)      (1’690)      (1’303)      (441)         
Other liabilties 1’708         5’002         2’397         (2’768)       959            10’033      5’618         8’177         8’156         5’515       6’364       4’788       3’693       1’250       
Investment in Total WC 474            (3’874)       955            (1’218)       (1’596)       7’012         3’197         4’646         4’588         3’114       3’566       2’689       2’090       711           

Capex (1’997)       (3’527)       (5’681)       (3’203)       (1’220)       (3’221)       (3’728)       (4’422)       (5’164)       (5’886)      (6’713)      (7’562)      (8’441)      (9’289)      

UFCF (1’530)       (6’497)       (2’650)       279            3’270         10’225      7’164         9’858         12’340      13’078     16’670     18’441     19’370     18’430     

Interest expenses (159)           (79)             (577)           (617)           (596)           (639)           (611)           (583)           (555)           (527)         (499)         (471)         (443)         (415)         
Delta Financial liabilities 219            4’195         3’368         1’760         1’447         -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Delta equity/Other equity movements 762            4’479         (446)           (1’191)       (1’452)       -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Tax Shield -             -             -             -             -             173            165            157            150            142           135           127           120           112           
Minority interest -             98              279            87              (87)             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            

LFCF (709)           2’196         (25)             318            2’582         9’759         6’718         9’433         11’935      12’693     16’306     18’098     19’047     18’127     

Tesla DCF Valuation

(in $m) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

UFCF 10’225      7’164         9’858         12’340      13’078     16’670     18’441     19’370     18’430     
Terminal value 282’583   

Mid Year Convention 0.5             1.5             2.5             3.5             4.5            5.5            6.5            7.5            8.5            
Discount Rate 8.8% 8.8% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7%
Discount Factor 1.0             0.9             0.8             0.7             0.7           0.6           0.6           0.5           0.5           

PV of UFCF 9’804         6’317         7’995         9’208         8’981       10’538     10’735     10’385     9’103       
PV of TV 139’575   

Tesla Cash Flow Statement ($m)
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. 

 
 

 

PV of Cash Flows 83’066     PV of Cash Flows 83’066     
Terminal Value 282’583   Terminal Value 295’403   
PV of Terminal Value 139’575   PV of Terminal Value 145’907   
Enterprise Value 222’642   Enterprise Value 228’973   
+Cash 6’268       +Cash 6’268       
-Interest Bearing Liabilities 11’634     -Interest Bearing Liabilities 11’634     
Equity Value 217’276   Equity Value 223’607   
Diluted Shares (as of 10-k 2019) 199.93     Diluted Shares (as of 10-k 2019) 199.93     
Price per share 1’086.8    Price per share 1’118.5    

Perpetuity Growth Rate-Based Valuation Exit Multiple Valuation (10x)

83

140 223 6

(12)

217

PV of UFCF PV of TV EV Cash Fin. Debt Eq. V.

Gordon's Growth in $bn

83

146 229 6

(12)

224

PV of UFCF PV of TV EV Cash Fin. Debt Eq. V.

Exit Multiple in $bn
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1086.8x 1.3% 1.5% 1.8% 2.0% 2.3% 2.5% 2.8% 1118.5x 4.0x 6.0x 8.0x 10.0x 12.0x 14.0x 16.0x
1.19 1’286.5     1’338.5     1’395.5     1’458.2     1’527.4   1’604.3   1’690.2   2.8% 878.1     1’080.5   1’283.0   1’485.4   1’687.8   1’890.2   2’092.7   
1.29 1’170.3     1’213.2     1’259.9     1’310.7     1’366.4   1’427.7   1’495.3   3.8% 805.0     986.2     1’167.5   1’348.7   1’530.0   1’711.3   1’892.5   
1.39 1’072.2     1’108.1     1’146.9     1’189.0     1’234.7   1’284.5   1’339.0   4.8% 739.4     902.0     1’064.5   1’227.0   1’389.6   1’552.1   1’714.7   
1.49 988.2        1’018.7     1’051.5     1’086.8     1’124.9   1’166.1   1’210.9   5.8% 680.6     826.5     972.5     1’118.5   1’264.4   1’410.4   1’556.3   
1.59 915.6        941.8        969.8        999.8        1’032.0   1’066.6   1’104.0   6.8% 627.7     758.9     890.2     1’021.4   1’152.6   1’283.9   1’415.1   
1.69 852.3        875.0        899.1        924.9        952.4     981.9     1’013.5   7.8% 580.0     698.2     816.3     934.5     1’052.7   1’170.8   1’289.0   
1.79 796.5        816.3        837.4        859.7        883.5     908.8     935.9     8.8% 537.0     643.5     750.0     856.6     963.1     1’069.6   1’176.2   

1’087          4.3% 4.8% 5.3% 5.8% 6.3% 6.8% 7.3% 1118.5x 4.0x 6.0x 8.0x 10.0x 12.0x 14.0x 16.0x
1.3% 1’406.8     1’235.4     1’099.1     988.2        896.4     819.0     753.0     1.19 749.6     915.0     1’080.4   1’245.8   1’411.3   1’576.7   1’742.1   
1.5% 1’469.2     1’283.3     1’136.9     1’018.7     921.4     840.0     770.8     1.29 725.6     884.2     1’042.9   1’201.5   1’360.1   1’518.8   1’677.4   
1.8% 1’538.1     1’335.5     1’177.8     1’051.5     948.2     862.2     789.5     1.39 702.6     854.8     1’006.9   1’159.1   1’311.2   1’463.4   1’615.5   
2.0% 1’614.6     1’392.8     1’222.1     1’086.8     976.9     885.9     809.4     1.49 680.6     826.5     972.5     1’118.5   1’264.4   1’410.4   1’556.3   
2.3% 1’700.0     1’455.9     1’270.4     1’124.9     1’007.6   911.2     830.5     1.59 659.4     799.5     939.5     1’079.6   1’219.6   1’359.7   1’499.7   
2.5% 1’795.8     1’525.6     1’323.2     1’166.1     1’040.6   938.1     852.9     1.69 639.1     773.5     907.9     1’042.3   1’176.7   1’311.1   1’445.6   
2.8% 1’904.2     1’603.1     1’381.1     1’210.9     1’076.2   967.0     876.8     1.79 619.6     748.6     877.6     1’006.7   1’135.7   1’264.7   1’393.7   

1’087          0.3% 0.4% 0.5% 0.6% 0.7% 0.8% 0.9% 1118.5x 0.3% 0.4% 0.5% 0.6% 0.7% 0.8% 0.9%
1.3% 1’030.3     1’015.9     1’001.9     988.2        974.9     961.9     949.2     2.8% 1’514.9   1’505.0   1’495.2   1’485.4   1’475.7   1’466.1   1’456.6   
1.5% 1’063.5     1’048.2     1’033.3     1’018.7     1’004.6   990.8     977.4     3.8% 1’375.0   1’366.2   1’357.4   1’348.7   1’340.1   1’331.6   1’323.1   
1.8% 1’099.2     1’082.9     1’067.0     1’051.5     1’036.5   1’021.8   1’007.5   4.8% 1’250.4   1’242.6   1’234.8   1’227.0   1’219.4   1’211.7   1’204.2   
2.0% 1’137.8     1’120.3     1’103.3     1’086.8     1’070.7   1’055.1   1’039.9   5.8% 1’139.3   1’132.3   1’125.4   1’118.5   1’111.6   1’104.8   1’098.0   
2.3% 1’179.6     1’160.8     1’142.6     1’124.9     1’107.7   1’091.0   1’074.7   6.8% 1’040.1   1’033.8   1’027.6   1’021.4   1’015.3   1’009.2   1’003.1   
2.5% 1’225.0     1’204.7     1’185.1     1’166.1     1’147.6   1’129.7   1’112.3   7.8% 951.2     945.6     940.0     934.5     929.0     923.5     918.1     
2.8% 1’274.5     1’252.6     1’231.4     1’210.9     1’191.0   1’171.7   1’153.0   8.8% 871.6     866.6     861.5     856.6     851.6     846.7     841.9     

1’087          7.5% 10.0% 12.5% 15.0% 17.5% 20.0% 22.5% 1’118       7.5% 10.0% 12.5% 15.0% 17.5% 20.0% 22.5%
1.3% 963.7        971.7        979.9        988.2        996.8     1’005.5   1’014.3   4.0x 659.7     666.5     673.5     680.6     687.8     695.2     702.8     
1.5% 992.9        1’001.3     1’009.9     1’018.7     1’027.7   1’036.9   1’046.3   6.0x 800.4     808.9     817.6     826.5     835.6     844.9     854.4     
1.8% 1’024.2     1’033.1     1’042.2     1’051.5     1’061.0   1’070.7   1’080.6   8.0x 941.1     951.3     961.8     972.5     983.4     994.6     1’005.9   
2.0% 1’057.9     1’067.3     1’076.9     1’086.8     1’096.8   1’107.1   1’117.6   10.0x 1’081.8   1’093.8   1’106.0   1’118.5   1’131.2   1’144.2   1’157.5   
2.3% 1’094.3     1’104.2     1’114.4     1’124.9     1’135.5   1’146.4   1’157.5   12.0x 1’222.5   1’236.2   1’250.1   1’264.4   1’279.0   1’293.9   1’309.0   
2.5% 1’133.6     1’144.2     1’155.0     1’166.1     1’177.4   1’188.9   1’200.7   14.0x 1’363.2   1’378.6   1’394.3   1’410.4   1’426.8   1’443.5   1’460.6   
2.8% 1’176.4     1’187.6     1’199.1     1’210.9     1’222.9   1’235.1   1’247.6   16.0x 1’503.9   1’521.0   1’538.5   1’556.3   1’574.6   1’593.2   1’612.2   

1’087          2.5% 4.0% 5.5% 7.0% 8.5% 10.0% 11.5% 1’118       2.5% 4.0% 5.5% 7.0% 8.5% 10.0% 11.5%
1.3% 973.6        978.4        983.3        988.2        993.2     998.3     1’003.5   4.0x 668.9     672.8     676.6     680.6     684.5     688.6     692.7     
1.5% 1’003.2     1’008.3     1’013.5     1’018.7     1’024.0   1’029.4   1’034.9   6.0x 812.1     816.8     821.7     826.5     831.5     836.5     841.5     
1.8% 1’035.1     1’040.5     1’046.0     1’051.5     1’057.1   1’062.8   1’068.6   8.0x 955.2     960.9     966.7     972.5     978.4     984.4     990.4     
2.0% 1’069.3     1’075.1     1’080.9     1’086.8     1’092.8   1’098.8   1’105.0   10.0x 1’098.4   1’105.0   1’111.7   1’118.5   1’125.3   1’132.3   1’139.3   
2.3% 1’106.3     1’112.4     1’118.6     1’124.9     1’131.2   1’137.7   1’144.2   12.0x 1’241.5   1’249.1   1’256.7   1’264.4   1’272.2   1’280.2   1’288.2   
2.5% 1’146.4     1’152.9     1’159.4     1’166.1     1’172.9   1’179.7   1’186.7   14.0x 1’384.7   1’393.1   1’401.7   1’410.4   1’419.2   1’428.1   1’437.1   
2.8% 1’189.9     1’196.8     1’203.8     1’210.9     1’218.1   1’225.4   1’232.8   16.0x 1’527.9   1’537.2   1’546.7   1’556.3   1’566.1   1’576.0   1’586.0   

1’087          0.0% 1.0% 2.0% 3.0% 4.0% 5.0% 6.0% 1’118       0.0% 1.0% 2.0% 3.0% 4.0% 5.0% 6.0%
1.3% 947.8        960.7        974.1        988.2        1’003.0   1’018.5   1’034.7   4.0x 663.0     668.6     674.5     680.6     686.9     693.5     700.4     
1.5% 976.0        989.6        1’003.8     1’018.7     1’034.4   1’050.8   1’068.0   6.0x 804.7     811.7     819.0     826.5     834.4     842.6     851.2     
1.8% 1’006.2     1’020.6     1’035.7     1’051.5     1’068.1   1’085.5   1’103.7   8.0x 946.4     954.8     963.4     972.5     981.9     991.7     1’002.0   
2.0% 1’038.7     1’054.0     1’070.0     1’086.8     1’104.4   1’122.8   1’142.2   10.0x 1’088.1   1’097.8   1’107.9   1’118.5   1’129.4   1’140.8   1’152.8   
2.3% 1’073.8     1’090.0     1’107.0     1’124.9     1’143.6   1’163.2   1’183.7   12.0x 1’229.8   1’240.9   1’252.4   1’264.4   1’276.9   1’290.0   1’303.5   
2.5% 1’111.7     1’129.0     1’147.1     1’166.1     1’186.0   1’206.8   1’228.7   14.0x 1’371.5   1’384.0   1’396.9   1’410.4   1’424.4   1’439.1   1’454.3   
2.8% 1’152.9     1’171.3     1’190.7     1’210.9     1’232.1   1’254.3   1’277.6   16.0x 1’513.2   1’527.0   1’541.4   1’556.3   1’571.9   1’588.2   1’605.1   
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4.2 Real Options Valuation 

The Real Options approach to value potential new business streams is limited by the resources 
an outsider can gather. In theory, the model is fully functional. However, the inputs cannot be 
quantified without extensive insider knowledge about Tesla, the underlying markets and the 
functionality of the business model, especially its interdependencies with existing products on 
a technological level. 

The volatility (s) was approximated by the reported share price volatility of Tesla in the 
financial year 2019, as of its 10-k SEC filing. Taking e to the power of the product of the 
volatility and the time between the steps leads to the uptick factor (u), whereas one divided by 
u leads to the downtick factor (d). These factors are used for calculating the ticks of the binomial 
tree on the upper right-hand side, based on the NPV projection of the investment opportunity.  

The investment K is difficult to obtain because the financial analyst would need access to capital 
expenditure plans or would need sophisticated knowledge about the underlying industry to 
approximate the costs. Similarly, the NPV of the project at a given probability is a factor an 
outside layperson can hardly obtain, making the calculation arbitrary. The risk-free rate is based 
on ten-year US dollar-denominated Treasury Bonds, comparable to the approximation in the 
Discounted Cash Flow Model. 

Eventually, the model calculates the different up- and downtick scenarios, which subsequently 
need to be discounted back to the present value of the option’s cash flow structure. In period 
five, the chance of realizing the upper cash flow profile is 66%. Therefore, multiplying the 
potential cash flow with 66% results in the lower five outcomes. Furthermore, every up- and 
downtick is discounted back by the following formula: 

 

𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 (𝑡𝑡 − 1) = (𝑢𝑢 ∗ 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟 − �1 − (𝑑𝑑 ∗ 𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟)� ∗ 𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑟√𝑡𝑡 

 

With the Option Factor being: 

𝐷𝐷𝑝𝑝𝑡𝑡𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑅𝑅 𝐹𝐹𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐𝑡𝑡𝐶𝐶𝑟𝑟 = 𝑒𝑒
𝑟𝑟∗𝑡𝑡−𝑑𝑑
𝑢𝑢−𝑑𝑑  

 

By repeating this discounting process, the model filled with arbitrary assumptions would lead 
to a value of $89.584bn, representing the value of the business stream defined by the 
assumptions. The thesis tried to build a representative model that could be quickly adjusted 
with the necessary input to result in representative values. However, due to limited information, 
the model does not claim to be realistic, and the additional valuation was conducted for the sake 
of completeness but is limited by available resources. 
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Figure 23 – Real Options Valuation Outcome 

 

  

Volatility (s) 53% 1 2 3 4 5
Time between steps 1 250,000 424,733 721,593 1,225,937 2,082,784

147,151 250,000 424,733 721,593
Uptick (u) 1.70 86,614 147,151 250,000
Downtick (d) 0.59 50,981 86,614

30,008
Investment (K) 5,000
NPV of Project ($m) 250,000 1 2 3 4 5
Probability (%) 66% 93,755 182,704 357,995 700,540 1,369,638
NPV of expansion Cash Flow (S) 165,000 61,846 122,126 240,212 471,251

40,408 80,729 160,000
Time to Maturity (t) 5 25,475 52,165
Risk-free rate ® 1% 14,805

Factor for Option Value 38.0%

Cox-Ross-RubinsteinInputs
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5 Verification of Methods by Expert Interviews 

As part of the feedback process to minimize subjective errors during this thesis, two different 
interview situations were conducted: First, a verification of the financial model and the 
underlying theoretical concepts to reduce the probability of a technical mistake. Second, a 
technological interview about the disruptive nature of Tesla to better understand the company’s 
current business model, its role within the automotive sector and future challenges. The 
structure described in 2.2.5 will subsequently be used to analyze the content of the interview. 

All experts are different in terms of experience, product, and sector focus, therefore adding 
crucial new information to the analysis. Furthermore, by interviewing experts with different 
seniorities from different banks and expert companies, the interviews claim to represent a broad 
range of information. Valuation Expert 1 primarily advises on the macro-view on the valuation 
of disruptive companies, while adding criteria and approaches for this specialized group of 
companies. Valuation Expert 2 and 3 have analyzed the underlying Excel models and gave 
industry advice, based on recent deals they have worked on. Technology Expert 1 and 2 were 
interviewed to get a deeper understanding of the industry (Technology Expert 1) and disruption 
in general (Technology Expert 2). The combination of all information is intended to lead to 
better and more realistic assumptions within the financial model of this thesis. 

“Tesla is not a traditional carmaker but a tech-driven company focusing on the combination of 
hardware and software, comparable to Apple.”208 

“By overcoming the traditional carmakers and become the Apple of carmakers.” Buying an 
iPhone is not about the phone itself but the brand, the connectivity and security one assumes 
Apple products have.” 209 

“However, they have an agile product-based team system in place, comparable to Amazon’s 
service teams, the so-called DevOps.”210 

Two out of three valuation experts would name Tesla as the Apple of the automotive industry. 
The approach of Tesla disrupted the sector by setting up the company in an agile and data-
driven way. Apple started out by selling hardware products with a high perceived value, which 
was priced at a premium. By increasing its market share and the underlying user base, Apple 
could start new adjacent services which have grown in importance ever since. Apple Pay, Apple 
Music, Apple TV or iCloud were all deployed as an add-on to the underlying hardware product, 
making the life of a customer more enjoyable.  

Tesla works to create the same company environment, where it masters the production process 
of cars and leverages its user base by adding new services. The digital Autopilot subscription, 

 
208 Valuation Expert Interview 1, Appendix 2/1. 
209 Valuation Expert Interview 3, Appendix 4/2. 
210 Valuation Expert Interview 2, Appendix 3/2. 
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the in-house app store or autonomous robo-taxis could be the adjacent services only Tesla users 
could use. Traditional automotive OEMs lack the speed and willingness to change, which made 
it easy for a new company like Tesla to develop rapidly. Elon Musk, the founder and CEO of 
Tesla, was a tech entrepreneur, based within miles of Google or Apple. The environment of 
potential employees and influences is entirely different than being in Stuttgart, hiring new 
engineers for Daimler. 

Additionally, Tesla’s production process is organized in small, product-owning teams 
comparable to the DevOps of Amazon. These small teams are only responsible for a given sub-
service of a product, having high ownership and responsibility for it, which leads to more 
creativity and faster results. The whole environment of Tesla was set up in this agile way, so 
that a lengthy and costly change process was not necessary, giving Tesla a speed and adoption 
advantage compared to traditional automotive OEMs. It is this combination of potential talent 
and willingness to disrupt, which leads to the very short product cycles and rapid deployment 
rates of new services and updates. 

Furthermore, the brand of Tesla is more visionary and can leverage its “fan-base” by reducing 
inorganic marketing costs. The introduction of the Tesla SpaceTruck was a massive success 
with many people pre-ordering the car, giving Tesla new liquidity to work with. Interestingly, 
Elon Musk claimed that the company had not budgeted a single dollar for marketing for the 
introduction of the SpaceTruck because the aggressive new design would be enough. Besides, 
Tesla cooperates with other futuristic companies like SpaceX, another venture of Elon Musk 
focusing on space transportation. Both companies send a Tesla Roadster 2 into outer space with 
a dashcam recording the process in real-time. Tesla worked on its image of being a tech 
company rather than a carmaker and this led to a loyal fanbase of customers, like the ones of 
Apple. 

“I guess Elon Musk teased investors with his out of the box ideas but after some years, investors 
now believe he can really do it.”211 

“I think Tesla is more risky than a normal OEM because the genius of Elon Musk is the biggest 
asset and the biggest risk simultaneously.”212 

The persona of Musk could lead to discussions about whether he is the reason for Tesla’s rapid 
success or the cause of its future failure. He is an integral part of the Narrative Tesla constructed 
about the company. The company is defined by a strong persona cult around Mr. Musk, being 
subject to his very active Twitter behavior. In recent years, Elon Musk promised investors 
incredible results within a short time frame and mostly delivered them eventually. He had to 
deal with severe problems in the manufacturing process and slept in the production facility until 
it was fixed. His extreme work ethic can lead to outstanding results, but as he expects his 

 
211 Valuation Expert Interview 3; Appendix 4/2. 
212 Valuation Expert Interview 2: Appendix 3/2. 
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employees to show the same motivation it can lead to disputes about the work ethic. 
Furthermore, his collaboration with SpaceX reduces marketing expenses but it also takes a 
significant portion of his time and attention, which could be used at Tesla.  

However, he proved investors that he is willing to walk the extra mile and deliver promised 
results. Recently, the share price performance of Tesla far outweighed the traditional OEMs, 
showing that the financial markets worshipped Musk’s recent successes. The investors realized 
that Musk created a platform for mobility rather than a car manufacturer, which has higher 
potential profit margins in the future.  

“The main focus for automotive is Connectivity, Autonomous Driving, Shared Mobility and 
Electrification. Tesla was the first OEM to base its business model fully on the underlying 
trends to convince investors for the vision.”213  

“In terms of technology, I guess Tesla has a huge advantage in terms of connectivity and 
interaction of software and hardware. A prominent example is their software to control the 
battery power, which was a huge driver of range in the very beginning, giving Tesla again a 
huge competitive advantage.” 214 

Tesla’s business model was right from the start based on connectivity, technology, and data. 
Today, a Tesla gathers way more data than a comparable car while leveraging the company’s 
extensive knowledge about interpretation to advance its services. While traditional OEMs still 
work on the digitization of their fleet and their operations, Tesla can increase its entirely 
digitized user base and work on its product offering, thus further increasing the competitive 
advantage. All the facts above result in a steep increase in revenues and profits in the upcoming 
years until traditional competitors can close the technological, operational and visionary gap. 
Until then, Tesla could have become a trendsetter in the automotive market, as Apple became 
after disrupting Nokia. 

“By the mid of the decade, the process will accelerate itself and the main business of gasoline 
OEMs will be disrupted.” 215 

“I think many of our clients will go bankrupt, or jobs will be shifted towards other 
companies.”216 

The technological experts draw a dark picture of the future of the traditional automotive 
industry, which eventually leads to the disruption of many suppliers and unemployment, 
respectively. Technology Expert 1 stated that the next two car generations, each on a four-year 
cycle, will be the last developed with an internal combustion engine. This leads to two 
significant trends: First, the electrification process will be faster than we currently can imagine. 

 
213 Valuation Expert Interview 1, Appendix 2/2. 
214 Valuation Expert Interview 2, Appendix 3/2. 
215 Technology Expert Interview 1, Appendix 6/1. 
216 Technology Expert Interview 2, Appendix 7/2. 
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By now, most people understood that fully electric vehicles would be the new normal, but the 
timeframe of this process is unclear. As with technological development, the adaption could 
skyrocket within years, especially if customers understood that future models would not be 
released with an internal combustion engine anymore, therefore creating a sense of urgency. 
Second, the disruption process of traditional OEMs and suppliers would be deployed faster than 
most employees can currently imagine. The transition towards the new normal is essential in 
terms of societal and economic aspects, especially for a country like Germany, which heavily 
depends on the automotive industry.  

“OEMs have to follow the customers. The customers of tomorrow are significantly different 
than the customers of yesterday.”217 

“Copying Tesla would be very inefficient, but it seems like the OEMs are currently doing 
exactly that.” 218 

The automotive industry is currently shaken by the financial and operational success of Tesla 
so that the investors of traditional car manufacturers become nervous. By the time this thesis is 
written, all major OEMs have realized that they need to invest in Electric Vehicles, 
Connectivity, Autonomous Driving and Shared Services. However, most companies did not 
work on their vision of the future of cars but copied the vision of Tesla. Elon Musk, like Steve 
Jobs, is very customer-centric, which is reflected in the way Tesla interacts with customers, 
incorporates their feedback, and works on their pain points. It seems reasonable to take Tesla 
as a role model for the transition towards the new normal, even if it is far from efficient. Tesla 
was set up in a very different way than the traditional OEMs, which had a long history of 
producing cars and having an existing platform in place. Copying the features will not lead 
them towards closing the competitive gap since they will always stay behind. In contrast, the 
OEMs should focus on their core strengths and try to innovate themselves. Their primary focus 
should once again be their customer group with their respective pain points, from which new 
services and products can be developed efficiently and uniquely.  

Until now, it seems like the panic reaction of the traditional car manufacturers will help Tesla 
sustaining its competitive advantage for the foreseeable feature. Therefore, above-average 
growth and margins as part of the Excel model seem viable. 

 
217 Technology Expert Interview 1, Appendix 6/2. 
218 Technology Expert Interview 2, Appendix 7/2. 
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6 Discussion and Limitations 

6.1 Frameworks and Results 

In chapter 2.2.4, the potential limitations of the frameworks used were already outlined. After 
applying these methods to a real-life case, five limitations need to be emphasized. 

Assumptions  

To forecast any potential intrinsic value of the valuation object Tesla, independently of the 
framework used to derive this value, assumptions about growth and margins need to be 
undertaken. Although the respective experts tested these profitability and growth assumptions, 
the uncertainty persists further. As the model is highly dependent on these two metrics from the 
traditional business, further analysis would be necessary to narrow down the assumptions. 
Furthermore, the discount rate, which was approximated by the WACC is subject to errors and 
changes in the future. A higher discount rate might be necessary due to the enormous growth 
potential of Tesla, which is tied to a riskier profile. Eventually, an increase in the discount rate 
would decrease the share price of Tesla significantly, as it is one of the most sensitive factors 
in the model. 

Resources 

The purpose of this thesis was to incorporate and value the disruptive nature of Tesla. This 
company is subject to the interest of many equity analysts from several research and broker 
companies. Although experts and bank internal resources were partially used to conduct the 
analysis, the thesis is limited by the author’s capabilities and time. Investment banks that cover 
Tesla work on the potential valuation for a longer time, while having more extensive resources 
for research and larger teams to work on the valuation. All these factors reduce the risk of 
subjective choices during the valuation process, which this thesis is more exposed to. However, 
a feedback loop was installed by conducting expert interviews to decrease the individual risk 
of the author choosing methods subjectively. 

Adjacent Businesses 

One of the main drivers of value is the inclusion of new, not yet available businesses into the 
model’s three statements and valuation structure. Although the underlying ideas about which 
business segments to include were based on Elon Musk’s interviews or official statements of 
Tesla Inc, there are two problems associated with them. First, the start date and the 
materialization of these business streams are uncertain and subject to assumptions. By assuming 
that when a specific business starts operations and thus generates positive or negative cash 
flows, the timing is directly related to the share price. Second, the operational metrics of the 
adjacent business streams are only a simplification of the potential reality; therefore, the thesis 
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does not claim to have incorporated all potential profit drivers holistically. The adjacent 
operating models are subject to assumptions and frameworks which are nearly impossible to 
prove and only serve as an extension.  

Real Options 

As a second method to value the adjacent business models, the Real Options Model is subject 
to errors. As an outsider, finding the necessary information to make reasonable assumptions 
about the future is more complicated than expected, so that the model’s output cannot be used 
without further investigation or internal resources. However, the model was prepared utilizing 
the academic theory trying to leverage existing resources. Ideally, the Real Options Model 
would be linked to the Discounted Cash Flow Model’s output of the traditional car 
manufacturing business, using internal forecasts about potential market sizes as well as market 
shares of the adjacent business and weight it with the respective probability to get an add-on 
firm value per adjacent business.  

COVID-19 

The reporting date of this thesis until which information is included was the 1st of March 2020, 
due to simplification reasons. Without this reporting date, a dynamic process of subsequent 
updates of both the model and the thesis might be necessary, exponentially increasing the 
complexity. However, it might be reasonable to conduct further analysis of the implications the 
current pandemic crisis COVID-19 will have on the disruptive business model of Tesla. By 
now, the impact on global trade seems horrific, especially for the car industry. However, some 
analyses implied that Tesla was subject to less damage than other automotive OEMs. 

On the other hand, Elon Musk had a considerable dispute about re-opening the Tesla factory in 
the Bay Area after being locked down for quarantine reasons. This dispute might have negative 
consequences for the company in the future, due to a loss in political support. In general, 
additional analysis of potential scenarios might be necessary to approximate the intrinsic value 
better. For the course of simplification, the scenario analysis and probability weighting were 
not conducted during this thesis, although they would increase the significance of the outcome. 

6.2 Verification of Content 

By using industry and finance experts, the goal was to verify the assumptions and the 
functionality of the Excel model. However, the topic itself is controversial and subject to 
personal opinions about the future. It is highly challenging to forecast a megatrend like the 
electrification of the automotive industry or the adaption of autonomous driving. The 
interviewees' combined expertise was used to minimize the subjective opinion of the author 
because it was assumed that the respective knowledge might reflect reality better than an 
individual assumption of the author. Although most experts were aligned on the main drivers 
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of this model, the quantification is subject to discussion. The model does not claim to have 
translated the qualitative content of the interviews into the real quantitative growth and profit 
assumptions. However, the risk was mitigated by using different sensitivities to reflect 
alternative outcomes and scenarios.  
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7 Conclusion 

The respect of traditional automotive OEMs for Tesla’s innovation has been expressed by 
several CEOs and analyzed during this thesis. Tesla as an overall company and work 
environment, seems to qualify as a disruptive company, although individual segments alone 
would not qualify.  

As part of the strategic analysis, Porter’s Five Forces have been applied to evaluate internal and 
external factors impacting the company. Tesla’s value chain was part of the internal perspective, 
focusing on production, technology, marketing, and service. By using the knowledge from 
expert reports and expert interviews, the most essential Unique Selling Propositions were 
identified, which are the basis for the economic growth drivers. The futuristic technology base, 
the company’s work environment focusing only on digitized Electric Vehicles and the scale as 
well as automation of car and battery production, make Tesla a disruptive company. 

The enclosed Excel model is a fully dynamic three-stage Discounted Cash Flow Model 
forecasting eight years, sub-segmented into high-growth, transition, and perpetuity phase. 
However, the perpetuity phase could be postponed depending on the success of the adjacent 
business streams. Furthermore, the model can incorporate adjacent business streams, which 
were identified through interviews and broker reports, namely Battery Sales, Autonomous Ride-
Hailing Services, and a B2C Software segment. These three businesses were modeled on an 
operating basis, and their respective impacts on EBIT and the Balance Sheet are reflected if 
switched on. Additionally, a Real Options valuation has been conducted in a separate Excel 
model. However, due to a limit in information from an outside perspective, the results are not 
representative. Nevertheless, the model was built in a way to incorporate new information 
quickly to progress the technique further. In theory, the Real Options Model should lead to an 
add-on value of the respective adjacent business streams, expanding the value of the traditional 
business.  

The base scenario was expanded by an up- and downside scenario, reflecting a 20% premium 
or discount on the base case. The base case is subject to all information gathered throughout 
this thesis and should reflect the highest probability, respectively, the management case. Based 
on the method to value the terminal value, the respective share price outcomes of Tesla are 
$1,087 for the Gordon’s Growth Method and $1,119 for the Exit Multiple, incorporating the 
base scenarios of the adjacent business streams. This outcome would assume that Tesla would 
scale up several new business streams in the next years, and car production would further grow 
in line with most market participants’ expectations. Furthermore, the company’s margins would 
be comparable to these of its main competitors and slightly better for the models with the most 
significant scale, namely Model 3 and Model Y. With the cut-off date of the 1st April 2020, the 
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outcome assumes an upside potential of c.110% for Tesla shares, based on the historical share 
price of $524 in the base case, and c.340% in the most bullish case.  

Although the base case incorporates all the information gathered during this thesis, it is based 
on an outside-in perspective, and thus might be subject to information asymmetry or wrong 
interpretation of potential start dates of new products, interdependencies between segments and 
operational drivers. To reflect the uncertainty, several expert interviews have been conducted 
to minimize the risk of subjectivity and information bias, further challenging the outcome of 
this thesis. All interviewees claimed Tesla to be a visionary company that had a disruptive 
impact on the (German) automotive industry. Today, these traditional OEMs try to close the 
gap between them and Tesla by mimicking the environment and technologies. By definition, 
this strategy can only lead to a catch-up but never to gain an advantage over Tesla, so that a 
second structural change might be necessary to endanger Tesla’s above-average performance 
in the future.  

The structure was chosen to reflect the interdependencies among the different business streams, 
like the positive circularity between cars produced and ride-hailing users. This uncertainty 
about the future makes the financial model very sensitive to changes, especially in critical 
assumptions. A sudden merger of the German luxury giants BMW and Daimler could lead to 
significant cost as well as development advantages and harm the advantage of a disruptive 
company, like Tesla. The financial model should be viewed as a work in progress document for 
the future, reflecting even more and more detailed information about Tesla and its respective 
competitors. 

Ola Källenius, CEO of Daimler, stated that his company needs to be infected by the success of 
Tesla. In terms of the market capitalization of Tesla compared with its traditional peers, this 
seems like a good advice but also like a capitulation. The early adopter of electrification, BMW, 
has already stated that it wants to become the airbus amongst the carmakers, signaling a lack of 
ambition to participate in mobility. Tesla’s disruption might indicate that carmakers need to 
decide whether they want to produce cars or provide mobility comparable to the split between 
Airbus as well as Boeing and Airlines. However, this split might be subject to flaws for the 
automotive industry because Tesla showed that operational excellence and a tech-driven 
mobility focus could work successfully within one company.  

Eventually, the outcome of this thesis shall be a warning signal to the traditional automotive 
OEMs, especially the ones who think that they can be a manufacturing company only. Tesla 
and other innovative new car companies will target the upcoming generations of car users by 
providing services rather than cars. The approach of the traditional carmakers to close the gap 
in the short run was overdue and necessary. However, it will not resolve the underlying 
structural problems of the industry. These companies need to think about the next significant 
change and try to propose unique values to its customers that a Tesla cannot (yet) deliver to 
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defend market share. The enormous scale of these traditional players could help to attain this 
goal. However, structural changes will be tedious. This outlook might explain the relatively 
high valuation of Tesla by the capital markets, namely the combination of structural weaknesses 
of existing players and a unique corporate environment, focused on the customer journey and 
digital excellence, which is derived due to the disruptive nature of its business model. 
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Appendix 1 - Valuation Interview Guideline 

 
I) Information about interviewer 

 
Name:  
Position:  
Academic Supervisor:  
 

II)  Introduction 
 
Dear Mr (Expert) 
 
My name is  

 
The title of my thesis is “Valuation of Disruptive Business Model” for which I 

would like to interview you, to verify subjective assumptions about my company valuation of 
Tesla Inc. Our interview would be limited to c.45 minutes and due to the impact of COVID-
19 be conducted via Zoom or Microsoft Teams. If any other medium would be more 
convenient for you, please let me know. 
The conversation can be done on an anonymous basis and your answers wont be published. 
For the sake of academic works, our conversation will be transcribed and enclosed as a source 
in the appendix of my Master thesis.  
For our conversation I would suggest the following talking points which shall not act as a 
fixed agenda: 
 

- Personal introduction questions 
- Disruptive trends in the automotive industry 
- Financial Model and assumptions of Tesla 
- Concluding remarks 

 
General: 
Date:  
Time:  
Name:  
 
Personal Questions: 
What is your current role? 
Have you participated in financial valuations before, if yes, approx.. how many? 
Have you ever evaluated disruptive business models, if yes, approx. how many? 
Do you have a professional sector focus? 
 
Disruptive trends: 
How fast will Electric Vehicles be adopted by customers and what are potential bottlenecks? 
What do you think are the most important growth drivers of Tesla? 
How would you evaluate the manufacturing, the service and the technology of Tesla? 
How could Tesla differentiate itself in the past and in the future? 
Is Tesla really a carmaker? 
Could you think of adjacent businesses that could explain Tesla’s current valuation? 
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Financial model: 
How would you value a disruptive company like Tesla and why? 
How would you assess market risk premium and Beta for a disruptive company like Tesla? 
What do you think about building three adjacent business lines into the conventional 
business? 
 
Closing: 
Would you assess any other aspect in the valuation of disruptive business models? 
Thank you for the time you invested by participating in this interview. Your insights are 
highly valuable for the success of this thesis. 
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Appendix 2 - Valuation Interview 1 

 
General: 
Date: 27.05.2020 
Time:14:00 CET 
Name:  
 
Personal Questions: 
 
What is your current role? 
  

 
 
Have you participated in financial valuations before, if yes, approx. how many? 
 Yes, about 120 transactions, ranging from €100m to €6bn 
 
Have you ever evaluated disruptive business models, if yes, approx. how many? 
 Yes, about 50 or more. 
 
Do you have a professional sector focus? 
 Telecoms, Media, Technology 
 
Disruptive trends: 
 
How fast will Electric Vehicles be adopted by customers and what are potential bottlenecks? 
 Sorry, Automotive is not my main area of expertise. 
 
What do you think are the most important growth drivers of Tesla? 
 Sorry, Automotive is not my main area of expertise. 
 
How would you evaluate the manufacturing, the service and the technology of Tesla? 
 Sorry, Automotive is not my main area of expertise. 
 
How could Tesla differentiate itself in the past and in the future? 
 The most important part to differentiate itself is to analyze the underlying megatrends 
and Tesla mastered this analysis. The main focus for automotive is Connectivity, Autonomous 
Driving, Shared Mobility and Electrification. Tesla was the first OEM to base their business 
model fully on the underlying trends to convince investors for the vision. With their current 
car platform they don’t have to adjust to digital like traditional OEMs but they are already 
fully connected which gives the company a huge advantage in terms of ramp up phase. All 
these facts have a huge impact on investors. 
 
Is Tesla really a carmaker? 
 Tesla is not a traditional carmaker but a tech-driven company focusing on the 
combination of hardware and software, comparable to Apple. The underlying product, a car, 
is a data gathering device which is used to build adjacent business models around it. As cars 
are complex to produce, the ramp up of the hardware production is more complicated than 
other sectors. 
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Could you think of adjacent businesses that could explain Tesla’s current valuation? 
 A proprietary operating system. Eventually, the OEMs want and have to control the 
flow of data in order to create value for its existing customers. The adjacent business models 
aside of building a car that has certain driving KPIs can only be developed by controlling the 
data. A car should be fun to drive but it is not like the BMW Slogan anymore “Freude am 
Fahren” (Fun to Drive) but it is about serving the underlying need for transportation with a 
focus on sustainable powertrains. Furthermore, cars generate more data than any other 
hardware device on the market because of the sheer volume and underlying complexity of the 
infrastructure and Tesla was the first company realizing the underlying opportunity. Most 
people talk about battery technology at the moment; however, this is only a short-term 
bottleneck to overcome in the future and the most connected fleet will generate the best 
products, the fastest and at the lowest prices, therefore becoming most competitive. 
 
Financial model: 
 
How would you value a disruptive company like Tesla and why? 
 A traditional valuation framework will not generate good outcomes. Think about 
multiple valuation and ask yourself what is the best peer group? We could use buckets of 
different tech and software players but it would be arbitrary. We work with different scenarios 
to approximate the real value of the company. We start with a qualitative scoring which 
consists of many questions to get a certain score. We also work with the business plan, a 
traditional long-term DCF model in combination with Real Options to verify. We adjust the 
business plan to reflect the risk by incorporating survival probabilities on the business plan. 
By looking at historic data of different cohorts of companies in different stages, we can 
abbreviate certain probabilities and adjust the business plan eventually. Afterwards, we would 
value the company like a normal DCF because we reflect the underlying risk. The business 
plan itself then must be conducted by the means of Real Options etc. 
 
How would you assess market risk premium and Beta for a disruptive company like Tesla? 
 We use traditional sources and adjust the market risk premium further upwards in 
order to reflect the additional uncertainty about future business models. 
 
What do you think about building three adjacent business lines into the conventional 
business? 
  we would leverage our internal expert network because these individuals only 
focus on potential scenarios of the sector in the future. Basically, the analysis is an individual 
Porters-5-Forces analysis from which adjacent business streams can be conducted. Tesla itself 
invested in an underlying car platform and from their current business model it makes sense to 
sell batteries, to directly sell subscriptions to customers or as Elon Musk himself suggested, 
build a ride hailing service. Tesla has more connected cars than Volkswagen at the moment, 
therefore the competitive advantage is still in place. However, this will change at some point 
due to the enormous scale of Volkswagen in the future.  
 
 
Closing: 
Would you assess any other aspect in the valuation of disruptive business models? 
 First of all, what is the management like? Tesla’s Co-Founder Elon Musk is a two-
sided sword but in general he is a visionary CEO. Second, the underlying regulatory trend 
must be watched closely because the best business model cannot be scaled when politicians 
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want to intervene. Third, compare the product to competitors and what can be conducted in-
house compared to competitors.  
Thank you for the time you invested by participating in this interview. Your insights are 
highly valuable for the success of this thesis. 
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Appendix 3 - Valuation Interview 2 

 
General: 
Date: 29.05.2020 
Time:11:00 CET 
Name: Anonymous, US Investment Bank Analyst 

Personal Questions: 

What is your current role? 

  

Have you participated in financial valuations before, if yes, approx. how many? 

 Yes, about 10 transactions, ranging from €100m to €60bn 

Have you ever evaluated disruptive business models, if yes, approx. how many? 

 Yes, 2 I would call disruptive. 

Do you have a professional sector focus? 

 Not really, I mostly worked on Financial Sponsors. 

 

Disruptive trends: 

How fast will Electric Vehicles be adopted by customers and what are potential bottlenecks? 

 From what I see it largely depends on the outcome of COVID-19. In times of 
economic crisis, sustainability might not be the center of customer attention. However, one 
has to see that the European Union currently works on different subsidies which are 
connected to sustainability targets. Aside from COVID-19, I think the adaption of customers 
will accelerate in the future, due to increasing infrastructure investments as well as focus of 
OEMs on the topic of electrification. Customers will at some point be a little bit scared to buy 
a traditional car because they think it might get forbidden soon. 

What do you think are the most important growth drivers of Tesla? 

 First of all, the adaption of Electric Vehicles in the future. Second, the growth in China 
will be key to mass-market, because the Chinese are more avid to buy an electric car at the 
moment and have excellent battery technology companies in place like CATL. I think, Tesla 
had a huge advantage in terms of timing already and for the future needs to service customers 
uniquely by other services. I don’t think driving per se will be the main argument to buy a car 
in the future. There will be decisions whether to use a ride-hailing service or buy a car and 
rent it out autonomously.  

How would you evaluate the manufacturing, the service and the technology of Tesla? 

 I did a benchmarking for a traditional OEM in the last year and all the research reports 
said that the underlying automation of Tesla’s factories is unique. The problem at the moment 
is that they need scale to learn from their mistakes which will eventually lead to higher 
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margins for a period of about 5-10 years after which all other OEMs closed the gap. The big 
Gigafactories were a strategic investment to secure huge resources of batteries as they are the 
current bottleneck of the industry, giving Tesla huge market power in the mid-run. Tesla’s 
service is somewhat unique, beginning with how they sell their car. They don’t have 
traditional car dealerships but struck a deal in the US to sell directly to the customer with a 
huge focus on their online store. Therefore, they could gather even more data about the 
customer journey and save margins on car dealerships. In terms of technology, I guess they 
have a huge advantage in terms of connectivity and interaction of software and hardware. A 
prominent example is their software to control the battery power, which was a huge driver of 
range in the very beginning, giving Tesla again a huge competitive advantage. 

How could Tesla differentiate itself in the past and in the future? 

 By overcoming the traditional carmakers and become the Apple of carmakers. Buying 
an iPhone is not about the phone itself but about the brand, the connectivity and security one 
assumes Apple products have. By using its fleet and the underlying flood of data, Tesla could 
expand into robo-taxis or sell entertainment subscriptions as well as new software updates to 
customers at way higher margins than traditional OEMs could achieve. 

Is Tesla really a carmaker? 

 See above 

 

Could you think of adjacent businesses that could explain Tesla’s current valuation? 

 I guess Elon Musk teased investors with his out of the box ideas but after some years, 
investors now believe he can really do it. He wants Tesla to become a robo-taxi company, 
where people could buy a Tesla, which they use to drive from home to work and rent it out 
autonomously, therefore generating a passive income to the owner. This business model 
would generate revenues for Tesla as a share of the “taxi-fee” at very high margins because 
no labour intensive driver is needed.  

Financial model: 

How would you value a disruptive company like Tesla and why? 

 I would use a long-term DCF model and try to reflect the traditional business of Tesla 
at this very moment. There are good estimates about how the fleet is going to increase and we 
can see the different values of the cars on average. After this traditional model, I would think 
about potential add-ons, Tesla could focus on in the future. My educated guess would be that 
even a high growth case of the traditional car business would not yield in a share price that we 
currently see, therefore investors seems to expect something else.  

How would you assess market risk premium and Beta for a disruptive company like Tesla? 

 We can use comparable automotive peers and adjust it upwards due to a higher 
uncertainty about the realization of these cash flows.  

What do you think about building three adjacent business lines into the conventional 
business? 
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 Seems like the idea I proposed earlier.  

Closing: 

Would you assess any other aspect in the valuation of disruptive business models? 

 It is important to understand what new business streams could be opened with the 
existing platform and HOW these new streams scale. What are their drivers and how could we 
model them? 

Thank you for the time you invested by participating in this interview. Your insights are 
highly valuable for the success of this thesis. 
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Appendix 4 - Valuation Interview 3 

General: 
Date: 29.05.2020 
Time:15:30 CET 
Name: Anonymous,  
Investment Associate 

Personal Questions: 

What is your current role? 

  

Have you participated in financial valuations before, if yes, approx. how many? 

 Yes, about 12 transactions 

Have you ever evaluated disruptive business models, if yes, approx. how many? 

 I worked closely with disruptive business models as part of my benchmarking 

Do you have a professional sector focus? 

 No. However, most deals were in the automotive segment. 

Disruptive trends: 

How fast will Electric Vehicles be adopted by customers and what are potential bottlenecks? 

 In the short term, batteries will be the bottleneck due to OEMs lost focus on the 
technology. In the long run, leveraging customer data to adjust services will be the key value 
driver. These better services will accelerate the adoption of customers in the medium term. 

What do you think are the most important growth drivers of Tesla? 

 The underlying car platform will be the main driver for Tesla as they are mainly a tech 
company. The car is just a medium to transform transportation to more sustainable future and 
use digital business models to make the platform more profitable.  

How would you evaluate the manufacturing, the service and the technology of Tesla? 

 Tesla is unique in the three areas. Manufacturing is mostly automated and most parts 
are produced in-house which led to short-term problems which will give them a significant 
competitive advantage in the future, once the production is in place. Service and distribution 
was a key differentiator for Tesla as no other company focused on direct and digital sales, 
transforming the configuration tool to order a car like you would order a pizza. Easy and fast. 
Lastly, the technology of Tesla is unique in many terms. Even the CEO of VW said that 
Tesla’s assistance systems are superior, coming from a company with the largest scale in the 
world. 

How could Tesla differentiate itself in the past and in the future? 

 They did the things how they thought they would work best and not how the industry 
performed them. They thought in a new way, making investments more risky and out-of-the-
box which eventually paid off. I guess now, as they sought the attention of traditional OEMs, 
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their advantage will be more difficult to sustain. However, they have an agile product based 
team system in place, comparable to Amazon’s service teams the so called DevOps.  

Is Tesla really a carmaker? 

 No 

Could you think of adjacent businesses that could explain Tesla’s current valuation? 

 If you are Elon Musk you might want to do everything that makes sense. But think 
about being a producer of hardware devices for transportation. Why shouldn’t Tesla transport 
people themselves if they have the proprietary technology in place to drive autonomously? 
Why shouldn’t they sell directly to customers? Why shouldn’t they use their scale to sell 
batteries? Why shouldn’t they be a data provider?  

Financial model: 

How would you value a disruptive company like Tesla and why? 

 In the case of Tesla, I would work with a long-term DCF model, focusing on three 
stages: High growth, stabilization, perpetuity. I think the base case can be derived by 
modelling the automotive sales with the help of broker reports, which forecast most deliveries 
on a Model basis. I think normally, one would adjust the cases for different scenarios but for 
Tesla it is extremely difficult to find different outcomes other than huge success or huge loss. 
Therefore, I would do an upside and downside case with maybe 10 to 15% up and downticks 
from the base case, just to reflect the scenarios. Most success, even for the new, not yet in 
place business models would be related to the car sales, and the total active cars respectively. 
Therefore, a discount in the number of cars sold should be reflected in the overall mode.  

How would you assess market risk premium and Beta for a disruptive company like Tesla? 

 I think Tesla is more risky than a normal OEM because the genius of Elon Musk is the 
biggest asset and the biggest risk simultaneously. I would adjust the market risk premium 
upwards, therefore adjusting the Beta.  

What do you think about building three adjacent business lines into the conventional 
business? 

 I would take an educated guess that the pure play automotive DCF wouldn’t yield a 
price that would be in the range of current trading prices. By looking at broker reports or just 
think about what could be adjacent businesses be and try to incorporate a potential effect, one 
could build them into the model.  

Closing: 

Would you assess any other aspect in the valuation of disruptive business models? 

 Disruption is about thinking outside the box, therefore a financial analyst cannot use 
traditional frameworks only. We need to incorporate realistic fantasy about new business 
streams to reflect the reality in our models. 

Thank you for the time you invested by participating in this interview. Your insights are 
highly valuable for the success of this thesis. 
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Appendix 5 - Technology Interview Guideline 

I) Information about interviewer 
 
Name:  
Position:  
Academic Supervisor:  
 

II)  Introduction 
 
Dear Mr (Expert) 
At first, I would like to express my gratitude for giving me the opportunity of conducting such 
an interview and thereby supporting my thesis.  

 
 With regards to the subject of this thesis, a “Valuation of 

disruptive business models”, I will conduct an expert interview with you. The notion for this 
topic stems from the highly controversial debate surrounding various aspects of the valuation 
object Tesla and the underlying assumptions I need to justify for my valuation. Since the 
challenges in valuing a disruptive business model lies in the nature of itself, the expert 
interview serves the purpose of verifying underlying assumptions and methods. The expert 
interview may either be conducted in person or via telephone and will last approximately 30 
minutes. 
All of your answers will be anonymized and used for the purpose of this thesis only. The 
interviewer will take notes during the dialogue. Depending upon your consent, the 
conversation will be recorded for the purpose of transcription. The following questions 
constitute the guideline for our conversation and shall explicitly not be understood as an 
inflexible catalogue. Rather, the proposed questions shall serve as a starting point that leaves 
room for related questions or remarks by the expert. 
 
The following structure will be used: 

- Personal introduction questions 
- Development of technological trends in the future 
- Concluding remarks 

 

General: 
Date:  
Time:  
Name:  

Personal Questions: 

What is your current role? 

  

Have you ever analyzed technological developments of the Automotive industry, if yes, how 
often? 

  

Technological Trends: 
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How fast will Electric Vehicles be adopted by customers and what are potential bottlenecks? 

  

What are current and future challenges of the automotive industry? 

  

What is the impact on suppliers, given the trends affecting the OEMs? 

  

Is Tesla the role model in terms of customer journey and technology, meaning that other 
OEMs will try to follow-up? 

  

Are OEMs differentiating themselves via data they gather or the car they produce? 

  

When do you think we will see fully autonomous vehicles for commercial purposes? 

  

Closing: 

Would you assess any other aspect of the disruption of the automotive industry? 

  

Thank you for the time you invested by participating in this interview. Your insights are 
highly valuable for the success of this thesis. 
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Appendix 6 - Technology Interview 1 

General: 
Date: 27.05.2020 
Time:14:00 CET 
Name:  

Personal Questions: 

What is your current role? 

 , an engineering consultancy for the automotive 

Have you ever analyzed technological developments of the Automotive industry, if yes, how 
often? 

  and now as part of the consulting process I 
analyzed many developments. 

Technological Trends: 

How fast will Electric Vehicles be adopted by customers and what are potential bottlenecks? 

 Since 2019, there seems no way of return – Electro mobility will come. This structural 
change will come with one to two car generations (4 years turnus). By the mid of the decade, 
the process will accelerate itself and the main business of gasoline OEMs will be disrupted. 
Customers who have used an EV are all positive about it, further recommending the cars to 
other friends. This groundswelling will increase and commercializing will come earlier than 
most expect. The process will be destructive rather than evolutionary. The situation is 
comparable to the market for Typewriter 30 years ago. Currently, most customers are afraid 
about the range but the technological development will be so fast, that the problem will 
vanish. Furthermore, the charging infrastructure needs to increase in density. However, the 
process of new charging stations will become key over the next decades because further 
supply will increase demand. 

 German OEMs need to work on the commercial markets not the high end. The new 
Volkswagen ID could be a game changer, but we need to see the reaction of the Tesla’s of the 
world. After 2030 we can talk about hydrogen cars or alternative technologies.  

What are current and future challenges of the automotive industry? 

 See above 

What is the impact on suppliers, given the trends affecting the OEMs? 

 The problems for the supplier industry will be much more severe than for the OEMs. 
We have a deeply tiered supplier infrastructure, especially in Germany and the need to change 
was quite limited. First, the sales channel will shift from Germany to China and to some 
extent US. Suppliers need to work over their whole product range, because the EV consists 
mainly of two value adding parts: Powertrains and Batteries. The know-how of the suppliers 
about every small part in internal combustion engines will not be needed anymore. Production 
of batteries will most likely be too complex for suppliers, therefore, remaining with the 
OEMs. The question will be what part of the value creation CAN remain with the suppliers. 
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Currently, most battery cells are imported and even if produced in Germany, the amount of 
people who could be employed is way less. We will lose an enormous amount of jobs due to 
this change. The supply chain is very deep now, Tesla itself is producing most of the parts 
itself. I think Tesla will be the role model for internalization. 

Is Tesla the role model in terms of customer journey and technology, meaning that other 
OEMs will try to follow-up? 

 Yes.  Tesla overcame all production 
problems, although everyone expected Elon Musk to fail. The interaction of customers is 
more interactive; therefore he can change things faster. Compared to German OEMs the 
whole working infrastructure is more agile, compared to German OEMs. 

Are OEMs differentiating themselves via data they gather or the car they produce? 

 OEMs have to follow the customers. The customers of tomorrow are significantly 
different than the customers of yesterday. The drivers of the futures want to be connected and 
have adjacent services, the car itself is a medium for other things. These customers experience 
a car in a content driven way, rather than the underlying physical factors. The next question 
whether I actually own a car gets less important. Shared services, leasing new ways of 
mobility and customer interaction arise. This disruption is comparably to tech companies and 
German OEMs don’t understand this environment as the Silicon Valley people do. Software 
updated of a German OEM for minor changes are happening at a time factor of 100x 
compared to Tesla.  

When do you think we will see fully autonomous vehicles for commercial purposes? 

 I am skeptical about this. Although Tesla announced a disruptive plan, however the 
cost for customers are severe. It all depends on how customers are indoctrinated, also by the 
OEMs. If I compare the situation to  being a pilot, I also fly with autopilot, but I 
can always interact within seconds if I want. It all depends on how the upcoming customer 
generation values the premium they must pay. However, we must admit that Tesla today has a 
significant advantage because they started out early. We heard about how the scale of a 
Volkswagen could change this situation, however for the scale to materialize the cars need to 
be fully connected and the right data needs to be gathered. Tesla really could establish the 
need of customers in the future, making it a lifestyle feature. 

Closing: 

Would you assess any other aspect of the disruption of the automotive industry? 

 No. 

Thank you for the time you invested by participating in this interview. Your insights are 
highly valuable for the success of this thesis. 
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Appendix 7 - Technology Interview 2 

General: 
Date: 10.06.2020 
Time:12:00 CET 
Name:  
 
Personal Questions: 
What is your current role? 
  

 
 
Have you ever analyzed technological developments of the Automotive industry, if yes, how 
often? 
 Not particularly in the automotive industry, but I analyzed the underlying megatrends, 
also affecting the automotive industry. 
 
Technological Trends: 
How fast will Electric Vehicles be adopted by customers and what are potential bottlenecks? 
 In terms of societal change I talked to the leader of the mobility association of 
Germany. The question is: How does mobility change in the future? Do we actually need cars 
in the city and if yes, do I need to own a car? I think the cities will invest heavily to have 
green mobility solutions, investing heavily into updating their infrastructure. The adoption of 
EVs will be driven by the customers who actually want to own a car vs. people who want to 
enjoy mobility. Therefore, companies like Tesla xyz. 
What are current and future challenges of the automotive industry? 
 Besides Battery in the short term (range), what is about the recycling process and the 
underlying costs. I head Tesla is developing new batteries which are low on rare earths. This 
recycling process is more sophisticated with the internal combustion engine. The investments 
of the OEMs could be wasted 
What is the impact on suppliers, given the trends affecting the OEMs? 
 It is a difficult situation. I think many of our clients will go bankrupt or jobs will be 
shifted towards other companies. For example, Tesla, has hired and acquired many companies 
and employees from competitors. Furthermore, new companies like GCQ which starts 
alternative gasoline stations has amassed already 500 employees. This trend is going to 
continue for the foreseeable future. 
Is Tesla the role model in terms of customer journey and technology, meaning that other 
OEMs will try to follow-up? 
 Copying Tesla would be very inefficient, but it seems like the OEMs are currently 
doing exactly that. German OEMs need to focus on their underlying qualities of high-quality 
interior and exterior. However, Tesla has set new standard in terms of car dealerships, 
autonomous driving and electrification. It will be difficult for the German OEMs to find a 
new megatrend to leverage against the uprising of Tesla. But investors seem to worship Tesla 
as the share price just hit $1,000. 
Are OEMs differentiating themselves via data they gather or the car they produce? 
 I think the best of both will be the future. Apple is a symbol of status as is a car. I 
think a Tesla is connected with luxury sustainable and futuristic. The possibility to 
differentiate the business model via data depends on the possibility to generate raw data and 
interpret it. Building sensors into a car is easy to adjust for but interpreting the data and 
finding the interdependencies is a highly complex task. It is also way more complex than 
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flying because more factors need to be incorporated into the model, therefore flying cars on 
an autonomous basis have been seen a viable alternative in the long run. 
When do you think we will see fully autonomous vehicles for commercial purposes? 
 I think the new business models which stem from autonomous vehicles are realistic, 
but it is unclear when. We need to clarify what we want as a society in terms of legislation. 
These are important ethical questions we need to discuss in detail. However, I think this 
transition will help to reduce the cost for individual transportation significantly and Tesla 
currently enjoys a competitive advantage. Volkswagen like other big scale OEMs could 
generate new data way faster, however the whole ecosystem of Tesla is entirely focused and 
did not have to change. 
Closing: 
Would you assess any other aspect of the disruption of the automotive industry? 
 The focus and the ecosystem of OEMs is more important than ever before. As I said, 
Tesla’s main advantage is not that they started early but that they started focused. There is no 
organization which needs to be changed into something they don’t want to pursue. Tesla’s 
operation and vision is based on sustainable, autonomous and data driven cars, therefore the 
speed of innovation is way faster. OEMs need to focus in order to close the gap or Tesla will 
become too powerful.  
 
Thank you for the time you invested by participating in this interview. Your insights are 
highly valuable for the success of this thesis. 
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Appendix 8 – Base Case Car Manufacturing without Adjacents - Valuation Outcome  

 
 

 
 

PV of Cash Flows 74’525     PV of Cash Flows 74’525     
Terminal Value 268’612   Terminal Value 176’903   
PV of Terminal Value 132’675   PV of Terminal Value 87’377     
Enterprise Value 207’199   Enterprise Value 161’902   
+Cash 6’268       +Cash 6’268       
-Interest Bearing Liabilities 11’634     -Interest Bearing Liabilities 11’634     
Equity Value 201’833   Equity Value 156’536   
Diluted Shares (as of 10-k 2019) 199.93     Diluted Shares (as of 10-k 2019) 199.93     
Price per share 1’009.5    Price per share 783.0       

Perpetuity Growth Rate-Based Valuation Exit Multiple Valuation (10x)

1009.5x 1.3% 1.5% 1.8% 2.0% 2.3% 2.5% 2.8% 783.0x 4.0x 6.0x 8.0x 10.0x 12.0x 14.0x 16.0x
1.19 1’181.2     1’235.4     1’294.9     1’360.3     1’432.6   1’512.9   1’602.6   2.8% 662.5     783.7     905.0     1’026.2   1’147.4   1’268.6   1’389.9   
1.29 1’073.1     1’118.3     1’167.4     1’221.0     1’279.6   1’344.1   1’415.3   3.8% 610.2     718.7     827.3     935.8     1’044.4   1’152.9   1’261.5   
1.39 982.0        1’020.1     1’061.3     1’106.0     1’154.5   1’207.4   1’265.3   4.8% 563.1     660.4     757.8     855.1     952.5     1’049.8   1’147.2   
1.49 904.1        936.7        971.8        1’009.5     1’050.3   1’094.4   1’142.4   5.8% 520.7     608.2     695.6     783.0     870.4     957.8     1’045.2   
1.59 836.8        865.0        895.2        927.5        962.3     999.6     1’040.0   6.8% 482.5     561.1     639.7     718.3     796.9     875.5     954.1     
1.69 778.1        802.8        829.0        857.0        886.9     918.9     953.3     7.8% 448.0     518.7     589.5     660.3     731.0     801.8     872.6     
1.79 726.5        748.2        771.2        795.7        821.7     849.5     879.1     8.8% 416.7     480.5     544.3     608.1     671.9     735.7     799.5     

1’010          4.3% 4.8% 5.3% 5.8% 6.3% 6.8% 7.3% 783.0x 4.0x 6.0x 8.0x 10.0x 12.0x 14.0x 16.0x
1.3% 1’293.1     1’133.6     1’007.0     904.1        818.9     747.3     686.3     1.19 570.4     669.5     768.5     867.6     966.7     1’065.7   1’164.8   
1.5% 1’357.8     1’183.8     1’047.0     936.7        846.0     770.2     705.8     1.29 553.2     648.2     743.2     838.2     933.2     1’028.2   1’123.2   
1.8% 1’429.1     1’238.5     1’090.3     971.8        875.0     794.5     726.5     1.39 536.6     627.7     718.9     810.0     901.1     992.2     1’083.3   
2.0% 1’508.4     1’298.6     1’137.3     1’009.5     906.0     820.3     748.4     1.49 520.7     608.2     695.6     783.0     870.4     957.8     1’045.2   
2.3% 1’596.8     1’364.6     1’188.5     1’050.3     939.2     847.9     771.7     1.59 505.5     589.3     673.2     757.1     841.0     924.8     1’008.7   
2.5% 1’696.1     1’437.7     1’244.4     1’094.4     974.9     877.3     796.4     1.69 490.8     571.3     651.8     732.3     812.8     893.3     973.7     
2.8% 1’808.4     1’518.9     1’305.7     1’142.4     1’013.3   908.9     822.6     1.79 476.7     553.9     631.2     708.5     785.7     863.0     940.3     

1’010          0.3% 0.4% 0.5% 0.6% 0.7% 0.8% 0.9% 783.0x 0.3% 0.4% 0.5% 0.6% 0.7% 0.8% 0.9%
1.3% 943.1        929.8        916.8        904.1        891.7     879.7     867.9     2.8% 1’045.7   1’039.1   1’032.6   1’026.2   1’019.8   1’013.4   1’007.1   
1.5% 978.5        964.2        950.3        936.7        923.5     910.7     898.1     3.8% 953.2     947.4     941.6     935.8     930.1     924.4     918.8     
1.8% 1’016.5     1’001.2     986.3        971.8        957.7     943.9     930.5     4.8% 870.7     865.4     860.3     855.1     850.0     845.0     839.9     
2.0% 1’057.7     1’041.2     1’025.1     1’009.5     994.4     979.7     965.3     5.8% 796.9     792.2     787.6     783.0     778.4     773.9     769.4     
2.3% 1’102.2     1’084.4     1’067.1     1’050.3     1’034.0   1’018.2   1’002.8   6.8% 730.8     726.6     722.4     718.3     714.2     710.2     706.1     
2.5% 1’150.6     1’131.3     1’112.6     1’094.4     1’076.8   1’059.8   1’043.2   7.8% 671.5     667.7     664.0     660.3     656.6     652.9     649.3     
2.8% 1’203.3     1’182.4     1’162.1     1’142.4     1’123.3   1’104.8   1’086.9   8.8% 618.2     614.8     611.4     608.1     604.8     601.5     598.2     

1’010          7.5% 10.0% 12.5% 15.0% 17.5% 20.0% 22.5% 783           7.5% 10.0% 12.5% 15.0% 17.5% 20.0% 22.5%
1.3% 856.7        872.2        888.0        904.1        920.6     937.4     954.6     4.0x 490.4     500.3     510.4     520.7     531.3     542.0     553.0     
1.5% 887.1        903.3        919.8        936.7        954.0     971.6     989.6     6.0x 572.4     584.1     596.0     608.2     620.6     633.3     646.3     
1.8% 919.8        936.7        954.1        971.8        989.9     1’008.4   1’027.3   8.0x 654.4     667.8     681.5     695.6     709.9     724.5     739.5     
2.0% 954.9        972.7        990.9        1’009.5     1’028.6   1’048.0   1’067.8   10.0x 736.3     751.5     767.1     783.0     799.2     815.8     832.7     
2.3% 992.9        1’011.6     1’030.7     1’050.3     1’070.3   1’090.7   1’111.5   12.0x 818.3     835.3     852.6     870.4     888.5     907.0     926.0     
2.5% 1’034.0     1’053.7     1’073.8     1’094.4     1’115.5   1’137.0   1’158.9   14.0x 900.2     919.0     938.2     957.8     977.8     998.3     1’019.2   
2.8% 1’078.6     1’099.4     1’120.7     1’142.4     1’164.6   1’187.2   1’210.4   16.0x 982.2     1’002.7   1’023.7   1’045.2   1’067.1   1’089.5   1’112.4   

1’010          2.5% 4.0% 5.5% 7.0% 8.5% 10.0% 11.5% 783           2.5% 4.0% 5.5% 7.0% 8.5% 10.0% 11.5%
1.3% 875.6        884.9        894.5        904.1        913.9     923.8     933.8     4.0x 503.4     509.1     514.9     520.7     526.7     532.7     538.8     
1.5% 906.8        916.6        926.6        936.7        947.0     957.4     967.9     6.0x 587.3     594.1     601.1     608.2     615.3     622.5     629.9     
1.8% 940.3        950.6        961.1        971.8        982.6     993.5     1’004.6   8.0x 671.1     679.2     687.3     695.6     703.9     712.4     721.0     
2.0% 976.4        987.3        998.3        1’009.5     1’020.9   1’032.4   1’044.1   10.0x 755.0     764.2     773.5     783.0     792.6     802.3     812.1     
2.3% 1’015.3     1’026.8     1’038.5     1’050.3     1’062.3   1’074.4   1’086.7   12.0x 838.8     849.2     859.7     870.4     881.2     892.1     903.2     
2.5% 1’057.5     1’069.6     1’082.0     1’094.4     1’107.1   1’119.9   1’132.9   14.0x 922.7     934.2     945.9     957.8     969.8     982.0     994.4     
2.8% 1’103.3     1’116.2     1’129.2     1’142.4     1’155.8   1’169.3   1’183.1   16.0x 1’006.5   1’019.2   1’032.1   1’045.2   1’058.4   1’071.9   1’085.5   

1’010          0.0% 1.0% 2.0% 3.0% 4.0% 5.0% 6.0% 783           0.0% 1.0% 2.0% 3.0% 4.0% 5.0% 6.0%
1.3% 844.3        863.4        883.3        904.1        925.8     948.4     972.1     4.0x 497.7     505.1     512.8     520.7     529.0     537.6     546.6     
1.5% 873.7        893.8        914.8        936.7        959.6     983.5     1’008.4   6.0x 579.8     588.9     598.3     608.2     618.3     628.9     639.9     
1.8% 905.3        926.5        948.7        971.8        995.9     1’021.1   1’047.4   8.0x 662.0     672.8     683.9     695.6     707.6     720.2     733.2     
2.0% 939.3        961.7        985.1        1’009.5     1’035.0   1’061.6   1’089.4   10.0x 744.2     756.6     769.5     783.0     796.9     811.5     826.6     
2.3% 976.0        999.7        1’024.5     1’050.3     1’077.3   1’105.4   1’134.8   12.0x 826.3     840.5     855.1     870.4     886.2     902.7     919.9     
2.5% 1’015.7     1’040.8     1’067.1     1’094.4     1’123.0   1’152.8   1’184.0   14.0x 908.5     924.3     940.7     957.8     975.5     994.0     1’013.2   
2.8% 1’058.8     1’085.5     1’113.3     1’142.4     1’172.7   1’204.3   1’237.4   16.0x 990.7     1’008.2   1’026.3   1’045.2   1’064.8   1’085.3   1’106.5   
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Automotive Growth First 4 Years After Introduction Automotive Growth First 4 Years After Introduction
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Automotive Growth First 6 Years After Introduction Automotive Growth First 6 Years After Introduction
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Cash Flow Statement

($ in million) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E
EBIT (417)           (17)             471            2’857         4’042         4’573         6’128         8’101         9’932         11’899     13’802     15’174     16’408     17’690     
Operating taxes (30%) (13)             (27)             (32)             (58)             (110)           (1’235)       (1’655)       (2’187)       (2’682)       (3’213)      (3’727)      (4’097)      (4’430)      (4’776)      
NOPAT (430)           (43)             440            2’799         3’932         3’338         4’474         5’914         7’250         8’686       10’075     11’077     11’978     12’914     
Add-back D&A 423            947            1’636         1’901         2’154         2’301         2’522         2’735         2’936         3’117       3’269       3’385       3’453       3’462       
Op. Cash Flow (8)               904            2’076         4’700         6’086         5’640         6’995         8’649         10’186      11’803     13’345     14’462     15’431     16’376     

Trade receivables 58              (330)           (16)             (434)           (375)           (271)           (618)           (797)           (395)           (400)         (283)         (281)         (226)         (225)         
Inventory (324)           (790)           (196)           (849)           (439)           (1’322)       (1’999)       (2’616)       (1’199)       (1’218)      (812)         (845)         (670)         (665)         
Accounts payable 138            944            530            1’015         366            1’440         2’137         2’797         1’281         1’303       868           903           717           710           
Investments in NWC (128)           (176)           318            (268)           (448)           (153)           (480)           (616)           (312)           (316)         (227)         (222)         (180)         (179)         
Other assets (1’105)       (8’700)       (1’760)       1’819         (2’107)       (1’267)       (2’111)       (2’724)       (1’348)       (1’368)      (967)         (960)         (772)         (770)         
Other liabilties 1’708         5’002         2’397         (2’768)       959            6’434         5’980         7’718         3’820         3’877       2’738       2’718       2’188       2’182       
Investment in Total WC 474            (3’874)       955            (1’218)       (1’596)       5’013         3’390         4’377         2’160         2’192       1’545       1’536       1’236       1’232       

Capex (1’997)       (3’527)       (5’681)       (3’203)       (1’220)       (2’220)       (2’203)       (2’135)       (2’007)       (1’808)      (1’529)      (1’157)      (682)         (90)            

UFCF (1’530)       (6’497)       (2’650)       279            3’270         8’433         8’182         10’891      10’339      12’186     13’361     14’841     15’986     17’519     

Interest expenses (159)           (79)             (577)           (617)           (596)           (639)           (611)           (583)           (555)           (527)         (499)         (471)         (443)         (415)         
Delta Financial liabilities 219            4’195         3’368         1’760         1’447         -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Delta equity/Other equity movements 762            4’479         (446)           (1’191)       (1’452)       -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Tax Shield -             -             -             -             -             173            165            157            150            142           135           127           120           112           
Minority interest -             98              279            87              (87)             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            

LFCF (709)           2’196         (25)             318            2’582         7’966         7’736         10’465      9’934         11’802     12’997     14’497     15’662     17’216     

Tesla DCF Valuation

(in $m) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

UFCF 8’433         8’182         10’891      10’339      12’186     13’361     14’841     15’986     17’519     
Terminal value 268’612   

Mid Year Convention 0.5             1.5             2.5             3.5             4.5            5.5            6.5            7.5            8.5            
Discount Rate 8.8% 8.8% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7%
Discount Factor 1.0             0.9             0.8             0.7             0.7           0.6           0.6           0.5           0.5           

PV of UFCF 8’086         7’214         8’833         7’715         8’369       8’446       8’639       8’570       8’653       
PV of TV 132’675   

Tesla Cash Flow Statement ($m)
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Profit & Loss Statement
 

($ in million) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E
Revenues Total 3’198         4’046         7’000         11’759      21’461      24’578      33’723      46’783      63’637      71’978      80’443     86’423     92’359     97’136     101’901   

Revenue Traditional 3’198         4’046         7’000         11’759      21’461      24’578      33’723      46’783      63’637      71’978      80’443     86’423     92’359     97’136     101’901   
Revenue Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Revenue Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Revenue Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            

Total Cost of sales (2’146)       (2’823)       (4’750)       (7’433)       (14’174)     (16’398)     (24’812)     (34’988)     (48’305)     (54’407)     (60’610)    (64’746)    (69’046)    (72’459)    (75’842)    
CoS Traditional (2’146)       (2’823)       (4’750)       (7’433)       (14’174)     (16’398)     (24’812)     (34’988)     (48’305)     (54’407)     (60’610)    (64’746)    (69’046)    (72’459)    (75’842)    
CoS Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
CoS Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
CoS Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            

Gross profit 1’053         1’223         2’250         4’326         7’287         8’180         8’911         11’795      15’332      17’571      19’833     21’677     23’313     24’677     26’059     
% margin 32.9% 30.2% 32.1% 36.8% 34.0% 33.3% 26.4% 25.2% 24.1% 24.4% 24.7% 25.1% 25.2% 25.4% 25.6%

Total Operating expenses (1’068)       (1’640)       (2’267)       (3’855)       (4’430)       (4’138)       (4’338)       (5’667)       (7’231)       (7’639)       (7’934)      (7’875)      (8’139)      (8’269)      (8’369)      
Opex Traditional (1’068)       (1’640)       (2’267)       (3’855)       (4’430)       (4’138)       (4’338)       (5’667)       (7’231)       (7’639)       (7’934)      (7’875)      (8’139)      (8’269)      (8’369)      
Opex Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Opex Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Opex Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            

EBIT Total (16)             (417)           (17)             471            2’857         4’042         4’573         6’128         8’101         9’932         11’899     13’802     15’174     16’408     17’690     
% margin -0.5% -10.3% -0.2% 4.0% 13.3% 16.4% 13.6% 13.1% 12.7% 13.8% 14.8% 16.0% 16.4% 16.9% 17.4%
EBIT Traditional (16)             (417)           (17)             471            2’857         4’042         4’573         6’128         8’101         9’932         11’899     13’802     15’174     16’408     17’690     
EBIT Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
EBIT Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
EBIT Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            

Interest expenses/income (98)             (159)           (79)             (577)           (617)           (596)           (639)           (611)           (583)           (555)           (527)         (499)         (471)         (443)         (415)         
EBT (114)           (576)           (96)             (105)           2’240         3’446         3’934         5’517         7’518         9’377         11’372     13’303     14’703     15’965     17’275     

% margin -3.6% -14.2% -1.4% -0.9% 10.4% 14.0% 11.7% 11.8% 11.8% 13.0% 14.1% 15.4% 15.9% 16.4% 17.0%
Taxes (9)               (13)             (27)             (32)             (58)             (110)           (1’062)       (1’490)       (2’030)       (2’532)       (3’070)      (3’592)      (3’970)      (4’311)      (4’664)      
Minority interest -             -             98              279            87              (87)             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Net Income (123)           (590)           (24)             142            2’269         3’249         2’872         4’028         5’488         6’845         8’302       9’711       10’733     11’655     12’611     

% margin -3.9% -14.6% -0.3% 1.2% 10.6% 13.2% 8.5% 8.6% 8.6% 9.5% 10.3% 11.2% 11.6% 12.0% 12.4%

Tesla Profit & Loss Statement ($m)
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Balance Sheet
 

($ in million) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E
Cash 1’906                       1’197          3’393        3’368        3’686          6’268        14’234      21’970      32’436      42’369      54’171      67’168      81’665      97’327      114’543    
Restricted cash and securitie 18                            23                106            155            193             246            329            456            620            702            784            842            900            947            993            
as a % of revenues 0.6% 0.6% 1.5% 1.3% 0.9% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%
Receivables 227                          169             499            515            949             1’324        1’595        2’213        3’010        3’405        3’805        4’088        4’369        4’595        4’821        
Inventories 954                          1’278          2’067        2’264        3’113          3’552        4’874        6’872        9’488        10’687      11’905      12’717      13’562      14’233      14’897      
Prepayments 76                            116             194            268            366             713            838            1’162        1’581        1’788        1’998        2’147        2’294        2’413        2’532        
as a % of revenues 2.4% 2.9% 2.8% 2.3% 1.7% 2.9% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%
Leasing 767                          1’791          3’134        4’117        2’090          2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        
Generators leased -                           -              5’920        6’347        6’271          6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        
Property, Plant & Equipment 1’829                       3’403          5’983        10’028      11’330       10’396      10’315      9’997        9’397        8’468        7’160        5’419        3’191        420            (2’953)       
Intangibles -                           13                376            362            282             339            644            893            1’215        1’375        1’536        1’650        1’764        1’855        1’946        
as a % of revenues 0.0% 0.3% 5.4% 3.1% 1.3% 1.4% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9%
Other assets 55                            78                991            1’232        1’460          2’886        3’640        5’050        6’870        7’770        8’684        9’329        9’970        10’486      11’000      
as a % of revenues 1.7% 1.9% 14.2% 10.5% 6.8% 11.7% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8%
Total assets 5’831                       8’068          22’664      28’655      29’740       34’309      45’054      57’199      73’202      85’148      98’629      111’947    126’302    140’861    156’364    

Accounts payable 778                          916             1’860        2’390        3’405          3’771        5’211        7’347        10’144      11’425      12’728      13’597      14’500      15’216      15’927      
Accrued liabilities 269                          423             1’210        1’731        2’094          2’905        4’072        5’648        7’683        8’690        9’713        10’435      11’151      11’728      12’303      
as a % of revenues 8.4% 10.4% 17.3% 14.7% 9.8% 11.8% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1%
Deferred revenue 192                          424             763            1’015        630             1’163        2’455        3’405        4’632        5’239        5’855        6’291        6’723        7’070        7’417        
as a % of revenues 6.0% 10.5% 10.9% 8.6% 2.9% 4.7% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3%
Guarantees -                           137             180            787            503             317            915            1’269        1’726        1’952        2’182        2’344        2’505        2’635        2’764        
as a % of revenues 0.0% 3.4% 2.6% 6.7% 2.3% 1.3% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7%
Deposits 258                          283             664            854            793             726            2’161        2’998        4’078        4’613        5’155        5’539        5’919        6’225        6’530        
as a % of revenues 8.1% 7.0% 9.5% 7.3% 3.7% 3.0% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4%
ST & LT Liabilities 2’430                       2’649          6’844        10’212      11’972       13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      
Other Debt 993                          2’152          5’605        6’430        4’030          3’898        5’841        8’102        11’021      12’466      13’932      14’968      15’996      16’823      17’648      
as a % of revenues 31.0% 53.2% 80.1% 54.7% 18.8% 15.9% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3%
Total Liabilities 4’919                       6’984          17’126      23’421      23’427       26’199      34’072      42’190      52’704      57’805      62’984      66’591      70’213      73’117      76’009      
Shareholder's Equity 912                          1’084          5’538        5’235        6’313          8’110        10’982      15’010      20’498      27’344      35’645      45’357      56’090      67’745      80’356      

Total 5’831                       8’068          22’664      28’655      29’740       34’309      45’055      57’199      73’202      85’149      98’630      111’948    126’303    140’862    156’365    

Tesla Balance Sheet ($m)
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Appendix 9 – Upside Case Car Manufacturing without Adjacents - Valuation Outcome  

 
 

 
 

PV of Cash Flows 107’660   PV of Cash Flows 107’660   
Terminal Value 395’280   Terminal Value 283’303   
PV of Terminal Value 195’240   PV of Terminal Value 139’931   
Enterprise Value 302’899   Enterprise Value 247’590   
+Cash 6’268       +Cash 6’268       
-Interest Bearing Liabilities 11’634     -Interest Bearing Liabilities 11’634     
Equity Value 297’533   Equity Value 242’224   
Diluted Shares (as of 10-k 2019) 199.93     Diluted Shares (as of 10-k 2019) 199.93     
Price per share 1’488.2    Price per share 1’211.6    

Perpetuity Growth Rate-Based Valuation Exit Multiple Valuation (10x)

1488.2x 1.3% 1.5% 1.8% 2.0% 2.3% 2.5% 2.8% 1211.6x 4.0x 6.0x 8.0x 10.0x 12.0x 14.0x 16.0x
1.19 1’731.9     1’814.5     1’905.0     2’004.6     2’114.7   2’237.0   2’373.6   2.8% 1’009.6   1’203.7   1’397.9   1’592.0   1’786.1   1’980.3   2’174.4   
1.29 1’573.8     1’642.7     1’717.7     1’799.5     1’889.0   1’987.5   2’096.3   3.8% 929.1     1’102.9   1’276.7   1’450.6   1’624.4   1’798.2   1’972.1   
1.39 1’440.4     1’498.8     1’561.9     1’630.2     1’704.5   1’785.4   1’874.1   4.8% 856.7     1’012.6   1’168.5   1’324.4   1’480.3   1’636.2   1’792.0   
1.49 1’326.4     1’376.5     1’430.3     1’488.2     1’550.8   1’618.5   1’692.1   5.8% 791.6     931.6     1’071.6   1’211.6   1’351.6   1’491.5   1’631.5   
1.59 1’227.9     1’271.3     1’317.8     1’367.5     1’420.9   1’478.4   1’540.4   6.8% 732.9     858.8     984.7     1’110.6   1’236.4   1’362.3   1’488.2   
1.69 1’142.0     1’180.0     1’220.5     1’263.6     1’309.7   1’359.1   1’412.2   7.8% 679.9     793.3     906.6     1’019.9   1’133.3   1’246.6   1’359.9   
1.79 1’066.5     1’100.0     1’135.5     1’173.3     1’213.6   1’256.5   1’302.3   8.8% 632.0     734.2     836.3     938.5     1’040.7   1’142.8   1’245.0   

1’488          4.3% 4.8% 5.3% 5.8% 6.3% 6.8% 7.3% 1211.6x 4.0x 6.0x 8.0x 10.0x 12.0x 14.0x 16.0x
1.3% 1’895.7     1’662.3     1’477.0     1’326.4     1’201.8   1’097.0   1’007.6   1.19 867.9     1’026.6   1’185.2   1’343.9   1’502.5   1’661.2   1’819.8   
1.5% 1’993.8     1’738.7     1’538.2     1’376.5     1’243.5   1’132.2   1’037.9   1.29 841.5     993.6     1’145.7   1’297.9   1’450.0   1’602.1   1’754.3   
1.8% 2’102.2     1’822.2     1’604.4     1’430.3     1’288.0   1’169.7   1’069.9   1.39 816.0     962.0     1’107.9   1’253.8   1’399.7   1’545.6   1’691.5   
2.0% 2’222.5     1’913.7     1’676.3     1’488.2     1’335.7   1’209.6   1’103.8   1.49 791.6     931.6     1’071.6   1’211.6   1’351.6   1’491.5   1’631.5   
2.3% 2’356.9     2’014.4     1’754.6     1’550.8     1’386.8   1’252.2   1’139.7   1.59 768.2     902.5     1’036.8   1’171.1   1’305.4   1’439.8   1’574.1   
2.5% 2’507.7     2’125.8     1’840.1     1’618.5     1’441.8   1’297.6   1’177.9   1.69 745.6     874.5     1’003.5   1’132.4   1’261.3   1’390.2   1’519.1   
2.8% 2’678.3     2’249.6     1’934.0     1’692.1     1’501.0   1’346.3   1’218.6   1.79 724.0     847.7     971.5     1’095.2   1’218.9   1’342.7   1’466.4   

1’488          0.3% 0.4% 0.5% 0.6% 0.7% 0.8% 0.9% 1211.6x 0.3% 0.4% 0.5% 0.6% 0.7% 0.8% 0.9%
1.3% 1’383.5     1’364.0     1’345.0     1’326.4     1’308.3   1’290.7   1’273.5   2.8% 1’622.5   1’612.3   1’602.1   1’592.0   1’582.0   1’572.1   1’562.2   
1.5% 1’437.7     1’416.7     1’396.4     1’376.5     1’357.1   1’338.3   1’319.9   3.8% 1’477.8   1’468.6   1’459.6   1’450.6   1’441.6   1’432.8   1’424.0   
1.8% 1’496.0     1’473.5     1’451.6     1’430.3     1’409.5   1’389.3   1’369.7   4.8% 1’348.7   1’340.5   1’332.4   1’324.4   1’316.4   1’308.5   1’300.6   
2.0% 1’559.1     1’534.8     1’511.2     1’488.2     1’465.9   1’444.2   1’423.1   5.8% 1’233.3   1’226.0   1’218.8   1’211.6   1’204.4   1’197.4   1’190.3   
2.3% 1’627.3     1’601.0     1’575.5     1’550.8     1’526.7   1’503.3   1’480.6   6.8% 1’130.0   1’123.5   1’117.0   1’110.6   1’104.2   1’097.8   1’091.5   
2.5% 1’701.5     1’673.0     1’645.3     1’618.5     1’592.5   1’567.2   1’542.7   7.8% 1’037.4   1’031.5   1’025.7   1’019.9   1’014.2   1’008.5   1’002.8   
2.8% 1’782.4     1’751.3     1’721.2     1’692.1     1’663.9   1’636.5   1’610.0   8.8% 954.2     948.9     943.7     938.5     933.3     928.2     923.1     

1’488          7.5% 10.0% 12.5% 15.0% 17.5% 20.0% 22.5% 1’212       7.5% 10.0% 12.5% 15.0% 17.5% 20.0% 22.5%
1.3% 1’227.1     1’259.4     1’292.5     1’326.4     1’361.2   1’396.9   1’433.4   4.0x 729.3     749.5     770.3     791.6     813.5     835.9     858.8     
1.5% 1’272.6     1’306.3     1’341.0     1’376.5     1’412.9   1’450.3   1’488.5   6.0x 857.0     881.2     906.1     931.6     957.8     984.6     1’012.0   
1.8% 1’321.4     1’356.7     1’393.0     1’430.3     1’468.5   1’507.6   1’547.7   8.0x 984.7     1’012.9   1’041.9   1’071.6   1’102.1   1’133.3   1’165.3   
2.0% 1’373.9     1’411.0     1’449.1     1’488.2     1’528.3   1’569.4   1’611.5   10.0x 1’112.4   1’144.6   1’177.6   1’211.6   1’246.4   1’282.0   1’318.5   
2.3% 1’430.6     1’469.6     1’509.7     1’550.8     1’592.9   1’636.1   1’680.3   12.0x 1’240.1   1’276.3   1’313.4   1’351.6   1’390.7   1’430.7   1’471.7   
2.5% 1’492.0     1’533.1     1’575.2     1’618.5     1’662.9   1’708.3   1’754.9   14.0x 1’367.8   1’407.9   1’449.2   1’491.5   1’534.9   1’579.4   1’625.0   
2.8% 1’558.7     1’602.0     1’646.5     1’692.1     1’738.9   1’786.8   1’835.9   16.0x 1’495.5   1’539.6   1’585.0   1’631.5   1’679.2   1’728.1   1’778.2   

1’488          2.5% 4.0% 5.5% 7.0% 8.5% 10.0% 11.5% 1’212       2.5% 4.0% 5.5% 7.0% 8.5% 10.0% 11.5%
1.3% 1’266.2     1’285.9     1’306.0     1’326.4     1’347.1   1’368.2   1’389.6   4.0x 756.0     767.7     779.6     791.6     803.9     816.3     829.0     
1.5% 1’313.3     1’334.0     1’355.1     1’376.5     1’398.3   1’420.4   1’442.9   6.0x 887.9     902.2     916.8     931.6     946.7     962.0     977.5     
1.8% 1’363.8     1’385.6     1’407.8     1’430.3     1’453.2   1’476.5   1’500.1   8.0x 1’019.7   1’036.7   1’054.0   1’071.6   1’089.4   1’107.6   1’126.0   
2.0% 1’418.2     1’441.2     1’464.5     1’488.2     1’512.3   1’536.8   1’561.7   10.0x 1’151.6   1’171.2   1’191.2   1’211.6   1’232.2   1’253.2   1’274.6   
2.3% 1’476.9     1’501.1     1’525.8     1’550.8     1’576.2   1’602.0   1’628.3   12.0x 1’283.4   1’305.8   1’328.5   1’351.6   1’375.0   1’398.9   1’423.1   
2.5% 1’540.5     1’566.1     1’592.1     1’618.5     1’645.4   1’672.6   1’700.4   14.0x 1’415.3   1’440.3   1’465.7   1’491.5   1’517.8   1’544.5   1’571.6   
2.8% 1’609.6     1’636.7     1’664.1     1’692.1     1’720.5   1’749.4   1’778.7   16.0x 1’547.1   1’574.8   1’602.9   1’631.5   1’660.6   1’690.1   1’720.2   

1’488          0.0% 1.0% 2.0% 3.0% 4.0% 5.0% 6.0% 1’212       0.0% 1.0% 2.0% 3.0% 4.0% 5.0% 6.0%
1.3% 1’219.1     1’253.2     1’288.9     1’326.4     1’365.7   1’406.9   1’450.2   4.0x 747.9     761.8     776.4     791.6     807.5     824.1     841.4     
1.5% 1’263.4     1’299.4     1’337.0     1’376.5     1’417.9   1’461.3   1’506.9   6.0x 876.8     894.3     912.5     931.6     951.5     972.3     994.1     
1.8% 1’311.0     1’348.9     1’388.7     1’430.3     1’474.0   1’519.8   1’567.8   8.0x 1’005.7   1’026.7   1’048.7   1’071.6   1’095.5   1’120.6   1’146.8   
2.0% 1’362.3     1’402.3     1’444.2     1’488.2     1’534.3   1’582.7   1’633.5   10.0x 1’134.6   1’159.2   1’184.8   1’211.6   1’239.6   1’268.8   1’299.4   
2.3% 1’417.6     1’459.9     1’504.3     1’550.8     1’599.5   1’650.7   1’704.4   12.0x 1’263.6   1’291.6   1’320.9   1’351.6   1’383.6   1’417.1   1’452.1   
2.5% 1’477.4     1’522.3     1’569.3     1’618.5     1’670.2   1’724.4   1’781.3   14.0x 1’392.5   1’424.1   1’457.1   1’491.5   1’527.6   1’565.3   1’604.8   
2.8% 1’542.4     1’590.0     1’639.8     1’692.1     1’746.9   1’804.4   1’864.8   16.0x 1’521.4   1’556.5   1’593.2   1’631.5   1’671.6   1’713.5   1’757.4   Pe
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Cash Flow Statement

($ in million) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E
EBIT (417)           (17)             471            2’857         4’042         6’589         9’258         12’933      15’879      19’040     21’939     24’249     26’265     28’330     
Operating taxes (30%) (13)             (27)             (32)             (58)             (110)           (1’779)       (2’500)       (3’492)       (4’287)       (5’141)      (5’924)      (6’547)      (7’091)      (7’649)      
NOPAT (430)           (43)             440            2’799         3’932         4’810         6’759         9’441         11’592      13’900     16’016     17’702     19’173     20’681     
Add-back D&A 423            947            1’636         1’901         2’154         2’301         2’522         2’735         2’936         3’117       3’269       3’385       3’453       3’462       
Op. Cash Flow (8)               904            2’076         4’700         6’086         7’111         9’280         12’176      14’527      17’016     19’285     21’087     22’627     24’143     

Trade receivables 58              (330)           (16)             (434)           (375)           (339)           (739)           (1’064)       (554)           (571)         (407)         (405)         (320)         (316)         
Inventory (324)           (790)           (196)           (849)           (439)           (1’348)       (2’289)       (3’353)       (1’612)       (1’664)      (1’112)      (1’160)      (894)         (879)         
Accounts payable 138            944            530            1’015         366            1’467         2’448         3’585         1’723         1’779       1’189       1’240       956           940           
Investments in NWC (128)           (176)           318            (268)           (448)           (219)           (581)           (832)           (442)           (456)         (330)         (325)         (258)         (256)         
Other assets (1’105)       (8’700)       (1’760)       1’819         (2’107)       (1’498)       (2’526)       (3’635)       (1’892)       (1’952)      (1’391)      (1’385)      (1’092)      (1’081)      
Other liabilties 1’708         5’002         2’397         (2’768)       959            7’087         7’156         10’297      5’360         5’530       3’940       3’923       3’094       3’064       
Investment in Total WC 474            (3’874)       955            (1’218)       (1’596)       5’371         4’049         5’830         3’026         3’122       2’219       2’213       1’744       1’727       

Capex (1’997)       (3’527)       (5’681)       (3’203)       (1’220)       (2’220)       (2’203)       (2’135)       (2’007)       (1’808)      (1’529)      (1’157)      (682)         (90)            

UFCF (1’530)       (6’497)       (2’650)       279            3’270         10’262      11’126      15’871      15’546      18’329     19’975     22’143     23’689     25’780     

Interest expenses (159)           (79)             (577)           (617)           (596)           (639)           (611)           (583)           (555)           (527)         (499)         (471)         (443)         (415)         
Delta Financial liabilities 219            4’195         3’368         1’760         1’447         -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Delta equity/Other equity movements 762            4’479         (446)           (1’191)       (1’452)       -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Tax Shield -             -             -             -             -             173            165            157            150            142           135           127           120           112           
Minority interest -             98              279            87              (87)             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            

LFCF (709)           2’196         (25)             318            2’582         9’795         10’681      15’446      15’141      17’944     19’611     21’799     23’365     25’477     

Tesla DCF Valuation

(in $m) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

UFCF 10’262      11’126      15’871      15’546      18’329     19’975     22’143     23’689     25’780     
Terminal value 395’280   

Mid Year Convention 0.5             1.5             2.5             3.5             4.5            5.5            6.5            7.5            8.5            
Discount Rate 8.8% 8.8% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7%
Discount Factor 1.0             0.9             0.8             0.7             0.7           0.6           0.6           0.5           0.5           

PV of UFCF 9’839         9’811         12’872      11’601      12’587     12’627     12’889     12’700     12’734     
PV of TV 195’240   

Tesla Cash Flow Statement ($m)
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Profit & Loss Statement
 

($ in million) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E
Revenues Total 3’198         4’046         7’000         11’759      21’461      24’578      35’150      50’778      73’264      84’969      97’044     105’648   114’214   120’970   127’660   

Revenue Traditional 3’198         4’046         7’000         11’759      21’461      24’578      35’150      50’778      73’264      84’969      97’044     105’648   114’214   120’970   127’660   
Revenue Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Revenue Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Revenue Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            

Total Cost of sales (2’146)       (2’823)       (4’750)       (7’433)       (14’174)     (16’398)     (24’944)     (36’599)     (53’672)     (61’876)     (70’347)    (76’007)    (81’913)    (86’467)    (90’942)    
CoS Traditional (2’146)       (2’823)       (4’750)       (7’433)       (14’174)     (16’398)     (24’944)     (36’599)     (53’672)     (61’876)     (70’347)    (76’007)    (81’913)    (86’467)    (90’942)    
CoS Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
CoS Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
CoS Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            

Gross profit 1’053         1’223         2’250         4’326         7’287         8’180         10’206      14’179      19’592      23’093      26’697     29’641     32’301     34’503     36’718     
% margin 32.9% 30.2% 32.1% 36.8% 34.0% 33.3% 29.0% 27.9% 26.7% 27.2% 27.5% 28.1% 28.3% 28.5% 28.8%

Total Operating expenses (1’068)       (1’640)       (2’267)       (3’855)       (4’430)       (4’138)       (3’617)       (4’920)       (6’660)       (7’214)       (7’657)      (7’702)      (8’052)      (8’238)      (8’387)      
Opex Traditional (1’068)       (1’640)       (2’267)       (3’855)       (4’430)       (4’138)       (3’617)       (4’920)       (6’660)       (7’214)       (7’657)      (7’702)      (8’052)      (8’238)      (8’387)      
Opex Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Opex Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Opex Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            

EBIT Total (16)             (417)           (17)             471            2’857         4’042         6’589         9’258         12’933      15’879      19’040     21’939     24’249     26’265     28’330     
% margin -0.5% -10.3% -0.2% 4.0% 13.3% 16.4% 18.7% 18.2% 17.7% 18.7% 19.6% 20.8% 21.2% 21.7% 22.2%
EBIT Traditional (16)             (417)           (17)             471            2’857         4’042         6’589         9’258         12’933      15’879      19’040     21’939     24’249     26’265     28’330     
EBIT Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
EBIT Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
EBIT Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            

Interest expenses/income (98)             (159)           (79)             (577)           (617)           (596)           (639)           (611)           (583)           (555)           (527)         (499)         (471)         (443)         (415)         
EBT (114)           (576)           (96)             (105)           2’240         3’446         5’950         8’647         12’350      15’324      18’513     21’440     23’778     25’822     27’915     

% margin -3.6% -14.2% -1.4% -0.9% 10.4% 14.0% 16.9% 17.0% 16.9% 18.0% 19.1% 20.3% 20.8% 21.3% 21.9%
Taxes (9)               (13)             (27)             (32)             (58)             (110)           (1’607)       (2’335)       (3’334)       (4’137)       (4’999)      (5’789)      (6’420)      (6’972)      (7’537)      
Minority interest -             -             98              279            87              (87)             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Net Income (123)           (590)           (24)             142            2’269         3’249         4’344         6’313         9’015         11’187      13’515     15’652     17’358     18’850     20’378     

% margin -3.9% -14.6% -0.3% 1.2% 10.6% 13.2% 12.4% 12.4% 12.3% 13.2% 13.9% 14.8% 15.2% 15.6% 16.0%

Tesla Profit & Loss Statement ($m)
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($ in million) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E
Cash 1’906                       1’197          3’393        3’368        3’686          6’268        16’063      26’744      42’189      57’331      75’275      94’886      116’685    140’050    165’528    
Restricted cash and securitie 18                            23                106            155            193             246            343            495            714            828            946            1’030        1’113        1’179        1’244        
as a % of revenues 0.6% 0.6% 1.5% 1.3% 0.9% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%
Receivables 227                          169             499            515            949             1’324        1’663        2’402        3’466        4’020        4’591        4’998        5’403        5’723        6’039        
Inventories 954                          1’278          2’067        2’264        3’113          3’552        4’900        7’189        10’542      12’154      13’818      14’929      16’089      16’984      17’863      
Prepayments 76                            116             194            268            366             713            873            1’261        1’820        2’111        2’411        2’625        2’837        3’005        3’171        
as a % of revenues 2.4% 2.9% 2.8% 2.3% 1.7% 2.9% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%
Leasing 767                          1’791          3’134        4’117        2’090          2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        
Generators leased -                           -              5’920        6’347        6’271          6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        
Property, Plant & Equipment 1’829                       3’403          5’983        10’028      11’330       10’396      10’315      9’997        9’397        8’468        7’160        5’419        3’191        420            (2’953)       
Intangibles -                           13                376            362            282             339            671            970            1’399        1’623        1’853        2’017        2’181        2’310        2’438        
as a % of revenues 0.0% 0.3% 5.4% 3.1% 1.3% 1.4% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9%
Other assets 55                            78                991            1’232        1’460          2’886        3’794        5’482        7’909        9’172        10’476      11’405      12’329      13’059      13’781      
as a % of revenues 1.7% 1.9% 14.2% 10.5% 6.8% 11.7% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8%
Total assets 5’831                       8’068          22’664      28’655      29’740       34’309      47’207      63’124      86’021      104’291    125’114    145’894    168’415    191’315    215’696    

Accounts payable 778                          916             1’860        2’390        3’405          3’771        5’238        7’686        11’271      12’994      14’773      15’961      17’202      18’158      19’098      
Accrued liabilities 269                          423             1’210        1’731        2’094          2’905        4’244        6’131        8’846        10’259      11’717      12’756      13’790      14’606      15’414      
as a % of revenues 8.4% 10.4% 17.3% 14.7% 9.8% 11.8% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1%
Deferred revenue 192                          424             763            1’015        630             1’163        2’559        3’696        5’333        6’185        7’064        7’690        8’314        8’805        9’292        
as a % of revenues 6.0% 10.5% 10.9% 8.6% 2.9% 4.7% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3%
Guarantees -                           137             180            787            503             317            953            1’377        1’987        2’305        2’632        2’866        3’098        3’281        3’463        
as a % of revenues 0.0% 3.4% 2.6% 6.7% 2.3% 1.3% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7%
Deposits 258                          283             664            854            793             726            2’253        3’254        4’695        5’445        6’219        6’771        7’320        7’753        8’181        
as a % of revenues 8.1% 7.0% 9.5% 7.3% 3.7% 3.0% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4%
ST & LT Liabilities 2’430                       2’649          6’844        10’212      11’972       13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      
Other Debt 993                          2’152          5’605        6’430        4’030          3’898        6’088        8’794        12’689      14’716      16’807      18’297      19’781      20’951      22’109      
as a % of revenues 31.0% 53.2% 80.1% 54.7% 18.8% 15.9% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3%
Total Liabilities 4’919                       6’984          17’126      23’421      23’427       26’199      34’754      44’358      58’240      65’323      72’631      77’760      82’923      86’973      90’976      
Shareholder's Equity 912                          1’084          5’538        5’235        6’313          8’110        12’454      18’767      27’782      38’969      52’484      68’135      85’494      104’344    124’722    

Total 5’831                       8’068          22’664      28’655      29’740       34’309      47’207      63’124      86’022      104’292    125’115    145’895    168’416    191’316    215’698    

Tesla Balance Sheet ($m)
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Appendix 10 – Downside Case Car Manufacturing without Adjacents - Valuation 

Outcome  

 
 

 
 

PV of Cash Flows 49’490     PV of Cash Flows 49’490     
Terminal Value 179’631   Terminal Value 102’502   
PV of Terminal Value 88’725     PV of Terminal Value 50’629     
Enterprise Value 138’214   Enterprise Value 100’118   
+Cash 6’268       +Cash 6’268       
-Interest Bearing Liabilities 11’634     -Interest Bearing Liabilities 11’634     
Equity Value 132’848   Equity Value 94’752     
Diluted Shares (as of 10-k 2019) 199.93     Diluted Shares (as of 10-k 2019) 199.93     
Price per share 664.5       Price per share 473.9       

Perpetuity Growth Rate-Based Valuation Exit Multiple Valuation (10x)

664.5x 1.3% 1.5% 1.8% 2.0% 2.3% 2.5% 2.8% 473.9x 4.0x 6.0x 8.0x 10.0x 12.0x 14.0x 16.0x
1.19 785.2        819.6        857.2        898.6        944.4     995.3     1’052.1   2.8% 409.5     479.8     550.0     620.3     690.5     760.7     831.0     
1.29 712.4        740.9        771.8        805.6        842.5     883.2     928.1     3.8% 377.2     440.1     503.0     565.9     628.8     691.7     754.6     
1.39 651.0        675.0        700.8        728.8        759.3     792.4     828.8     4.8% 348.2     404.6     461.0     517.4     573.8     630.2     686.6     
1.49 598.6        619.0        640.9        664.5        689.9     717.5     747.4     5.8% 322.0     372.6     423.3     473.9     524.6     575.2     625.9     
1.59 553.4        570.9        589.7        609.8        631.4     654.6     679.7     6.8% 298.4     343.9     389.4     435.0     480.5     526.1     571.6     
1.69 513.9        529.1        545.4        562.7        581.3     601.1     622.4     7.8% 277.0     318.0     359.0     400.0     441.0     482.0     523.0     
1.79 479.2        492.6        506.8        521.9        537.9     555.1     573.4     8.8% 257.6     294.6     331.5     368.5     405.5     442.4     479.4     

664              4.3% 4.8% 5.3% 5.8% 6.3% 6.8% 7.3% 473.9x 4.0x 6.0x 8.0x 10.0x 12.0x 14.0x 16.0x
1.3% 860.6        753.1        667.9        598.6        541.3     493.2     452.2     1.19 352.7     410.1     467.5     524.9     582.3     639.7     697.1     
1.5% 901.7        784.8        693.0        619.0        558.2     507.3     464.2     1.29 342.0     397.1     452.1     507.2     562.2     617.3     672.3     
1.8% 947.1        819.5        720.2        640.9        576.2     522.3     476.9     1.39 331.8     384.6     437.4     490.2     543.0     595.8     648.6     
2.0% 997.5        857.4        749.7        664.5        595.4     538.3     490.4     1.49 322.0     372.6     423.3     473.9     524.6     575.2     625.9     
2.3% 1’053.7     899.1        781.9        689.9        616.0     555.3     504.7     1.59 312.6     361.2     409.7     458.3     506.9     555.5     604.1     
2.5% 1’116.9     945.3        817.0        717.5        638.2     573.5     519.9     1.69 303.5     350.1     396.8     443.4     490.0     536.7     583.3     
2.8% 1’188.3     996.6        855.5        747.4        662.1     593.0     536.0     1.79 294.7     339.5     384.3     429.1     473.8     518.6     563.4     

664              0.3% 0.4% 0.5% 0.6% 0.7% 0.8% 0.9% 473.9x 0.3% 0.4% 0.5% 0.6% 0.7% 0.8% 0.9%
1.3% 624.9        615.9        607.2        598.6        590.3     582.2     574.3     2.8% 632.0     628.0     624.1     620.3     616.4     612.6     608.8     
1.5% 647.0        637.4        628.1        619.0        610.2     601.5     593.1     3.8% 576.4     572.9     569.4     565.9     562.5     559.1     555.7     
1.8% 670.8        660.6        650.6        640.9        631.5     622.3     613.3     4.8% 526.7     523.6     520.5     517.4     514.3     511.3     508.2     
2.0% 696.6        685.6        674.9        664.5        654.4     644.5     635.0     5.8% 482.3     479.5     476.7     473.9     471.2     468.5     465.7     
2.3% 724.5        712.6        701.1        689.9        679.1     668.6     658.3     6.8% 442.5     440.0     437.5     435.0     432.5     430.1     427.6     
2.5% 754.8        742.0        729.5        717.5        705.8     694.5     683.5     7.8% 406.7     404.5     402.2     400.0     397.8     395.6     393.4     
2.8% 787.8        773.9        760.5        747.4        734.8     722.6     710.8     8.8% 374.6     372.5     370.5     368.5     366.5     364.5     362.5     

664              7.5% 10.0% 12.5% 15.0% 17.5% 20.0% 22.5% 474           7.5% 10.0% 12.5% 15.0% 17.5% 20.0% 22.5%
1.3% 580.8        586.7        592.6        598.6        604.8     611.0     617.4     4.0x 310.2     314.1     318.0     322.0     326.1     330.2     334.4     
1.5% 600.3        606.5        612.7        619.0        625.5     632.0     638.7     6.0x 359.2     363.6     368.1     372.6     377.3     382.0     386.8     
1.8% 621.3        627.7        634.3        640.9        647.7     654.6     661.6     8.0x 408.1     413.1     418.1     423.3     428.5     433.9     439.3     
2.0% 643.9        650.6        657.5        664.5        671.6     678.8     686.2     10.0x 457.0     462.6     468.2     473.9     479.8     485.7     491.8     
2.3% 668.3        675.4        682.6        689.9        697.4     705.1     712.8     12.0x 505.9     512.0     518.3     524.6     531.0     537.6     544.2     
2.5% 694.6        702.1        709.7        717.5        725.4     733.4     741.6     14.0x 554.9     561.5     568.3     575.2     582.3     589.4     596.7     
2.8% 723.3        731.2        739.3        747.4        755.8     764.3     772.9     16.0x 603.8     611.0     618.4     625.9     633.5     641.3     649.2     

664              2.5% 4.0% 5.5% 7.0% 8.5% 10.0% 11.5% 474           2.5% 4.0% 5.5% 7.0% 8.5% 10.0% 11.5%
1.3% 587.8        591.4        595.0        598.6        602.3     606.0     609.8     4.0x 315.1     317.4     319.7     322.0     324.3     326.7     329.1     
1.5% 607.7        611.4        615.2        619.0        622.9     626.8     630.7     6.0x 364.6     367.3     369.9     372.6     375.4     378.1     380.9     
1.8% 629.0        632.9        636.9        640.9        645.0     649.1     653.3     8.0x 414.2     417.2     420.2     423.3     426.4     429.5     432.7     
2.0% 651.9        656.1        660.2        664.5        668.8     673.1     677.5     10.0x 463.7     467.1     470.5     473.9     477.4     480.9     484.5     
2.3% 676.7        681.1        685.5        689.9        694.5     699.0     703.7     12.0x 513.3     517.0     520.8     524.6     528.4     532.3     536.3     
2.5% 703.5        708.1        712.8        717.5        722.3     727.1     732.0     14.0x 562.8     566.9     571.0     575.2     579.5     583.8     588.1     
2.8% 732.6        737.5        742.4        747.4        752.5     757.6     762.8     16.0x 612.3     616.8     621.3     625.9     630.5     635.2     639.9     

664              0.0% 1.0% 2.0% 3.0% 4.0% 5.0% 6.0% 474           0.0% 1.0% 2.0% 3.0% 4.0% 5.0% 6.0%
1.3% 569.1        578.6        588.4        598.6        609.2     620.2     631.7     4.0x 311.8     315.1     318.5     322.0     325.6     329.4     333.2     
1.5% 587.9        597.9        608.2        619.0        630.2     641.8     653.9     6.0x 360.6     364.5     368.5     372.6     376.9     381.3     385.9     
1.8% 608.0        618.6        629.5        640.9        652.7     665.0     677.7     8.0x 409.5     413.9     418.5     423.3     428.2     433.3     438.5     
2.0% 629.7        640.9        652.5        664.5        677.0     689.9     703.4     10.0x 458.3     463.4     468.6     473.9     479.5     485.2     491.2     
2.3% 653.2        665.0        677.2        689.9        703.2     716.9     731.1     12.0x 507.2     512.8     518.6     524.6     530.8     537.2     543.8     
2.5% 678.5        691.0        704.0        717.5        731.5     746.1     761.2     14.0x 556.0     562.2     568.6     575.2     582.1     589.2     596.5     
2.8% 706.1        719.3        733.1        747.4        762.3     777.8     793.8     16.0x 604.9     611.6     618.6     625.9     633.4     641.1     649.1     Pe
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Automotive Growth First 4 Years After Introduction Automotive Growth First 4 Years After Introduction
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Automotive Growth First 6 Years After Introduction Automotive Growth First 6 Years After Introduction
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Automotive Growth First 2 Years After Introduction Automotive Growth First 2 Years After Introduction
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Cash Flow Statement

($ in million) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E
EBIT (417)           (17)             471            2’857         4’042         2’719         3’449         4’351         5’477         6’694       7’953       8’742       9’477       10’250     
Operating taxes (30%) (13)             (27)             (32)             (58)             (110)           (734)           (931)           (1’175)       (1’479)       (1’807)      (2’147)      (2’360)      (2’559)      (2’768)      
NOPAT (430)           (43)             440            2’799         3’932         1’985         2’518         3’176         3’998         4’887       5’806       6’381       6’918       7’483       
Add-back D&A 423            947            1’636         1’901         2’154         2’301         2’522         2’735         2’936         3’117       3’269       3’385       3’453       3’462       
Op. Cash Flow (8)               904            2’076         4’700         6’086         4’286         5’039         5’911         6’934         8’003       9’075       9’767       10’372     10’945     

Trade receivables 58              (330)           (16)             (434)           (375)           (204)           (498)           (568)           (269)           (270)         (191)         (189)         (156)         (157)         
Inventory (324)           (790)           (196)           (849)           (439)           (1’278)       (1’682)       (1’936)       (852)           (856)         (574)         (596)         (491)         (491)         
Accounts payable 138            944            530            1’015         366            1’393         1’798         2’070         911            915           614           637           524           525           
Investments in NWC (128)           (176)           318            (268)           (448)           (89)             (382)           (434)           (211)           (211)         (151)         (148)         (122)         (123)         
Other assets (1’105)       (8’700)       (1’760)       1’819         (2’107)       (1’036)       (1’702)       (1’941)       (920)           (922)         (651)         (645)         (534)         (536)         
Other liabilties 1’708         5’002         2’397         (2’768)       959            5’780         4’823         5’500         2’608         2’612       1’844       1’829       1’513       1’520       
Investment in Total WC 474            (3’874)       955            (1’218)       (1’596)       4’655         2’739         3’124         1’477         1’479       1’043       1’035       856           860           

Capex (1’997)       (3’527)       (5’681)       (3’203)       (1’220)       (2’220)       (2’203)       (2’135)       (2’007)       (1’808)      (1’529)      (1’157)      (682)         (90)            

UFCF (1’530)       (6’497)       (2’650)       279            3’270         6’721         5’575         6’901         6’404         7’674       8’589       9’645       10’546     11’716     

Interest expenses (159)           (79)             (577)           (617)           (596)           (639)           (611)           (583)           (555)           (527)         (499)         (471)         (443)         (415)         
Delta Financial liabilities 219            4’195         3’368         1’760         1’447         -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Delta equity/Other equity movements 762            4’479         (446)           (1’191)       (1’452)       -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Tax Shield -             -             -             -             -             173            165            157            150            142           135           127           120           112           
Minority interest -             98              279            87              (87)             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            

LFCF (709)           2’196         (25)             318            2’582         6’254         5’129         6’475         5’999         7’289       8’224       9’301       10’223     11’413     

Tesla DCF Valuation

(in $m) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

UFCF 6’721         5’575         6’901         6’404         7’674       8’589       9’645       10’546     11’716     
Terminal value 179’631   

Mid Year Convention 0.5             1.5             2.5             3.5             4.5            5.5            6.5            7.5            8.5            
Discount Rate 8.8% 8.8% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7%
Discount Factor 1.0             0.9             0.8             0.7             0.7           0.6           0.6           0.5           0.5           

PV of UFCF 6’444         4’916         5’597         4’779         5’270       5’429       5’614       5’654       5’787       
PV of TV 88’725     

Tesla Cash Flow Statement ($m)
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Profit & Loss Statement
 

($ in million) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E
Revenues Total 3’198         4’046         7’000         11’759      21’461      24’578      32’296      42’829      54’840      60’535      66’239     70’267     74’260     77’563     80’882     

Revenue Traditional 3’198         4’046         7’000         11’759      21’461      24’578      32’296      42’829      54’840      60’535      66’239     70’267     74’260     77’563     80’882     
Revenue Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Revenue Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Revenue Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            

Total Cost of sales (2’146)       (2’823)       (4’750)       (7’433)       (14’174)     (16’398)     (24’592)     (33’155)     (43’011)     (47’349)     (51’706)    (54’630)    (57’666)    (60’163)    (62’661)    
CoS Traditional (2’146)       (2’823)       (4’750)       (7’433)       (14’174)     (16’398)     (24’592)     (33’155)     (43’011)     (47’349)     (51’706)    (54’630)    (57’666)    (60’163)    (62’661)    
CoS Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
CoS Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
CoS Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            

Gross profit 1’053         1’223         2’250         4’326         7’287         8’180         7’704         9’674         11’829      13’186      14’533     15’637     16’595     17’400     18’221     
% margin 32.9% 30.2% 32.1% 36.8% 34.0% 33.3% 23.9% 22.6% 21.6% 21.8% 21.9% 22.3% 22.3% 22.4% 22.5%

Total Operating expenses (1’068)       (1’640)       (2’267)       (3’855)       (4’430)       (4’138)       (4’985)       (6’225)       (7’478)       (7’709)       (7’840)      (7’684)      (7’853)      (7’923)      (7’971)      
Opex Traditional (1’068)       (1’640)       (2’267)       (3’855)       (4’430)       (4’138)       (4’985)       (6’225)       (7’478)       (7’709)       (7’840)      (7’684)      (7’853)      (7’923)      (7’971)      
Opex Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Opex Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Opex Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            

EBIT Total (16)             (417)           (17)             471            2’857         4’042         2’719         3’449         4’351         5’477         6’694       7’953       8’742       9’477       10’250     
% margin -0.5% -10.3% -0.2% 4.0% 13.3% 16.4% 8.4% 8.1% 7.9% 9.0% 10.1% 11.3% 11.8% 12.2% 12.7%
EBIT Traditional (16)             (417)           (17)             471            2’857         4’042         2’719         3’449         4’351         5’477         6’694       7’953       8’742       9’477       10’250     
EBIT Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
EBIT Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
EBIT Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            

Interest expenses/income (98)             (159)           (79)             (577)           (617)           (596)           (639)           (611)           (583)           (555)           (527)         (499)         (471)         (443)         (415)         
EBT (114)           (576)           (96)             (105)           2’240         3’446         2’080         2’838         3’768         4’922         6’167       7’454       8’271       9’034       9’835       

% margin -3.6% -14.2% -1.4% -0.9% 10.4% 14.0% 6.4% 6.6% 6.9% 8.1% 9.3% 10.6% 11.1% 11.6% 12.2%
Taxes (9)               (13)             (27)             (32)             (58)             (110)           (562)           (766)           (1’017)       (1’329)       (1’665)      (2’013)      (2’233)      (2’439)      (2’656)      
Minority interest -             -             98              279            87              (87)             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Net Income (123)           (590)           (24)             142            2’269         3’249         1’518         2’072         2’751         3’593         4’502       5’442       6’038       6’595       7’180       

% margin -3.9% -14.6% -0.3% 1.2% 10.6% 13.2% 4.7% 4.8% 5.0% 5.9% 6.8% 7.7% 8.1% 8.5% 8.9%

Tesla Profit & Loss Statement ($m)
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Balance Sheet
 

($ in million) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E
Cash 1’906                       1’197          3’393        3’368        3’686          6’268        12’522      17’651      24’127      30’126      37’415      45’640      54’940      65’163      76’576      
Restricted cash and securitie 18                            23                106            155            193             246            315            418            535            590            646            685            724            756            788            
as a % of revenues 0.6% 0.6% 1.5% 1.3% 0.9% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%
Receivables 227                          169             499            515            949             1’324        1’528        2’026        2’594        2’864        3’134        3’324        3’513        3’669        3’826        
Inventories 954                          1’278          2’067        2’264        3’113          3’552        4’830        6’512        8’448        9’300        10’156      10’731      11’327      11’817      12’308      
Prepayments 76                            116             194            268            366             713            802            1’064        1’362        1’504        1’646        1’746        1’845        1’927        2’009        
as a % of revenues 2.4% 2.9% 2.8% 2.3% 1.7% 2.9% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%
Leasing 767                          1’791          3’134        4’117        2’090          2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        
Generators leased -                           -              5’920        6’347        6’271          6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        
Property, Plant & Equipment 1’829                       3’403          5’983        10’028      11’330       10’396      10’315      9’997        9’397        8’468        7’160        5’419        3’191        420            (2’953)       
Intangibles -                           13                376            362            282             339            617            818            1’047        1’156        1’265        1’342        1’418        1’481        1’545        
as a % of revenues 0.0% 0.3% 5.4% 3.1% 1.3% 1.4% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9%
Other assets 55                            78                991            1’232        1’460          2’886        3’486        4’623        5’920        6’535        7’151        7’585        8’016        8’373        8’731        
as a % of revenues 1.7% 1.9% 14.2% 10.5% 6.8% 11.7% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8%
Total assets 5’831                       8’068          22’664      28’655      29’740       34’309      43’001      51’694      62’015      69’127      77’156      85’056      93’560      102’192    111’416    

Accounts payable 778                          916             1’860        2’390        3’405          3’771        5’164        6’962        9’032        9’943        10’858      11’472      12’110      12’634      13’159      
Accrued liabilities 269                          423             1’210        1’731        2’094          2’905        3’899        5’171        6’621        7’309        7’998        8’484        8’966        9’365        9’766        
as a % of revenues 8.4% 10.4% 17.3% 14.7% 9.8% 11.8% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1%
Deferred revenue 192                          424             763            1’015        630             1’163        2’351        3’117        3’992        4’406        4’822        5’115        5’405        5’646        5’887        
as a % of revenues 6.0% 10.5% 10.9% 8.6% 2.9% 4.7% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3%
Guarantees -                           137             180            787            503             317            876            1’162        1’488        1’642        1’797        1’906        2’014        2’104        2’194        
as a % of revenues 0.0% 3.4% 2.6% 6.7% 2.3% 1.3% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7%
Deposits 258                          283             664            854            793             726            2’070        2’745        3’515        3’879        4’245        4’503        4’759        4’971        5’183        
as a % of revenues 8.1% 7.0% 9.5% 7.3% 3.7% 3.0% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4%
ST & LT Liabilities 2’430                       2’649          6’844        10’212      11’972       13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      
Other Debt 993                          2’152          5’605        6’430        4’030          3’898        5’593        7’418        9’498        10’484      11’472      12’170      12’861      13’433      14’008      
as a % of revenues 31.0% 53.2% 80.1% 54.7% 18.8% 15.9% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3%
Total Liabilities 4’919                       6’984          17’126      23’421      23’427       26’199      33’373      39’994      47’564      51’083      54’610      57’069      59’535      61’572      63’616      
Shareholder's Equity 912                          1’084          5’538        5’235        6’313          8’110        9’628        11’700      14’451      18’044      22’546      27’988      34’026      40’621      47’801      

Total 5’831                       8’068          22’664      28’655      29’740       34’309      43’001      51’694      62’015      69’127      77’156      85’057      93’560      102’193    111’417    

Tesla Balance Sheet ($m)
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Appendix 11 – Upside Case all Adjacents included 

 
 

 
 

PV of Cash Flows 157’945   PV of Cash Flows 157’945   
Terminal Value 609’402   Terminal Value 637’885   
PV of Terminal Value 301’000   PV of Terminal Value 315’069   
Enterprise Value 458’945   Enterprise Value 473’013   
+Cash 6’268       +Cash 6’268       
-Interest Bearing Liabilities 11’634     -Interest Bearing Liabilities 11’634     
Equity Value 453’579   Equity Value 467’647   
Diluted Shares (as of 10-k 2019) 199.93     Diluted Shares (as of 10-k 2019) 199.93     
Price per share 2’268.7    Price per share 2’339.1    

Perpetuity Growth Rate-Based Valuation Exit Multiple Valuation (10x)

2268.7x 1.3% 1.5% 1.8% 2.0% 2.3% 2.5% 2.8% 2339.1x 4.0x 6.0x 8.0x 10.0x 12.0x 14.0x 16.0x
1.19 2’706.2     2’815.8     2’935.8     3’067.7     3’213.5   3’375.3   3’556.0   2.8% 1’814.9   2’252.1   2’689.2   3’126.3   3’563.4   4’000.5   4’437.6   
1.29 2’455.5     2’545.7     2’643.6     2’750.4     2’867.3   2’995.8   3’137.7   3.8% 1’658.7   2’050.1   2’441.5   2’832.9   3’224.4   3’615.8   4’007.2   
1.39 2’243.9     2’319.2     2’400.5     2’488.5     2’584.1   2’688.3   2’802.3   4.8% 1’518.9   1’869.9   2’220.9   2’571.9   2’922.9   3’273.9   3’624.9   
1.49 2’063.0     2’126.7     2’195.1     2’268.7     2’348.2   2’434.2   2’527.6   5.8% 1’393.5   1’708.7   2’023.9   2’339.1   2’654.3   2’969.5   3’284.7   
1.59 1’906.6     1’961.2     2’019.4     2’081.8     2’148.7   2’220.7   2’298.5   6.8% 1’281.0   1’564.4   1’847.8   2’131.2   2’414.6   2’698.0   2’981.4   
1.69 1’770.2     1’817.3     1’867.4     1’920.8     1’977.9   2’039.0   2’104.6   7.8% 1’179.7   1’434.9   1’690.1   1’945.2   2’200.4   2’455.6   2’710.7   
1.79 1’650.2     1’691.2     1’734.7     1’780.9     1’830.1   1’882.5   1’938.4   8.8% 1’088.5   1’318.5   1’548.5   1’778.6   2’008.6   2’238.7   2’468.7   

2’269          4.3% 4.8% 5.3% 5.8% 6.3% 6.8% 7.3% 2339.1x 4.0x 6.0x 8.0x 10.0x 12.0x 14.0x 16.0x
1.3% 2’965.9     2’595.9     2’302.0     2’063.0     1’865.1   1’698.6   1’556.7   1.19 1’540.5   1’897.7   2’255.0   2’612.2   2’969.4   3’326.6   3’683.8   
1.5% 3’097.7     2’696.7     2’381.2     2’126.7     1’917.3   1’742.0   1’593.3   1.29 1’489.5   1’832.0   2’174.6   2’517.1   2’859.7   3’202.2   3’544.8   
1.8% 3’243.2     2’806.6     2’466.9     2’195.1     1’973.0   1’788.1   1’632.0   1.39 1’440.5   1’769.0   2’097.6   2’426.1   2’754.7   3’083.2   3’411.8   
2.0% 3’404.6     2’927.1     2’559.8     2’268.7     2’032.5   1’837.2   1’673.0   1.49 1’393.5   1’708.7   2’023.9   2’339.1   2’654.3   2’969.5   3’284.7   
2.3% 3’584.7     3’059.7     2’661.0     2’348.2     2’096.4   1’889.5   1’716.5   1.59 1’348.5   1’650.9   1’953.4   2’255.8   2’558.2   2’860.6   3’163.1   
2.5% 3’786.9     3’206.2     2’771.5     2’434.2     2’165.0   1’945.3   1’762.7   1.69 1’305.3   1’595.5   1’885.8   2’176.0   2’466.3   2’756.5   3’046.8   
2.8% 4’015.5     3’369.0     2’892.8     2’527.6     2’238.8   2’005.0   1’811.9   1.79 1’263.8   1’542.4   1’821.0   2’099.6   2’378.3   2’656.9   2’935.5   

2’269          0.3% 0.4% 0.5% 0.6% 0.7% 0.8% 0.9% 2339.1x 0.3% 0.4% 0.5% 0.6% 0.7% 0.8% 0.9%
1.3% 2’153.7     2’122.7     2’092.5     2’063.0     2’034.3   2’006.3   1’979.0   2.8% 3’189.6   3’168.4   3’147.2   3’126.3   3’105.5   3’084.9   3’064.4   
1.5% 2’223.0     2’190.1     2’158.0     2’126.7     2’096.3   2’066.6   2’037.6   3.8% 2’889.3   2’870.4   2’851.6   2’832.9   2’814.5   2’796.1   2’777.9   
1.8% 2’297.8     2’262.6     2’228.4     2’195.1     2’162.7   2’131.2   2’100.5   4.8% 2’622.1   2’605.2   2’588.5   2’571.9   2’555.4   2’539.1   2’522.8   
2.0% 2’378.4     2’340.8     2’304.3     2’268.7     2’234.2   2’200.6   2’167.9   5.8% 2’383.9   2’368.8   2’353.9   2’339.1   2’324.4   2’309.8   2’295.3   
2.3% 2’465.7     2’425.4     2’386.2     2’348.2     2’311.3   2’275.4   2’240.5   6.8% 2’171.2   2’157.8   2’144.5   2’131.2   2’118.1   2’105.0   2’092.1   
2.5% 2’560.5     2’517.1     2’475.0     2’434.2     2’394.6   2’356.1   2’318.8   7.8% 1’981.1   1’969.0   1’957.1   1’945.2   1’933.5   1’921.8   1’910.2   
2.8% 2’663.9     2’617.0     2’571.6     2’527.6     2’484.9   2’443.6   2’403.5   8.8% 1’810.7   1’799.9   1’789.2   1’778.6   1’768.0   1’757.5   1’747.1   

2’269          7.5% 10.0% 12.5% 15.0% 17.5% 20.0% 22.5% 2’339       7.5% 10.0% 12.5% 15.0% 17.5% 20.0% 22.5%
1.3% 1’926.0     1’970.5     2’016.2     2’063.0     2’111.0   2’160.1   2’210.4   4.0x 1’302.8   1’332.3   1’362.6   1’393.5   1’425.3   1’457.8   1’491.1   
1.5% 1’984.5     2’030.7     2’078.1     2’126.7     2’176.6   2’227.6   2’279.8   6.0x 1’594.8   1’631.8   1’669.8   1’708.7   1’748.6   1’789.5   1’831.3   
1.8% 2’047.2     2’095.2     2’144.5     2’195.1     2’246.9   2’300.0   2’354.4   8.0x 1’886.7   1’931.3   1’977.0   2’023.9   2’072.0   2’121.1   2’171.5   
2.0% 2’114.6     2’164.7     2’216.1     2’268.7     2’322.7   2’378.0   2’434.6   10.0x 2’178.7   2’230.8   2’284.3   2’339.1   2’395.3   2’452.8   2’511.6   
2.3% 2’187.5     2’239.7     2’293.2     2’348.2     2’404.5   2’462.2   2’521.2   12.0x 2’470.6   2’530.3   2’591.5   2’654.3   2’718.6   2’784.4   2’851.8   
2.5% 2’266.3     2’320.8     2’376.8     2’434.2     2’493.0   2’553.3   2’614.9   14.0x 2’762.6   2’829.8   2’898.8   2’969.5   3’041.9   3’116.1   3’192.0   
2.8% 2’351.9     2’408.9     2’467.5     2’527.6     2’589.1   2’652.2   2’716.7   16.0x 3’054.5   3’129.3   3’206.0   3’284.7   3’365.2   3’447.8   3’532.2   

2’269          2.5% 4.0% 5.5% 7.0% 8.5% 10.0% 11.5% 2’339       2.5% 4.0% 5.5% 7.0% 8.5% 10.0% 11.5%
1.3% 1’988.1     2’012.7     2’037.6     2’063.0     2’088.8   2’115.0   2’141.5   4.0x 1’347.7   1’362.8   1’378.0   1’393.5   1’409.3   1’425.3   1’441.5   
1.5% 2’048.6     2’074.2     2’100.3     2’126.7     2’153.6   2’180.9   2’208.6   6.0x 1’650.5   1’669.6   1’689.0   1’708.7   1’728.7   1’749.0   1’769.7   
1.8% 2’113.5     2’140.3     2’167.5     2’195.1     2’223.2   2’251.7   2’280.6   8.0x 1’953.4   1’976.5   2’000.0   2’023.9   2’048.2   2’072.8   2’097.8   
2.0% 2’183.4     2’211.4     2’239.8     2’268.7     2’298.1   2’327.9   2’358.2   10.0x 2’256.2   2’283.4   2’311.0   2’339.1   2’367.6   2’396.5   2’425.9   
2.3% 2’258.9     2’288.2     2’317.9     2’348.2     2’378.9   2’410.1   2’441.8   12.0x 2’559.0   2’590.3   2’622.0   2’654.3   2’687.0   2’720.3   2’754.0   
2.5% 2’340.5     2’371.2     2’402.5     2’434.2     2’466.4   2’499.2   2’532.4   14.0x 2’861.9   2’897.2   2’933.0   2’969.5   3’006.5   3’044.0   3’082.2   
2.8% 2’429.1     2’461.4     2’494.2     2’527.6     2’561.4   2’595.8   2’630.8   16.0x 3’164.7   3’204.1   3’244.0   3’284.7   3’325.9   3’367.8   3’410.3   

2’269          0.0% 1.0% 2.0% 3.0% 4.0% 5.0% 6.0% 2’339       0.0% 1.0% 2.0% 3.0% 4.0% 5.0% 6.0%
1.3% 1’946.2     1’983.3     2’022.2     2’063.0     2’105.8   2’150.6   2’197.6   4.0x 1’340.5   1’357.4   1’375.1   1’393.5   1’412.8   1’432.9   1’453.8   
1.5% 2’004.2     2’043.1     2’084.0     2’126.7     2’171.6   2’218.6   2’267.9   6.0x 1’640.9   1’662.6   1’685.2   1’708.7   1’733.3   1’759.0   1’785.8   
1.8% 2’066.5     2’107.4     2’150.2     2’195.1     2’242.2   2’291.6   2’343.4   8.0x 1’941.4   1’967.7   1’995.2   2’023.9   2’053.9   2’085.1   2’117.8   
2.0% 2’133.5     2’176.5     2’221.5     2’268.7     2’318.2   2’370.2   2’424.6   10.0x 2’241.9   2’272.9   2’305.3   2’339.1   2’374.4   2’411.3   2’449.8   
2.3% 2’205.8     2’251.0     2’298.5     2’348.2     2’400.3   2’455.0   2’512.4   12.0x 2’542.3   2’578.1   2’615.4   2’654.3   2’694.9   2’737.4   2’781.8   
2.5% 2’284.0     2’331.7     2’381.7     2’434.2     2’489.2   2’546.8   2’607.4   14.0x 2’842.8   2’883.2   2’925.4   2’969.5   3’015.5   3’063.5   3’113.7   
2.8% 2’368.9     2’419.3     2’472.2     2’527.6     2’585.7   2’646.6   2’710.5   16.0x 3’143.2   3’188.4   3’235.5   3’284.7   3’336.0   3’389.7   3’445.7   Pe
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Automotive Growth First 6 Years After Introduction Automotive Growth First 6 Years After Introduction
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Cash Flow Statement

($ in million) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E
EBIT (417)           (17)             471            2’857         4’042         7’671         9’898         14’875      22’859      31’305     41’910     54’249     62’492     63’789     
Operating taxes (30%) (13)             (27)             (32)             (58)             (110)           (2’071)       (2’672)       (4’016)       (6’172)       (8’452)      (11’316)    (14’647)    (16’873)    (17’223)    
NOPAT (430)           (43)             440            2’799         3’932         5’600         7’225         10’859      16’687      22’853     30’594     39’602     45’619     46’566     
Add-back D&A 423            947            1’636         1’901         2’154         2’301         2’544         2’815         3’129         3’506       3’962       4’519       5’200       6’029       
Op. Cash Flow (8)               904            2’076         4’700         6’086         7’901         9’769         13’673      19’816      26’358     34’556     44’121     50’819     52’595     

Trade receivables 58              (330)           (16)             (434)           (375)           (724)           (789)           (1’355)       (1’604)       (1’291)      (1’447)      (1’358)      (1’252)      (157)         
Inventory (324)           (790)           (196)           (849)           (439)           (2’047)       (2’836)       (4’620)       (4’658)       (3’726)      (3’673)      (3’186)      (3’658)      (453)         
Accounts payable 138            944            530            1’015         366            2’215         3’032         4’939         4’980         3’984       3’927       3’406       3’911       485           
Investments in NWC (128)           (176)           318            (268)           (448)           (556)           (593)           (1’036)       (1’282)       (1’034)      (1’193)      (1’138)      (999)         (126)         
Other assets (1’105)       (8’700)       (1’760)       1’819         (2’107)       (2’813)       (2’696)       (4’630)       (5’480)       (4’413)      (4’944)      (4’639)      (4’278)      (537)         
Other liabilties 1’708         5’002         2’397         (2’768)       959            10’815      7’639         13’116      15’526      12’501     14’006     13’143     12’121     1’522       
Investment in Total WC 474            (3’874)       955            (1’218)       (1’596)       7’446         4’349         7’451         8’764         7’055       7’869       7’367       6’843       859           

Capex (1’997)       (3’527)       (5’681)       (3’203)       (1’220)       (3’262)       (3’879)       (4’849)       (6’020)       (7’244)      (8’697)      (10’325)    (12’129)    (13’708)    

UFCF (1’530)       (6’497)       (2’650)       279            3’270         12’085      10’240      16’275      22’560      26’169     33’728     41’162     45’534     39’746     

Interest expenses (159)           (79)             (577)           (617)           (596)           (639)           (611)           (583)           (555)           (527)         (499)         (471)         (443)         (415)         
Delta Financial liabilities 219            4’195         3’368         1’760         1’447         -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Delta equity/Other equity movements 762            4’479         (446)           (1’191)       (1’452)       -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Tax Shield -             -             -             -             -             173            165            157            150            142           135           127           120           112           
Minority interest -             98              279            87              (87)             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            

LFCF (709)           2’196         (25)             318            2’582         11’618      9’794         15’849      22’154      25’784     33’364     40’818     45’210     39’443     

Tesla DCF Valuation

(in $m) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

UFCF 12’085      10’240      16’275      22’560      26’169     33’728     41’162     45’534     39’746     
Terminal value 609’402   

Mid Year Convention 0.5             1.5             2.5             3.5             4.5            5.5            6.5            7.5            8.5            
Discount Rate 8.8% 8.8% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7%
Discount Factor 1.0             0.9             0.8             0.7             0.7           0.6           0.6           0.5           0.5           

PV of UFCF 11’587      9’029         13’199      16’834      17’971     21’322     23’960     24’412     19’631     
PV of TV 301’000   

Tesla Cash Flow Statement ($m)
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Profit & Loss Statement
 

($ in million) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E
Revenues Total 3’198         4’046         7’000         11’759      21’461      24’578      43’290      59’971      88’613      122’517    149’816   180’402   209’104   235’573   238’897   

Revenue Traditional 3’198         4’046         7’000         11’759      21’461      24’578      35’150      50’778      73’264      84’969      97’044     105’648   114’214   120’970   127’660   
Revenue Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             7’379         4’770         1’219         4’871         3’567       6’662       6’230       4’744       3’574       
Revenue Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             710            4’111         13’085      30’129      45’906     64’006     83’753     104’116   101’132   
Revenue Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             51              312            1’046         2’548         3’299       4’086       4’906       5’743       6’530       

Total Cost of sales (2’146)       (2’823)       (4’750)       (7’433)       (14’174)     (16’398)     (28’505)     (42’945)     (66’465)     (90’179)     (109’148) (127’850) (144’070) (162’693) (165’000) 
CoS Traditional (2’146)       (2’823)       (4’750)       (7’433)       (14’174)     (16’398)     (24’944)     (36’599)     (53’672)     (61’876)     (70’347)    (76’007)    (81’913)    (86’467)    (90’942)    
CoS Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             (2’738)       (1’698)       (416)           (1’588)       (1’109)      (1’972)      (1’751)      (1’262)      (897)         
CoS Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             (804)           (4’534)       (11’999)     (25’790)     (36’495)    (48’388)    (58’627)    (72’881)    (70’792)    
CoS Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             (18)             (113)           (379)           (924)           (1’196)      (1’482)      (1’779)      (2’083)      (2’368)      

Gross profit 1’053         1’223         2’250         4’326         7’287         8’180         14’785      17’027      22’148      32’339      40’668     52’552     65’033     72’880     73’896     
% margin 32.9% 30.2% 32.1% 36.8% 34.0% 33.3% 34.2% 28.4% 25.0% 26.4% 27.1% 29.1% 31.1% 30.9% 30.9%

Total Operating expenses (1’068)       (1’640)       (2’267)       (3’855)       (4’430)       (4’138)       (7’114)       (7’129)       (7’273)       (9’480)       (9’363)      (10’643)    (10’785)    (10’388)    (10’108)    
Opex Traditional (1’068)       (1’640)       (2’267)       (3’855)       (4’430)       (4’138)       (3’617)       (4’920)       (6’660)       (7’214)       (7’657)      (7’702)      (8’052)      (8’238)      (8’387)      
Opex Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             (3’494)       (2’187)       (540)           (2’087)       (1’475)      (2’655)      (2’389)      (1’748)      (1’263)      
Opex Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Opex Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             (4)               (22)             (73)             (178)           (231)         (286)         (343)         (402)         (457)         

EBIT Total (16)             (417)           (17)             471            2’857         4’042         7’671         9’898         14’875      22’859      31’305     41’910     54’249     62’492     63’789     
% margin -0.5% -10.3% -0.2% 4.0% 13.3% 16.4% 17.7% 16.5% 16.8% 18.7% 20.9% 23.2% 25.9% 26.5% 26.7%
EBIT Traditional (16)             (417)           (17)             471            2’857         4’042         6’589         9’258         12’933      15’879      19’040     21’939     24’249     26’265     28’330     
EBIT Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             1’147         885            263            1’196         982           2’035       2’090       1’734       1’413       
EBIT Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             (94)             (422)           1’086         4’339         9’411       15’617     25’126     31’235     30’340     
EBIT Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             29              177            594            1’446         1’872       2’318       2’784       3’259       3’705       

Interest expenses/income (98)             (159)           (79)             (577)           (617)           (596)           (639)           (611)           (583)           (555)           (527)         (499)         (471)         (443)         (415)         
EBT (114)           (576)           (96)             (105)           2’240         3’446         7’032         9’287         14’292      22’304      30’778     41’411     53’778     62’049     63’374     

% margin -3.6% -14.2% -1.4% -0.9% 10.4% 14.0% 16.2% 15.5% 16.1% 18.2% 20.5% 23.0% 25.7% 26.3% 26.5%
Taxes (9)               (13)             (27)             (32)             (58)             (110)           (1’899)       (2’507)       (3’859)       (6’022)       (8’310)      (11’181)    (14’520)    (16’753)    (17’111)    
Minority interest -             -             98              279            87              (87)             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Net Income (123)           (590)           (24)             142            2’269         3’249         5’133         6’779         10’433      16’282      22’468     30’230     39’258     45’296     46’263     

% margin -3.9% -14.6% -0.3% 1.2% 10.6% 13.2% 11.9% 11.3% 11.8% 13.3% 15.0% 16.8% 18.8% 19.2% 19.4%

Tesla Profit & Loss Statement ($m)
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Balance Sheet
 

($ in million) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E
Cash 1’906                       1’197          3’393        3’368        3’686          6’268        17’886      27’680      43’529      65’684      91’468      124’832    165’650    210’860    250’303    
Restricted cash and securitie 18                            23                106            155            193             246            422            585            864            1’194        1’460        1’759        2’038        2’296        2’329        
as a % of revenues 0.6% 0.6% 1.5% 1.3% 0.9% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%
Receivables 227                          169             499            515            949             1’324        2’048        2’837        4’192        5’796        7’087        8’534        9’892        11’144      11’301      
Inventories 954                          1’278          2’067        2’264        3’113          3’552        5’599        8’435        13’055      17’713      21’439      25’112      28’299      31’956      32’410      
Prepayments 76                            116             194            268            366             713            1’075        1’490        2’201        3’044        3’722        4’482        5’195        5’852        5’935        
as a % of revenues 2.4% 2.9% 2.8% 2.3% 1.7% 2.9% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%
Leasing 767                          1’791          3’134        4’117        2’090          2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        
Generators leased -                           -              5’920        6’347        6’271          6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        
Property, Plant & Equipment 1’829                       3’403          5’983        10’028      11’330       10’396      11’357      12’692      14’726      17’617      21’355      26’091      31’897      38’826      46’505      
Intangibles -                           13                376            362            282             339            827            1’145        1’692        2’340        2’861        3’445        3’993        4’499        4’562        
as a % of revenues 0.0% 0.3% 5.4% 3.1% 1.3% 1.4% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9%
Other assets 55                            78                991            1’232        1’460          2’886        4’673        6’474        9’566        13’226      16’173      19’475      22’573      25’430      25’789      
as a % of revenues 1.7% 1.9% 14.2% 10.5% 6.8% 11.7% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8%
Total assets 5’831                       8’068          22’664      28’655      29’740       34’309      52’472      69’923      98’411      135’198    174’151    222’314    278’122    339’449    387’719    

Accounts payable 778                          916             1’860        2’390        3’405          3’771        5’986        9’018        13’958      18’937      22’921      26’848      30’255      34’165      34’650      
Accrued liabilities 269                          423             1’210        1’731        2’094          2’905        5’227        7’241        10’699      14’793      18’089      21’782      25’247      28’443      28’844      
as a % of revenues 8.4% 10.4% 17.3% 14.7% 9.8% 11.8% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1%
Deferred revenue 192                          424             763            1’015        630             1’163        3’151        4’365        6’450        8’918        10’905      13’131      15’221      17’147      17’389      
as a % of revenues 6.0% 10.5% 10.9% 8.6% 2.9% 4.7% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3%
Guarantees -                           137             180            787            503             317            1’174        1’627        2’404        3’323        4’064        4’894        5’672        6’390        6’480        
as a % of revenues 0.0% 3.4% 2.6% 6.7% 2.3% 1.3% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7%
Deposits 258                          283             664            854            793             726            2’774        3’843        5’679        7’852        9’601        11’561      13’401      15’097      15’310      
as a % of revenues 8.1% 7.0% 9.5% 7.3% 3.7% 3.0% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4%
ST & LT Liabilities 2’430                       2’649          6’844        10’212      11’972       13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      
Other Debt 993                          2’152          5’605        6’430        4’030          3’898        7’497        10’386      15’347      21’219      25’947      31’244      36’215      40’799      41’374      
as a % of revenues 31.0% 53.2% 80.1% 54.7% 18.8% 15.9% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3%
Total Liabilities 4’919                       6’984          17’126      23’421      23’427       26’199      39’229      49’900      67’955      88’461      104’945    122’879    139’429    155’460    157’467    
Shareholder's Equity 912                          1’084          5’538        5’235        6’313          8’110        13’243      20’023      30’456      46’738      69’207      99’437      138’695    183’991    230’254    

Total 5’831                       8’068          22’664      28’655      29’740       34’309      52’472      69’923      98’411      135’199    174’152    222’316    278’123    339’451    387’721    

Tesla Balance Sheet ($m)
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Appendix 12 – Downside Case all Adjacents included 

 
 

 
 

PV of Cash Flows 62’686     PV of Cash Flows 62’686     
Terminal Value 210’831   Terminal Value 224’112   
PV of Terminal Value 104’135   PV of Terminal Value 110’695   
Enterprise Value 166’821   Enterprise Value 173’381   
+Cash 6’268       +Cash 6’268       
-Interest Bearing Liabilities 11’634     -Interest Bearing Liabilities 11’634     
Equity Value 161’455   Equity Value 168’015   
Diluted Shares (as of 10-k 2019) 199.93     Diluted Shares (as of 10-k 2019) 199.93     
Price per share 807.6       Price per share 840.4       

Perpetuity Growth Rate-Based Valuation Exit Multiple Valuation (10x)

807.6x 1.3% 1.5% 1.8% 2.0% 2.3% 2.5% 2.8% 840.4x 4.0x 6.0x 8.0x 10.0x 12.0x 14.0x 16.0x
1.19 967.4        1’003.0     1’042.0     1’084.8     1’132.2   1’184.8   1’243.5   2.8% 657.5     811.1     964.6     1’118.2   1’271.8   1’425.3   1’578.9   
1.29 879.6        908.7        940.3        974.8        1’012.5   1’054.0   1’099.9   3.8% 602.2     739.7     877.2     1’014.7   1’152.3   1’289.8   1’427.3   
1.39 805.4        829.5        855.6        883.9        914.6     948.0     984.7     4.8% 552.6     676.0     799.3     922.6     1’045.9   1’169.2   1’292.5   
1.49 741.9        762.2        784.1        807.6        832.9     860.4     890.2     5.8% 508.2     618.9     729.7     840.4     951.1     1’061.9   1’172.6   
1.59 687.0        704.3        722.8        742.6        763.9     786.8     811.4     6.8% 468.2     567.8     667.4     766.9     866.5     966.1     1’065.6   
1.69 639.1        654.0        669.8        686.7        704.7     724.0     744.7     7.8% 432.2     521.9     611.5     701.2     790.8     880.5     970.1     
1.79 596.9        609.8        623.5        638.0        653.5     669.9     687.5     8.8% 399.7     480.5     561.4     642.2     723.0     803.8     884.6     

808              4.3% 4.8% 5.3% 5.8% 6.3% 6.8% 7.3% 840.4x 4.0x 6.0x 8.0x 10.0x 12.0x 14.0x 16.0x
1.3% 1’058.4     928.7        825.7        741.9        672.4     614.0     564.1     1.19 560.3     685.8     811.3     936.8     1’062.3   1’187.8   1’313.3   
1.5% 1’101.4     961.4        851.2        762.2        689.0     627.6     575.5     1.29 542.2     662.6     782.9     903.3     1’023.6   1’144.0   1’264.3   
1.8% 1’148.9     997.0        878.7        784.1        706.6     642.1     587.6     1.39 524.8     640.3     755.7     871.1     986.6     1’102.0   1’217.4   
2.0% 1’201.6     1’036.1     908.6        807.6        725.5     657.6     600.5     1.49 508.2     618.9     729.7     840.4     951.1     1’061.9   1’172.6   
2.3% 1’260.4     1’079.0     941.2        832.9        745.8     674.0     614.1     1.59 492.2     598.4     704.7     811.0     917.2     1’023.5   1’129.7   
2.5% 1’326.5     1’126.5     976.7        860.4        767.5     691.6     628.5     1.69 476.8     578.8     680.8     782.8     884.7     986.7     1’088.7   
2.8% 1’401.2     1’179.3     1’015.7     890.2        790.9     710.4     643.9     1.79 462.1     560.0     657.9     755.8     853.6     951.5     1’049.4   

808              0.3% 0.4% 0.5% 0.6% 0.7% 0.8% 0.9% 840.4x 0.3% 0.4% 0.5% 0.6% 0.7% 0.8% 0.9%
1.3% 773.7        762.8        752.2        741.9        731.8     722.0     712.4     2.8% 1’140.5   1’133.0   1’125.6   1’118.2   1’110.9   1’103.6   1’096.4   
1.5% 795.9        784.4        773.2        762.2        751.6     741.2     731.1     3.8% 1’034.6   1’027.9   1’021.3   1’014.7   1’008.2   1’001.7   995.3     
1.8% 819.8        807.6        795.7        784.1        772.8     761.8     751.1     4.8% 940.3     934.4     928.5     922.6     916.8     911.0     905.3     
2.0% 845.7        832.6        819.9        807.6        795.6     783.9     772.6     5.8% 856.2     850.9     845.6     840.4     835.2     830.0     824.9     
2.3% 873.6        859.7        846.1        832.9        820.2     807.7     795.7     6.8% 781.1     776.3     771.6     766.9     762.3     757.7     753.1     
2.5% 904.0        889.0        874.5        860.4        846.7     833.5     820.6     7.8% 713.8     709.6     705.3     701.2     697.0     692.9     688.8     
2.8% 937.1        921.0        905.4        890.2        875.6     861.4     847.6     8.8% 653.5     649.7     645.9     642.2     638.4     634.7     631.0     

808              7.5% 10.0% 12.5% 15.0% 17.5% 20.0% 22.5% 840           7.5% 10.0% 12.5% 15.0% 17.5% 20.0% 22.5%
1.3% 737.8        739.1        740.5        741.9        743.4     744.8     746.3     4.0x 501.9     503.9     506.0     508.2     510.4     512.6     514.9     
1.5% 757.8        759.2        760.7        762.2        763.8     765.4     767.0     6.0x 610.8     613.4     616.1     618.9     621.7     624.6     627.5     
1.8% 779.2        780.8        782.4        784.1        785.8     787.5     789.2     8.0x 719.6     722.9     726.3     729.7     733.1     736.6     740.2     
2.0% 802.3        804.1        805.8        807.6        809.4     811.2     813.1     10.0x 828.5     832.4     836.4     840.4     844.5     848.6     852.9     
2.3% 827.3        829.1        831.0        832.9        834.9     836.9     838.9     12.0x 937.4     941.9     946.5     951.1     955.8     960.6     965.5     
2.5% 854.3        856.3        858.3        860.4        862.5     864.7     866.9     14.0x 1’046.3   1’051.4   1’056.6   1’061.9   1’067.2   1’072.7   1’078.2   
2.8% 883.6        885.8        888.0        890.2        892.5     894.8     897.2     16.0x 1’155.2   1’160.9   1’166.7   1’172.6   1’178.6   1’184.7   1’190.9   

808              2.5% 4.0% 5.5% 7.0% 8.5% 10.0% 11.5% 840           2.5% 4.0% 5.5% 7.0% 8.5% 10.0% 11.5%
1.3% 739.3        740.2        741.0        741.9        742.8     743.7     744.6     4.0x 504.5     505.7     507.0     508.2     509.4     510.7     511.9     
1.5% 759.4        760.3        761.3        762.2        763.2     764.2     765.2     6.0x 614.5     616.0     617.4     618.9     620.4     621.9     623.5     
1.8% 781.0        782.0        783.0        784.1        785.1     786.2     787.2     8.0x 724.5     726.2     727.9     729.7     731.4     733.2     735.0     
2.0% 804.3        805.4        806.5        807.6        808.7     809.8     811.0     10.0x 834.5     836.4     838.4     840.4     842.4     844.4     846.5     
2.3% 829.4        830.5        831.7        832.9        834.2     835.4     836.6     12.0x 944.4     946.6     948.9     951.1     953.4     955.7     958.0     
2.5% 856.5        857.8        859.1        860.4        861.7     863.1     864.4     14.0x 1’054.4   1’056.9   1’059.3   1’061.9   1’064.4   1’067.0   1’069.6   
2.8% 886.1        887.4        888.8        890.2        891.7     893.1     894.6     16.0x 1’164.4   1’167.1   1’169.8   1’172.6   1’175.4   1’178.2   1’181.1   

808              0.0% 1.0% 2.0% 3.0% 4.0% 5.0% 6.0% 840           0.0% 1.0% 2.0% 3.0% 4.0% 5.0% 6.0%
1.3% 724.8        730.3        736.0        741.9        748.1     754.6     761.4     4.0x 501.5     503.7     505.9     508.2     510.6     513.0     515.6     
1.5% 744.1        749.9        755.9        762.2        768.8     775.7     782.9     6.0x 611.0     613.6     616.2     618.9     621.7     624.7     627.7     
1.8% 764.8        770.9        777.4        784.1        791.1     798.4     806.1     8.0x 720.5     723.4     726.5     729.7     732.9     736.3     739.8     
2.0% 787.0        793.6        800.4        807.6        815.0     822.8     831.0     10.0x 830.0     833.3     836.8     840.4     844.1     848.0     852.0     
2.3% 811.1        818.0        825.3        832.9        840.9     849.2     857.9     12.0x 939.5     943.2     947.1     951.1     955.3     959.6     964.1     
2.5% 837.1        844.5        852.3        860.4        868.9     877.7     887.0     14.0x 1’049.0   1’053.1   1’057.4   1’061.9   1’066.5   1’071.3   1’076.2   
2.8% 865.3        873.2        881.6        890.2        899.3     908.8     918.6     16.0x 1’158.4   1’163.0   1’167.7   1’172.6   1’177.7   1’182.9   1’188.4   Pe
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Cash Flow Statement

($ in million) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E
EBIT (417)           (17)             471            2’857         4’042         3’845         4’570         6’141         9’687         12’580     16’762     20’103     21’981     22’411     
Operating taxes (30%) (13)             (27)             (32)             (58)             (110)           (1’038)       (1’234)       (1’658)       (2’616)       (3’397)      (4’526)      (5’428)      (5’935)      (6’051)      
NOPAT (430)           (43)             440            2’799         3’932         2’807         3’336         4’483         7’072         9’183       12’236     14’675     16’046     16’360     
Add-back D&A 423            947            1’636         1’901         2’154         2’301         2’542         2’807         3’102         3’434       3’810       4’236       4’717       5’257       
Op. Cash Flow (8)               904            2’076         4’700         6’086         5’108         5’878         7’290         10’174      12’617     16’046     18’911     20’762     21’617     

Trade receivables 58              (330)           (16)             (434)           (375)           (588)           (497)           (686)           (730)           (441)         (540)         (366)         (263)         (45)            
Inventory (324)           (790)           (196)           (849)           (439)           (1’909)       (1’789)       (2’296)       (1’834)       (1’252)      (1’195)      (886)         (873)         (242)         
Accounts payable 138            944            530            1’015         366            2’067         1’913         2’454         1’961         1’338       1’277       947           934           259           
Investments in NWC (128)           (176)           318            (268)           (448)           (430)           (373)           (527)           (603)           (355)         (458)         (305)         (202)         (29)            
Other assets (1’105)       (8’700)       (1’760)       1’819         (2’107)       (2’349)       (1’698)       (2’342)       (2’494)       (1’508)      (1’846)      (1’250)      (898)         (155)         
Other liabilties 1’708         5’002         2’397         (2’768)       959            9’500         4’810         6’636         7’066         4’273       5’229       3’543       2’544       439           
Investment in Total WC 474            (3’874)       955            (1’218)       (1’596)       6’721         2’739         3’767         3’969         2’410       2’926       1’988       1’443       256           

Capex (1’997)       (3’527)       (5’681)       (3’203)       (1’220)       (3’190)       (3’643)       (4’228)       (4’868)       (5’461)      (6’142)      (6’815)      (7’493)      (8’122)      

UFCF (1’530)       (6’497)       (2’650)       279            3’270         8’639         4’975         6’829         9’274         9’566       12’830     14’084     14’713     13’750     

Interest expenses (159)           (79)             (577)           (617)           (596)           (639)           (611)           (583)           (555)           (527)         (499)         (471)         (443)         (415)         
Delta Financial liabilities 219            4’195         3’368         1’760         1’447         -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Delta equity/Other equity movements 762            4’479         (446)           (1’191)       (1’452)       -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Tax Shield -             -             -             -             -             173            165            157            150            142           135           127           120           112           
Minority interest -             98              279            87              (87)             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            

LFCF (709)           2’196         (25)             318            2’582         8’172         4’529         6’404         8’869         9’182       12’466     13’740     14’389     13’448     

Tesla DCF Valuation

(in $m) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E

UFCF 8’639         4’975         6’829         9’274         9’566       12’830     14’084     14’713     13’750     
Terminal value 210’831   

Mid Year Convention 0.5             1.5             2.5             3.5             4.5            5.5            6.5            7.5            8.5            
Discount Rate 8.8% 8.8% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7% 8.7%
Discount Factor 1.0             0.9             0.8             0.7             0.7           0.6           0.6           0.5           0.5           

PV of UFCF 8’283         4’386         5’539         6’920         6’569       8’111       8’198       7’888       6’792       
PV of TV 104’135   

Tesla Cash Flow Statement ($m)
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Profit & Loss Statement
 

($ in million) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E
Revenues Total 3’198         4’046         7’000         11’759      21’461      24’578      40’418      50’922      65’414      80’845      90’175     101’595   109’331   114’886   115’845   

Revenue Traditional 3’198         4’046         7’000         11’759      21’461      24’578      32’296      42’829      54’840      60’535      66’239     70’267     74’260     77’563     80’882     
Revenue Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             7’911         6’922         7’067         12’566      12’822     16’508     16’368     14’737     13’212     
Revenue Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             189            1’045         3’110         6’824         9’970       13’449     17’102     20’755     19’720     
Revenue Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             21              126            396            920            1’144       1’371       1’601       1’831       2’031       

Total Cost of sales (2’146)       (2’823)       (4’750)       (7’433)       (14’174)     (16’398)     (27’801)     (36’909)     (48’597)     (57’937)     (64’310)    (70’393)    (74’904)    (79’350)    (80’584)    
CoS Traditional (2’146)       (2’823)       (4’750)       (7’433)       (14’174)     (16’398)     (24’592)     (33’155)     (43’011)     (47’349)     (51’706)    (54’630)    (57’666)    (60’163)    (62’661)    
CoS Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             (2’975)       (2’499)       (2’446)       (4’160)       (4’053)      (4’970)      (4’682)      (3’995)      (3’383)      
CoS Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             (215)           (1’152)       (2’852)       (5’842)       (7’926)      (10’167)    (11’971)    (14’528)    (13’804)    
CoS Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             (19)             (103)           (288)           (586)           (625)         (625)         (585)         (664)         (736)         

Gross profit 1’053         1’223         2’250         4’326         7’287         8’180         12’616      14’012      16’816      22’908      25’865     31’202     34’427     35’536     35’261     
% margin 32.9% 30.2% 32.1% 36.8% 34.0% 33.3% 31.2% 27.5% 25.7% 28.3% 28.7% 30.7% 31.5% 30.9% 30.4%

Total Operating expenses (1’068)       (1’640)       (2’267)       (3’855)       (4’430)       (4’138)       (8’772)       (9’442)       (10’675)     (13’220)     (13’285)    (14’440)    (14’324)    (13’555)    (12’850)    
Opex Traditional (1’068)       (1’640)       (2’267)       (3’855)       (4’430)       (4’138)       (4’985)       (6’225)       (7’478)       (7’709)       (7’840)      (7’684)      (7’853)      (7’923)      (7’971)      
Opex Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             (3’785)       (3’208)       (3’170)       (5’447)       (5’366)      (6’660)      (6’358)      (5’504)      (4’736)      
Opex Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Opex Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             (1)               (9)               (28)             (64)             (80)            (96)            (112)         (128)         (142)         

EBIT Total (16)             (417)           (17)             471            2’857         4’042         3’845         4’570         6’141         9’687         12’580     16’762     20’103     21’981     22’411     
% margin -0.5% -10.3% -0.2% 4.0% 13.3% 16.4% 9.5% 9.0% 9.4% 12.0% 14.0% 16.5% 18.4% 19.1% 19.3%
EBIT Traditional (16)             (417)           (17)             471            2’857         4’042         2’719         3’449         4’351         5’477         6’694       7’953       8’742       9’477       10’250     
EBIT Imp Battery -             -             -             -             -             -             1’151         1’215         1’452         2’959         3’404       4’877       5’327       5’238       5’093       
EBIT Imp AI Mobility -             -             -             -             -             -             (25)             (107)           258            983            2’044       3’281       5’131       6’226       5’916       
EBIT Imp Software B2C -             -             -             -             -             -             0                 14              80              269            438           650           904           1’039       1’152       

Interest expenses/income (98)             (159)           (79)             (577)           (617)           (596)           (639)           (611)           (583)           (555)           (527)         (499)         (471)         (443)         (415)         
EBT (114)           (576)           (96)             (105)           2’240         3’446         3’206         3’959         5’558         9’133         12’053     16’263     19’632     21’538     21’996     

% margin -3.6% -14.2% -1.4% -0.9% 10.4% 14.0% 7.9% 7.8% 8.5% 11.3% 13.4% 16.0% 18.0% 18.7% 19.0%
Taxes (9)               (13)             (27)             (32)             (58)             (110)           (866)           (1’069)       (1’501)       (2’466)       (3’254)      (4’391)      (5’301)      (5’815)      (5’939)      
Minority interest -             -             98              279            87              (87)             -             -             -             -             -            -            -            -            -            
Net Income (123)           (590)           (24)             142            2’269         3’249         2’340         2’890         4’058         6’667         8’799       11’872     14’332     15’723     16’057     

% margin -3.9% -14.6% -0.3% 1.2% 10.6% 13.2% 5.8% 5.7% 6.2% 8.2% 9.8% 11.7% 13.1% 13.7% 13.9%

Tesla Profit & Loss Statement ($m)
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Balance Sheet
 

($ in million) 2014A 2015A 2016A 2017A 2018A 2019A 2020E 2021E 2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E 2026E 2027E 2028E
Cash 1’906                       1’197          3’393        3’368        3’686          6’268        14’440      18’969      25’373      34’242      43’424      55’889      69’629      84’019      97’466      
Restricted cash and securitie 18                            23                106            155            193             246            394            496            638            788            879            990            1’066        1’120        1’129        
as a % of revenues 0.6% 0.6% 1.5% 1.3% 0.9% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 1.0%
Receivables 227                          169             499            515            949             1’324        1’912        2’409        3’094        3’824        4’266        4’806        5’172        5’435        5’480        
Inventories 954                          1’278          2’067        2’264        3’113          3’552        5’461        7’250        9’546        11’380      12’632      13’827      14’713      15’586      15’829      
Prepayments 76                            116             194            268            366             713            1’004        1’265        1’625        2’008        2’240        2’524        2’716        2’854        2’878        
as a % of revenues 2.4% 2.9% 2.8% 2.3% 1.7% 2.9% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%
Leasing 767                          1’791          3’134        4’117        2’090          2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        2’447        
Generators leased -                           -              5’920        6’347        6’271          6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        6’138        
Property, Plant & Equipment 1’829                       3’403          5’983        10’028      11’330       10’396      11’285      12’385      13’806      15’573      17’599      19’931      22’510      25’287      28’152      
Intangibles -                           13                376            362            282             339            772            972            1’249        1’544        1’722        1’940        2’088        2’194        2’212        
as a % of revenues 0.0% 0.3% 5.4% 3.1% 1.3% 1.4% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9% 1.9%
Other assets 55                            78                991            1’232        1’460          2’886        4’363        5’497        7’061        8’727        9’734        10’967      11’802      12’402      12’506      
as a % of revenues 1.7% 1.9% 14.2% 10.5% 6.8% 11.7% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8% 10.8%
Total assets 5’831                       8’068          22’664      28’655      29’740       34’309      48’216      57’829      70’977      86’672      101’081    119’460    138’281    157’481    174’237    

Accounts payable 778                          916             1’860        2’390        3’405          3’771        5’838        7’751        10’205      12’167      13’505      14’782      15’730      16’663      16’923      
Accrued liabilities 269                          423             1’210        1’731        2’094          2’905        4’880        6’148        7’898        9’761        10’888      12’266      13’200      13’871      13’987      
as a % of revenues 8.4% 10.4% 17.3% 14.7% 9.8% 11.8% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1% 12.1%
Deferred revenue 192                          424             763            1’015        630             1’163        2’942        3’707        4’761        5’885        6’564        7’395        7’958        8’362        8’432        
as a % of revenues 6.0% 10.5% 10.9% 8.6% 2.9% 4.7% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3% 7.3%
Guarantees -                           137             180            787            503             317            1’096        1’381        1’774        2’193        2’446        2’756        2’966        3’116        3’142        
as a % of revenues 0.0% 3.4% 2.6% 6.7% 2.3% 1.3% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7% 2.7%
Deposits 258                          283             664            854            793             726            2’590        3’263        4’192        5’181        5’779        6’511        7’007        7’363        7’424        
as a % of revenues 8.1% 7.0% 9.5% 7.3% 3.7% 3.0% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4% 6.4%
ST & LT Liabilities 2’430                       2’649          6’844        10’212      11’972       13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      13’419      
Other Debt 993                          2’152          5’605        6’430        4’030          3’898        7’000        8’819        11’329      14’001      15’617      17’595      18’935      19’897      20’063      
as a % of revenues 31.0% 53.2% 80.1% 54.7% 18.8% 15.9% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3% 17.3%
Total Liabilities 4’919                       6’984          17’126      23’421      23’427       26’199      37’766      44’489      53’579      62’607      68’218      74’725      79’215      82’692      83’391      
Shareholder's Equity 912                          1’084          5’538        5’235        6’313          8’110        10’450      13’341      17’398      24’065      32’864      44’736      59’068      74’790      90’848      

Total 5’831                       8’068          22’664      28’655      29’740       34’309      48’216      57’829      70’978      86’672      101’082    119’461    138’282    157’482    174’238    

Tesla Balance Sheet ($m)
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